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Introduction.
The group Amentiferae, which consists of a scries of orders related
to one another hut seldom regarded as a special laxonomical unity,
is of a great systematical interest. According to one school of scientists,
among the foremost names of which ENGLER and RICHARD WETTSTEIN
may he mentioned, the Amentiferae belong to Ihe most primitive of all
Angiosperms: it is thought that this group, or in any case the larger
unity to which it helongs. forms the transition from the Pteridophyta
or the Gymnosperms to the Angiosperms. Another school, founded by
BFNTIIAM and HOOKER and especially adhered to in England, regards
the Amentiferae as reduced descendants of higher organized types;
their simple flower structure, according to this school, is not an original
feature but a secondary character resulting from reduction. Accordingly,
the group is placed high in Ihe system. There are, thus, two quite
different opinions on Ihe systematical position of the Amentiferae, and.
according as the one or Ihe other is adopted, quite a different picture
is received of Ihe whole system and the origin ol the Angiosperms
Our view of the Amentiferae is to a great extent decided by how we
interpret certain morphological condilions in the flower structure, and
it is therefore an important purpose of research lo elucidate these.
Another matter of importance is Ihe clarification of the affinities and
evolutionary lines within the group itself, among its different lower
systematical units: it will thus he easier to bring it in relation to other
groups. The present study is an attempt to elucidate the affinities of
the Amentiferae on the basis ol morphological investigations, especially
of the flower.
Most of the earlier investigations made into Ihe floral morphology
of the Amentiferae are rather old, dating from the latter half of Ihe
19lh century or the beginning of the 20th century. In recent times,
however, valuable contributions have been made to the knowledge of
the flower morphology of Ihe families in this group by American
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scientists (FiSHEB, 1928: ABBE, 1935 and 1938; ABBE and E A B L E , 1940;
MANNING, 1938, 1940), who have generally made combined anatomical
and morphological analyses. These investigations have been of great
value for the present study. Some families te.g. Fagaceae), however,
have not been the subject of any such thorough analysis - they will
here be treated in greater detail —, and it may also be of value lo give
a comparative account of the whole group, laying stress upon the
characters important for judging its systematical position.
In concluding this work I wish to express my great gratitude to
all the persons and institutes — Botanical gardens and museums —
which have given me aid in the procurement of material or in other
ways. Especially 1 thank my Chief at the Systematical Department of
the Botanical Institute of Lund, Professor HERIBERT NILSSON, for his
interest and benevolence. My thanks are also due lo the heads of the
botanical museums in Geneva (Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniqucs),
Paris (Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Laboratoire de Phanerogamic!. Kew iR. Botanic Gardens), Edinburgh iR. Botanic Garden),
Copenhagen. Arnold Arboretum, and Washington (U. S. National
Museum) for having provided me with opportunities of studying
material difficult to procure.

The range of the group.
To Ihe group Amentiferae belong in the first place tour orders:
Juglandales, Fagales, Betulales, and Salicales. The delimitation of these
orders varies: thus Ihe Juglandales are often divided into two orders.
Myricales and Juglandales, and the Betulales have hitherto always
been united with Fagales. Still, there is no doubt that Ihe plants
belonging lo Ihein are related to each other. They constitute a large
natural group. To this group, however, some syslemalisls have referred,
with more or less hesitation, some other small orders.
One of these orders is Julianiales, with the family Julianiaceae.
Already when HEMSLEY il'JOS) proposes Ihe family, he advances as his
opinion thai il is related to Cupuliferae (Fagaceae), and places it
between Ibis family and Juglandaceae; to the latter family il is in his
opinion not closely related, lie also points out, however, Ihe existing
similarities with the family Anacardiaceae, in Ihe anatomy as well as
in Ihe embryology. HALLH:H I 1908) unites Julianiaceae with Anacardiaceae, but al Ihe same lime he also refers the Juglandaceae lo Ihe family,
Terebintliaceae, wherein he makes Ihese and some others he merged; he
is then of Ihe opinion that there is a close relationship between Julianiaceae and Juglandaceae, and also regards the other amenliferous plants
as reduced descendants of the family Terebinthaceae. Following HEMSLEY A. ENOLEB (1909) and several other authors after him have- made
the famil\ Julianiaceae a special order. Julianales or Julianiales, among
ihe Amentiferae. WETTSTEIN (1935) goes so far that he refers ihe family
to the same order as Juglandaceae, Juglandales. On the other hand,
e.g. NAGEL (191 1) in his thorough investigations of Ihe Juglandaceae
has come to the opinion that, they are not at all related to Julianiaceae.
As a mailer of fact, much speaks for the correctness of this view and
for the Julianiaceae not being at any rate closely related to Ihe Amentiferae, to which group I hey therefore arc not lo be referred.
As early an observer as HEMSLEY stated that the family differed
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anatomically from Juglandaceae and resembled Anacardiaceae. The
more recent investigations of KRAMER I 1939.1 have confirmed this fact;
this author finds a great agreement with Anacardiaceae, none with
Juglandaceae. Emphasis is perhaps to he laid especially upon the
occurrence of resin ducts in the stein, which are entirely lacking in the
latter family bid are present in the former.
The occurrence of a »cupule», an involucre that surrounds the
fruits, has been considered to show the affinity ot Julianiaceae with
the Amenlifeiae, where cupule-slructures also occur. The cupule is ixi
Julianiaceae formed of coalcsccnt bracts, which surround 3—4 female
flowers, although only in one or two of these is fruit developed. A
cupule. originating from leaf-structures, is also to be found in JugIrmdaceae. Here, however, each flower is surrounded by a cupule.
Within Fagaceae it occurs that several flowers are surrounded by a
single cupule, hut this is here a stem- and not a leaf-strucfture, and,
moreover, it is no doubt derived from a primary type with one cupule
round each flower; such a development is no I indicated by any known
facts in Julianiaceae. Further, in the latter family there are some special
peculiarities without correspondence in the Amentiferae: the narrow
edges of the fruits are adnate to the inner wall of the cupule and the
stalk of the cupule is often broad and winged.
The male flowers of the Julianiaceae have a simple perianth, of
much the same appearance as in Fagaceae, but they show an important
deviation from the flowers of the Amentiferae, a fact thai seems never
to have been emphasized. In Julianiaceae the stamens are distinctly
alternating with the perianth leaves. In Amentiferae, on the contrary,
they are typically superposed; sometimes by splitting they become more
than the perianth leaves, and then partly also alternate with them,
somelimes there is no clear relation between perianth lobes and slamens,
but only alternating stamens are a feature that is foreign to the
Amentiferae.
Thus, in the author's opinion, the similarities that exist between
Julianiaceae and the Amentiferae are a result of secondary convergence,
and there is no real affinity between these groups, at any rate no near
affinity. Julianiaceae should instead most likely be placed in the
proximity of Anacardiaceae.
A second order that often is attributed to the Amentiferae is Batidales, consisting of the family Batidaceae, with the monotypic genus
Batis. In placing the order VAN TIKGHKM I 1003j is generally referred
to. who has carefully investigated the systematically important charac-
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ters. The male flowers have no perianth, but arc surrounded by a
cup-like leaf, at first close, later on irregularly bursting, according
to VAN TlEGHEM an adossate bractcole, which at the lop has a crest-like
appendage. Further alternating with the stamens there are four diagonal
scales, long-stalked, spatulate, according to VAX TlEGHEM arising as
emergences from an exlra-staminal disc. In the female flowers, also
without perianth, there is a four-chambered ovary, which however,
as VAN" TlEGHEM has pointed out, is composed of two transverse carpels
and originally has two chambers, each of which is again divided into
two by a false partition. The number and position of the carpels is
thus the same as in many of the Anientiferae; false partitions not
infrequently occur also there, and the scales of the male flowers might
have a correspondence in Ihe disc-structures that occur in Salicaceae.
The divergences, however, are also great; adossate bracteoles of the
peculiar structure that is to be found in Batis do not occur in the
Ament i ferae, and the scale-like structures have quite another shape
and position than Ihe glands of Salix. VAN TlEGHEM himself, in facl,
did not refer Batidaceae to some group Amentiferae, bid he placed Ihe
family in his order Piperalex, between Salicaceae and
Liqnidambaraceae; thus, he connected it not only with Salicaceae, but also with
several families thai do not belong to Anientiferae. On account of ils
peculiar characters the family is difficult lo place in the system, having,
as many authors affirm, an isolated position. By reason of the great
divergences from Ihe Anientiferae that exist I think it is not justifiable
to refer it to this group, but 1 leave the question open whether it has
some distant relationship with it.
The family Garryaceae, which earlier was placed near Cornaceae,
is sometimes also referred to the Anientiferae as a particular order,
Garryales. More recenl investigalions (HALLOCK, 1930), however, have
shown lhat morphologically the order in question attaches itself to
Umbelli florae (to which Cornaceae also belong), and embryologically
in certain respects resembles Ihe Sympetalae. In WKTTSTKIN'S handbook (1935) it is therefore placed last among the Choripetalae, after
Umbetliflorae. The old statements lhat Garrya may be grafled on
Anciiba japonica (MoLISCH 1918) also show that it is related to Umbelliflorae. Willi Ihe Amentiferae the family certainly has nothing to do.
The order Balanopsidales, proposed in later lime, which consists
of one family, Balanopsidaceae, with one genus, is usually assigned
to Amentiferae. Externally Ihe fruits are very reminiscent of acorns.
However, Ihe cupule surrounding Ihe base of the fruit is not a slem-
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structure as Unit of Quercus, hut is composed of bracts, flu* fruit is not
a mil. hul a drupe, and the flowers have no true perianth. In those
respects the order differs from Fagaceae, but within the order Jin/landales corresponding characters are to be found. Other features resemble
more those of Fagaceae, and, judging from the material in hand. I lie
order seems to fit within the hounds of Ihe Amentiferae. There are
however still some gaps in our knowledge ol the Balanopsidales.
The order Leitneriales with the famiU Leitneriaceae and Ihe
species Leitneria floridana is placed by, for instance, W E T T S T E I N I 1985)
in Ihe proximity of Mgricales, which he regards as a special order,
thus within the Amentiferae, though he denotes this arrangement as
apparently provisional. In the vegetative construction there are without
doubt some characters thai are wilhoul correspondence in the Amentiferae, but in the .structure of the flower, which is of greatest importance
for the placing ill the system, the order apparently attaches itself to
the Amentiferae, especially to ihe order Juglandales (with Mgricales).
Concerning Ihe pistil there is the divergence, il is true, lhat it is buill up
of one carpel, while the other Amentiferae have two or three carpels,
but there is clear evidence of its development through reduction of a
bicarpellary pistil of the same type as is to he found within Juglandales
and other Amentiferae. In an embryological respect there are some
deviations from Juglandales which mark some difference as against
this order. These deviations, however, are not greater lhan il is possible
lo find similar characters within other orders of Ihe Amentiferae. In
the essential flower-morphological conditions there seems to he good
agreement with Ihe type of the Amentiferae, as will he further developed
later on, when the question will also he taken into consideration as lo
whether the genus Didgmeles, as is sometimes done, is to be placed in
Ihe proximity of Leitneriaceae.
The result ol this review of the range of the group Amentiferae is,
thus, thai besides the orders Juglandales, Fagoles, Betulales, and Salicales, Ihe members of which are generally referred lo the group,
Balanopsidales and Leitneriales are also attributed to it. while Julianiales. Batidales, and Garryates are excluded from it.

Order 1. Juglandales.
Family 1. Myricaceae.
Among earlier investigations especially CHEVALIER'S monograph (1901) is to
In' mentioned, in which morphological conditions are also described. However, no
detailed Study seems lo have been made on the homologies in inflorescence and
flower, although these here afford much of interest. In order lo illustrate Ihem it
«ill lie appropriate lo begin with a survey of the organization of the floral parts
within different genera ami Sections.
W i t h i n Ihe section Moretta of the genus Myrica M. Nagi' seems lo
lie al a very primitive stage. T h e m a l e flowers form c o m p o u n d c a t k i n s ,
w h i c h e m a n a t e from the leaf axils. T h e p r i m a r y c a l k i n s a r e quite short
(Fig. 1 a). At their base there is a bract of Ihe inflorescence, glanddolled, above it about four large b r a c t s , w i t h generally two s t a m e n s
in Ihe axil of each, t h u s m a l e flowers of very simple o r g a n i z a t i o n
i Fig. 1 b). Al Ihe top there is often a small, r u d i m e n t a r y bract with
only one s t a m e n . T h e Female calkins, c o n t r a r y lo the m a l e ones, are
Simple. C o r r e s p o n d i n g to Ihe p r i m a r y m a l e c a l k i n s here a r c flowers
(Fig. 1 a . w h i c h outermost h a v e a bract that wholly resembles that of
Ihe m a l e c a t k i n . F u r t h e r there are a r o u n d the central pistil four
large hracls, w h i c h have some small, r u d i m e n t a r y , in pari clavale
s t r u c t u r e s in their axils, strongly reminiscent of transitions between
s t a m e n s and papillae; s o m e t i m e s a second flower is developed al some
point i Fig. I d ) . T h e r e is no doubt t h a t Ihe female flower of Myrica
Nagi has originated t h r o u g h reduction of a small inflorescence, with
female flowers in the centre.
Myrica nana, w h i c h is related to M. Nagi, is s o m e w h a t m o r e
a d v a n c e d . T h e m a l e flowers are generally simple, with only about four
1

In the nomenclature ol the Myricaceae I follow the monograph ol C.HK\ ALIER

(1901). If as proposed (BRIQUET, UK}.")!, the type species of Myrica should be
M. dale. Ihe genus Myrica of CHEVALIER must have another mime. II is, however,
not necessary to take this species as type species of Myrica, as LINNAEUS I 1753)
lias described three oilier species, which belong lo Myrica s. sir. (cf. Ilvi ANDKR, 1945).
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Kig. i. II Mgrlca Nagi, male pari calkin, the stamens removed; b the same, staminale
flower; <• the same, female flower in front view: </ tlie same, female flower from
Hie side with mi extra pistil having a large and a small stigma; c M. nana, male
flower, the Stamens cut off; / M. javanlca, female catkin, the upper part; c/ the same,
female flower in front view, the bract removed, a about X 1(1, / about X 6, the
others about X 15.
stamens, but the two bractcoles arc in some flowers of such shape
and size lhal I hey are strongly suggestive of bracts (Fig. 1 c). CHEVALIEB
(I.e.) is of the opinion thai actually they are not bractcoles hut b r a d s
in a — through reduction — one-flowered inflorescence: in some cases
he has observed Iwo separate male flowers in this. As a matter of fact,
on account of the similarity to the primary male calkin of M. Nagi
it is near at hand to suppose that the flower has derived from such an
inflorescence by reduction. The female flowers are arranged in a simple
calkin, but they show by their encircling whorl of bractcoles and by
Ihe emergences of the fruit that they have the same origin as in
M. Nagi.
Another species that is referred to the section Morella is M. javanictt. This species differs rather much from the Iwo species just mentioned. In M. jaoanica both male and female catkins are compound.
The förmer are built up of part-catkins, lateral and terminal, which
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contrary to the conditions in M, Nagi are relatively long and manyflowered; in each (lower there are lour stamens, but no hracleoles. The
part-inflorescences of the female catkins (Fig. 1 /), on the other hand,
are .small and few-flowered, most of them having about four to six
flowers; at the top, however, there is generally a terminal part calkin,
which is somewhat larger and may contain about 15 flowers. The
individual flowers have each two transverse hracteoles. In the fruit stage
the fruits may coalesce with each other to so-called Syncarpin i C H E VALIER. I.e.). It might he though! that the small part-inflorescences
were a correspondence to the part-catkins of for instance M. Nagi.
There cannot however he such a homology: a close examination of a
female flower (Fig. ig) shows that on the ovary there are sonic
emergences, one or two of which are often larger and appear as reduced
scale-structures; undoubtedly they correspond to similar structures in
other Myricn species. Moreover, the developed female flowers are not
placed at the top but in the lower part of the part-catkins, while their
upper part is occupied by a hud of sterile bracts: these are more
numerous in the lateral part-catkins than in the terminal: apparently
the number of flowers is greatly reduced, especially in the former. The
individual flowers of M. javanica are thus apparently homologous to
the male part-catkins of M. Nagi, the part-catkins of the former to the
compound calkins of the latter species. As regards the inflorescence
M. javanica represents a far advanced type, where the flower, originally
formed by an inflorescence, has obtained a simple structure through
reduction, and where, moreover, a ramification occurs in the catkin,
which is without correspondence in most other species. Conditions
similar to these in M. javanica also prevail in the .If. rscalenta likewise
referred to the sect. Morella.
Within the section Fuya of the genus Myricn the species .1/. Faya
shows several interesting peculiarities. The male catkins are also here
compound. The parl-eatkins i Pig- 2.1) contain a number of male
flowers, only consisting of a few. often three, stamens, which emanate
from the axil of a bract, slightly above it. The stamens are irregularly
arranged with extrorse anthers. In one case 1 have observed at the base
of a compound calkin a part calkin which in its turn was compound;
instead of the solitary flowers Iherc were hranehlels with several small
stamens and two to lour hracleoles, in part intermingled with the
stamens. This, together with the position and orientation of the stamens,
points to Ihe male calkins having developed through reduction of
doubly compound calkins, though it does not afford sufficient prool
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Fig. 2. Myrten Faya, A male calkin, the stamens ml off; II female part calkin in
flowering; C female pail calkin in young fruit shin«". I) Ihe same in longitudinal
section; /•* androgynous pari calkin with three branches, the side branches, supported
by the bracteoles />' and b", with more or less undeveloped pistils; F androgynous
pari calkin will) two side branches, Supported by the bracteoles b' and b", the one
bearing stamens only, Ihe olher an undeveloped pislil anil one stamen; 0 androgynous par) calkin in longitudinal section. 6r=bracts, b — bracteoles or fleshy
Structures probably arisen from bracteoles, 8 = Stigmas, (i = anlhcrs or stamens.
About X 12.
of this. The female calkins arc not composed of small pari calkins hut
of flower agglomerations with each about I luce or four flowers, sometimes more, sonielimes only one. A rather common condition is that
there is a central female flower and two lateral ones, often in addition
a fourth, a I the abaxial side. At their surface I hey hear fleshy papillae,
and the surrounding bracteoles are partly placed high up on ovary and
f'niil (Fig, 2 H—D). In each agglomeration Ihe fruits coalesce with each
other to a »syncarpitim*. A third kind of inflorescence, androgynous
calkins, sometimes occurs, too. The calkins are here at least sometimes
very like Ihe female inflorescences, composed of small agglomerations
(Fig. 2 E ~G), the lateral ones of which, if vigorously developed, divide
into some branches, oflen three, one in Ihe centre and two lateral. Each
of these may consist either of a female flower or of a central pistil
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and around it three to tour stamens, spirally arranged al different height
and connate with the pistil, and some bracteoles, Parallel with the
occurrence of the stamens runs the disappearance of the papillae
characteristic of the female flower. In the side branches the pistil is
ollen somewhat reduced, for instance has only one stigma, and in more
weakly developed agglomerations in the upper part of the calkin it often
disappears entirely and there only remains a group of three or four
stamens within a brad. Such a group corresponds no doubt lo a flower
of the male calkin. Thus, there is a complete transition between female
and male flowers. The androgynous agglomerations are surrounded by
a varying number of bracteoles: besides the bracts supporting the different (often three) branches there are some »bracteoles» of varying
position; in the agglomeration reproduced in Fig. 2 E the total number
of bracteoles or fleshy structures probably arisen of transformed
bracteoles is eight. Somelimes it may be seen that one or two stamens
are placed above the axil of a bracteole (« in Fig. 2 /-.', and n in Fig. 2 G;
in this figure a and n are also placed above a bracteole. on the other
side). These facts, as well as the empty bracteoles on the surface of the
fruit and the above-mentioned conditions in the male catkins, speak
strongly in favour of the fact that the branches of the bisexual agglomerations and the female and male flowers homologous lo them have
arisen from an original inflorescence with a central female flower and
a number of simply built male flowers around it. so thai the flowers
are pseudanlhia. In contradistinction lo V. Suc/i bul in -nine similarity
to M. jaoanica these pseudanlhia are arranged in compound catkins;
another likeness to the latter species is the coalescence of the female
pseudanlhia occurring in both species, in .1/. jaoanica in exceptional
cases, in .1/. Faya as a rule.
A species related to Myrica Faya is .1/. californica. This species
has a male flower which al least in some cases is furnished with a large
number of »bracteoles». and the Stamens are united in slems (Fig. HA).
It is hardly possible to find any distinct relation between certain stamens
and certain bracteoles. Such a flower is somewhat reminiscent of the
bisexual flower agglomeration of M. Faya, though here evolution has
gone a step farther. The female flower I Fig. 3 H—I)) is in a high degree
inflorescence-like, too; there are often two or three pistils, corresponding
to as many original female flowers, and in addition there are large
rudimentary stamens outside, sometimes perfectly developed stamens,
a remnant of surrounding male flowers. As in M. Faya, from each
»flower» there may develop more than one fruit, two or three, which
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Fig. 3. 1 Myrica California/, male flower from an androgynous calkin with four
larger bracteoles and several smaller ones above, and about twelve stamens, the
branches of Ibe stamina! column cut off; It the same, flower from an androgynous
calkin, in front view, with two pistils, one of them with three stigmas, one normal
anther (a) and some small rudiments, probably of anthers (a') J C the same, female
flower from an androgynous calkin with rudimentary pistils (si and stamens (a),
the larger bracteoles are removed; 1) the same, fruit im longitudinal section,
I'. M. inodora, slaminnle flower with bract and three narrow bracteoles at Ibe
staminal column, the branches of the column cut off. b — bracteoles. A, D about
X 20, the others about X l;"i.
coalesce to a *sgncarpium*,
a l t h o u g h in this species such only o c c u r s
in exceptional cases. W i t h o u t doubt the flower h a s here arisen from an
inflorescence; the similarities to t h e a n d r o g y n o u s inflorescences of
M. Fay a suggest thai the p r i m a r y form was not a simple but a c o m pound, r a m o s e one.
T h e t h i r d species of the section Faya, M. inodora, is m o r e strongly
reduced t h a n the others. T h e c a l k i n s are here a p p a r e n t l y simple. H o w ever, in the male flowers the s t a m e n s form a small, r a m o s e c o l u m n
with one or two s m a l l bracteoles a m o n g the s t a m e n s (Fig. 3 E ) , a n d in
the female flower there m a y , a c c o r d i n g to CHEVALIER (I.e.), occasionally
be two ovaries located in the axil of I h e s a m e b r a c t , t h u s conditions
reminiscent of the other species. E v i d e n t l y M. inodora is a later link
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in t ho evolutionary line issuing from Ihese species; the reduction is
considerably greater, hut I lie flower has also here arisen from an
original inflorescence.
The third and most comprehensive of the sections, Cerophora,
shows also a certain evolutionary chain from more complicated to more
simply built flowers, though the flower structure here is, on the whole,
more derivative. Some more primitive species still show rather obviously
the origin of the flower from an inflorescence;.
In Myrica salicifolia there is thus in the male flower a large number
of stamens branching off from a common column-like stem (Fig. 4 A).
In the; lower part there are a number of so-called bracleoles, in the
reproduced flower, four. Those bracleoles are not placed helow the
stamens, bid one or two of them may also be intermingled with the
stamens, emanate higher up than the lowest ramifications. No doubl
this flower represents a further step in the evolution compared with
the male flower of for instance M. californicct; the reduction is somewhat
greater, but it is still possible, especially by comparison with M, califomica and inodoru, to establish its origin in an inflorescence. The
female flower of .1/. salicifolia (Fig. 4 li) is surrounded by about Ihrec
lo five bracleoles inside the bract. In the centre (here is as a rule one
pistil with two median stigmas, but as already stated by CHEVALIER
(I.e., p. 225] it sometimes occurs that there are more than one ovary
in the axil of the same bract. An instance of this is shown in Fig. 4 C;
here, inside, the b r a d there are Ihree bracleoles and in the midst of
these a large pistil with two median stigmas and by the side of this
and separated from it a small one with Iwo rather Iransverse sligmas,
each of the pistils of course representing one female flower. In the
front of the larger pistil there is a small appendage (r), for the greater
pari connate with the style, possibly representing a reduced third pistil
( = female flower). Here, thus, there may exceptionally occur miniature
inflorescences similar lo those earlier described for M. Nagi, which do
not otherwise, in bracleole number or in any other way, differ from
the common, simple female flowers, the extra pislil (or pistils) showing
signs of reduction. This must be considered as a proof that the female
flower here, as in M. Nagi, has arisen through reduclion of an inflorescence.
Another species of the seclion, Myrica conifera, is, in agreement
with .1/. californica but in contradistinction to most olher species,
monoecious, often with androgynous calkins. The male flowers are
2

IN

Fi^. 4. A Mijrii'ii stiliciftilia var. subalpinii. male flower; li M. salicifoltii, female
flower of usual type; C the same, female flower wilh Iwo pistils; /) M. conifera,
female flower in front view, the bract removed; li the same, bisexual flower from
an androgynous calkin; /•' M. pubesccns, male flower with slaminal column;
(1 Comptonia peregtina, female flower from the axis, the bract removed; H the
same, young fruit with leaf cupule, at the left it is seen that new scales develop
amidst the older ones. frr = bract, 6 — bracteole, n —anther or stamen, r — rudiment,
probably of pistil, see further the text. .1 about X 10, // about X 6, the others
about X 15.
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of a simple structure, with tour stamens and no or occasionally one
or two small bracteoles below. The female flower (Fig. 4 I)) has about
four bracteoles. In the androgynous catkins however bisexual flowers
also occur, which in this connection arc of the greatest interest. Resides
a normal pistil there are often one or two perfectly developed stamens
in such a flower. Sometimes there are rudimentary stamens too and
other peculiarities, as in the flower reproduced in Fig. 4 E. In this there
are six bracteoles, the two transverse ones of which are the largest.
Three developed stamens have occurred, the two of which are removed;
one, the larger, was located in the axil of the large bracteole at the right
(&), the other, the smaller, above a small bracteole \b"). The third
stamen ui) is placed on the posterior side of the flower, and is connate
with the posterior style branch. Besides these there are two small, rudimentary stamens (a and a"), adnale lo the ovary, especially the one
(a ) small and suggestive of a papilla. The flower deviates in addition
by the occurrence of three carpels. Thus conditions here are met with
that are reminiscent of M. California!, where in the same »flower»
there may occur more than one pistil and several slamens, most of
them rudimentary. The reduction is stronger in M. conifera, in most
cases much slronger. but the origin of the flower must be the same as
in M. califomica, i.e. from an inflorescence.
Hesides these two more closely described species there are also
some others which afford clear evidence of the pseudanthic character
of the flower. Thus, there may sometimes occur more than one female
flower inside the same b r a d in M. Pavonis ;(-HKVALIKR, 1901) as well
as in M. Curtissii. In .1/. /albescens it may happen as in M. salicifolia
that the stamens form a ramose column with so-called bracteoles intermingled with the slamens 'Fig. 4 F | . In the majority of species there
are, however, no such evident signs of the development, but a testimony
to the origin of the flower from an inflorescence is the whorl of
bracteoles, in reality bracts, surrounding the ovary in a large number
of species.
Somewhat different conditions from those within Myrica are met
with in Comptonia peregrina. In the female flower of this species there
are two bracteoles. and inside each of them a group of small scales,
which together with the bracteoles grow out into a leaf cupule after
flowering (while emergences are lacking on the ovary). In an early
stage, at the very flowering, it may be observed (Fig. 4 G) that in the
scale groups inside the bracteoles there are some scales next lo the
ovary which are larger than the others; this being especially true of the
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two outermost of them, nearest the bract and the axis respectively.
The other scales arc only seen as some small emergences on the .side
of these scales turned from the ovary. The development of the first
scales Ihus proceeds more or less centrifugally. In a later stage (Fig.
4 / / ) . when the leaf cupule has almost grown out around the young
fruit, it may however be seen that new scales develop amidsl the others.
Thus al ihis sluge the development is no longer centrifugal. CHEVALIER,
I.e.. stales that Ihe first development of (he cupule structures in Comptonia is exactly Ihe same as that of the emergences on the ovary of
Mytica, which moreover may sometimes occur on the surrounding
hracleoles loo. It must on this account be considered thai they are
structures homologous lo these, i.e. bracts and possibly flower primordia in an inflorescence, which surround Ihe single developed flower
and which have here acquired a special development for fruit dissemination by wind. A deviation is that these structures do no occur here on
all sides hul form two groups only in the axils of the primary luacleolcs.
The flowers of Gale palustris, finally, might he thought to he of
a primitive type, as the flower is of a relatively simple organization,
without hracleoles in the male flower, and with two Lateral hracteoles
only in Ihe female flower, adnale to the ovary. In Ihe androgynous
calkins which not infrequently occur (cf. DAVEY and GIBSON, 1917)
there are however some bisexual flowers of a peculiar Structure, which
show that this is not the case. Flowers transitional between female
and male flowers have been earlier described by HAGERUP i 19341. who
however seems only to have examined alterations of original female
I low eis. which never have more than two hracleoles. Similar cases
have also been observed by Ihe author, but of greater interesl are some
oilier deviations, probably arisen through transformation of original
male flowers, which partly have a rather complicated organization. In
the bisexual flowers there is sometimes as normally a bicarpellary pistil,
which generally has however an unusual orientation: Ihe carpels often
stand obliquely to Ihe median plane, sometimes <piile transversely. A
more common event, however, is that the pistil is built up of one carpel
only, of varying position. The stamens are one to three in number,
fused with the ovary. If there are only one stamen and one carpel,
these may both have a median position (Fig. b B) or both have a
transverse one (Fig, 5.1): if there are one stamen and a bicarpellary
pistil, the carpels may stand transversely and the stamen either
niedianly or transversely by the side of the pistil. If two stamens occur,
then often one stamen and one carpel stand transversely alongside each
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Fig. .') Galt palustris, flowers, p;irll\ in fruit stage, of androgynous catkins A flower
with four bracleoles, a nionocarpcllar> pistil and one stamen, transverse; TS flower
with three bracteoles, a monocarpellary pistil and one stamen, median, ('. flower
with three bracteoles, an oblique bicarpellary pistil and three stamens (a); /) flower
with three bracleoles and a fleshy structure, transitional between stamen and
braCteole, the pistil oblique, bicarpellary; E flower with four bracleoles, one of them
small, rudimentary ;/»i, a probably monocarpellary pistil and one lateral stamen
(«), now lallen; /•" flower with Iwo small lateral bracteoles, a monocarpellary pistil
and Iwo stamens, the one median before the pistil, the other lateral; G flower with
Iwo small lateral bracteoles. one developed stamen and two rudimentary carpels;
// flower will) two very small bracleoles and three stamens two transverse and one
median nearer the bract; / flower with Iwo small bracleoles, a pistil with two
carpels oi oblique orientation and one stamen with a broad filament; K flower
(Hie bract is drawn) with Iwo unequal bracteoles, a pistil wilb one developed and
one rudimentary carpel, and one stamen, median, abaxial. /. flower with one small
bractcole (ft), four rudimentary stamens, three of which are visible («), and the
pislil dissolved into two large branches (e) and four narrow lobes (d) \ C, E—F,
I. in front vie« ti II K Ironi behind \boul X 10.
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stamens may he placed outside the former I Fig. 5 L). Of special interest
is. now. that in these bisexual flow eis the number of bracteoles is ollen
more than two. In the cases reproduced in Figs. 5 B, C, and I), there
is. besides the two transverse ones, a third, median, ahaxial la common condition), and sometimes a fourth, adaxial bracteole occurs also,
as illustrated in Figs. 5 .4 and E. When four hracleoles occur, one of
them is sometimes Cleft in the tip, possibly composed of two. If the
pislil is well-developed, the bracteoles are large: if it is weakly developed
or rudimentary, they are quite small. Structures transitional between
stamens and bracteoles (Fig. 5 D) occur too. (On the other hand,
transitions between stamens and carpels, which are common in androgynous calkins of Salix, were never observed.! It might then be thought
that the bisexual flowers had originated from male flowers, where in
connection with the appearing of a pistil some stamens were transformed into bracteoles. That this is not the case as regards the origin
of I he bracteoles is however evident from the fact thai in an androgynous catkin a male flower was observed with four stamens as usual
and in addition four small rounded bracteoles: no pislil-rudimcnt was
here to be seen. The bracteoles must therefore at least for the most
part he true bracteoles (or bracts), and that their number may be three
or four in the same flower, as in many ,1/j/ritYj-species, must be laken
as a proof that the flower has here also arisen through reduction of an
inflorescence, a reduction in most cases so far advanced that the real
nature of the flower is difficult to decide.
Thus, from this review it is clear Und there occurs within Myricaceae a whole series of transitions from an inflorescence of very simply
built flowers to flowers homologous lo Ibis, at first of more complicated
organization, later on by greater and greater reduction of simple construction As not only monoecious species with androgynous calkins
but also Gale palustris, which as a rule is dioecious, may exceptionally
possess bisexual flowers with one or more stamens outside the central
pistil (or pistils), il musl be supposed that the original inflorescence
has also been bisexual, with one or more female flowers in the centre
and male flowers around.
Thi' origin and the general organization of the flower having now
been treated, it remains to examine some details in the floral structure.
As mentioned above, Ihe ovary is often surrounded by a whorl of
h r a c l e o l e s . Often Ihere are two more strongly developed transverse bracteoles and two smaller median ones. Sometimes there are
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Fig. 6. a Myttca mictobiacteata, female flower in fronl view with six bracteoles,
carpels transverse; l> the same, female flower, six bracteoles, median carpels;
<• M. cerlfera, female flower from in fronl with four bracteoles; <l M. punctata.
male flower with bract and two small bracteoles from the stamina! column; c the
same, male flower with four bracteoles; / M. lalimanihcharica v. microphylla ENGI...
male flower with bract and two bracteoles; ij M. cerifcra. male flower with bract and
one bracleole. from the column: h M cordifolia, male flower with brad and column
of two stamens, no bracteoles; i the same, male flower with bract and one stamen.
c about X 20. / about X 6, I he others about X 15.
(M. microbrdctcaUi
H. W E I M . . Fig. 6 a — b \ l o u r transverse, two on
eilher side of Ihe ovary, lire one inside the o t h e r , a n d two m e d i a n .
Ihus six in all. If Ihe n u m b e r is 4. which is r a l h c r usual, they m a y be
regularly developed a n d resemble a simple p e r i a n t h (Fig. 6 c ) . S o m e times, however, one of ihe m e d i a n bracteoles is lacking a n d sometimes,
a s exemplified above, b o l h m a y h a v e d i s a p p e a r e d t h r o u g h reduction.
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In (he male flower the bracteoles are not so well developed, l)iil in
certain cases liiere may also occur lour bracteoles here, as is exemplified
by Fig. (5 e tor .V. punctata; the general condition is nevertheless also
in Ihis species thai Hie number is 2 only (Fig. 6 d ) .
Even as the bracteoles bear witness of the origin of the flower
from an inflorescence, the organization of the s t a m e n s may also
in many cases he explained by such a development. As slated above,
the stamens ol Myrica californica, salicifolia, and pubescens maj lorin
a ramose column with so-called bracteoles intermingled with the
stamens. Other species have also large, bushily ramose steins with
m a m stamens (e.g. M. kllimandscharica,
Fig. 6 / ) , but the bracteoles
emanate here below the branches only. That the filaments are in this
way united into slems, »grown together», is common within the family.
Even when the number of stamens is only 4, 3, or 2. the filaments are
often united, at leasl at their base, sometimes high up (for insl. .1/. punctata, Fig. 6 c/, e). With regard to the transitions lo the richly ramified
stamen aggregates that arc found
among these is also M. cerifera,
where one or two narrow bracteoles may occur at the lowermost ramifications iFig. &g) — Ihese cases must also he considered as originating
through — a here strong — reduction from an original inflorescence
and not be (as i I has been done) compared with the divided stamens
within Betulaceae; Ihese differ also by the two branches having each
only a half anther. If a comparable structure is sought within Amentifcrae. it can instead be found within Salicnceae: some .Salix species
have the filaments united in a similar way. In M. cordifolia there are
in some male flowers (Fig. (ill) two stamens with united filaments, in
others one stamen only occurs (Fig. 6 i ) . Here thus an example is met
with of the greatest conceivable reduction of the original inflorescence.
While in other Amcntiferae the stamens — owing to conditions
of coalescence
often emanate seemingly from the surface of the
b r a d , Ihis is not generally the case within Myricaceae. The stamens
or the common column of stamens spring here instead generally horn
the main axis at the attaching point of the bract; sometimes i.V. cordifolin and others) they even emanate a bit above the bract. In some
Myrica species there may however be seen a tendency of the stamens
to turn out on the base of the b r a d , and in Comptonia it has gone so far
that they have grown together with the narrow claw of the b r a d and
emanate from the border district between this and the broader plate
(Fig. 7 a); the male flower of Comptonia is by this very reminiscent of
certain Corylaceae,
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Fig. 7. <i Cotnptonia, male flower, Ihe stamens cnl off, (> Marien humilis, female
flower from Ihe axis, with transverse carpels, c M, cacuminis, female flower with
obliquely placed stigmas, one bract and 3 bracteoles, <l M. pennsylvanica, fruit in
cross section, with a median stripe in the wall, e Gale palustris, undeveloped fruit
with one abaxial and two adaxial stigmas, from in front, / Ihe same, trimerous
fruit in cross section, besides the Iwo transverse bracteoles, sectioned, there is a
small, poslerior, horn-like bractcole, issuing below Ihe section surface; mid-stripes
through the carpels. About X 15.
The two stigmas have generally a median position (though they
may he turned by the pressure of surrounding leaves), and the ovary,
which is often somewhat extracted in the direction of Ihe stigmas,
becomes by this more or less flattened from the sides, an orientation
easily understood in those cases, when there arc; only two transverse
bracteoles or these are considerably larger than the others. It has bowever been staled above, that when in Gale palustris the bracteoles are
more than two, and possibly stamens also occur in the flower, Ihe
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stigmas frequently get an oblique position, or oven a Iransverse one.
The same maj he observed in those Myrica species which have more
than two bracteoles. In M. humilis for instance, which has lour about
equal bracteoles, the stigmas are often transverse: in my material this
orientation (Fig. 7 b) was more common than the median, and in other
species also the position may vary: it is obviously not very firmly fixed
Concerning the position of the carpels it was supposed already by
ElCHLEB 11878) that they had the same orientation as the stigmas. The
correctness of this view is proved, as shown by BENSON and WELSFORD
(1909) for Gale palustris, by the course of the vascular bundles in the
ovary. No line of union between the carpels is however possible to
observe. On the other hand, both in Gale and Comptonia and —
especially fairly - - in several Myrica species isee for inst. Fig. 7 d)
I have observed a stroke in the fruit wall which runs through the mid
of the carpels, thus generally medianly, and marks the plane, where
the fruit breaks at germinating. Sometimes there is. as in the illustrated
case, a small ridge on the fruit over this stroke. This opening line
corresponds to the often very strongly conspicuous one that is found in
Jaglandaceae; in this family there is however frequently a union line
perpendicular to this loo.
Sometimes there are within the family three carpels instead of
i wo. and three stigmas. Instances of this are shown in Fig. 7 e and /
for Gale palustris (from a normally female calkin, not an androgynous
one), where there in one of the flowers is a small third bracteole too.
A corresponding trimery occurs also in Juglandaceae and has there been
considered to prove a descendance from types with ternary number in
the gynoocium (BKNSON and W'Ki.si'ORn 19091. Perhaps Ibis trimery
should rather in both cases be considered as a witness of unstable
conditions owing to a primitive organization.
The structure of the fruit and the different development of the
bracteoles of the female flower in the fruit stage are described by
CHEVALIKK (19011, who foremost on these characters founds Ins division
ol I he family into three genera. On this account 1 do not dwell upon
these conditions but am content with slating that there are so great
differences that with regard to them and to the other existing differences
a division into different genera appears well justified. It will only be
taken up a matter of more general interest to discussion, namely the
origin of the fleshy or wax-secerning papillae which occur on the fruit
in the genus Myrica. In some more primitive species there may. as
mentioned above, be observed structures intermediate between stamens
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and papillae in the female flower, which emanate above leaf-like scales.
In the androgynous catkins of Mgrica Faipi there sometimes occurs
above a »bracteole» only a group of stamens without any papillae. In an
apical flower agglomeration there was in one case observed above such
a bracteole a normal stamen, above this two large fleshy lumps, and
by the side of Ihe stamen, probably belonging to the same group, a
fleshy structure on a short stalk, apparently a transition between stamen
and papilla. In the same flower agglomeration there was at about the
same height a bracteole with one normal stamen and a large number
of papillae, arranged in two groups and considerably smaller lhan the
two large papillae at the other bracteole. No doubt these groups had
arisen through splitting of two original primordia. In this and other
similar cases Ihe papillae thus seem to arise through transformation
and splitting of stamen primordia in undeveloped flowers of Ihe original
inflorescence; in other cases, when no bracteoles are found on the
surface of the fruit, these take probably also part in Ihe formation of
papillae; stamens and bracteoles are besides known easily lo pass from
one to the other, as shown for (idle palustris. It is of course also possible
that within the family in some cases bracteoles only take part in the
formation of the appendicular structures of the fruit; especially Ihis
could be thought to be the case in the leaf cupule of Comptonia.
In their shape the stigmas are sometimes long and narrow, almost
thread-like (Fig. 7 c), sometimes they are more broad and flattened,
reminiscent of certain Juglandaceae (for instance M. javanica, Fig. 1 g).
In M. pennsgloanica the stigmas are Ihin and flattened and are below
united with (heir edges to a tubular structure. In A/, humilis they are
also flattened and sometimes grown together below at the one side
(Fig. 7 b) and turned to Ihe one side in the same way as it may occur
within Juglandaceae (e.g. in Engelhardtia apoénsis). The fruit wall of
Mgrica is also reminiscent of Juglandaceae through its thick, hard
endocarp. which (for insl. in M. par o i folia) may be furrowed and
sculptured on Ihe outside in some similarity with the conditions for
instance in Juglans.
Concerning the position of Ihe ovule RENSON and W E L S F O R D (1909)
think that il is appendicular to a carpel, HAGF.RUP (1934), on Ihe other
band, is of Ihe opinion lhat it in Myricaceae (dale palustris) as in many
other families is formed from Ihe apex of the axis. The former authors
plead as support for their conception that in Gale Ihe vascular bundle
supplying Ihe ovule is formed by branching from the bundles of the
anterior carpel; it receives no axillary bundle, and no branch from the
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posterior carpel either. These observations of the course of Ibe bundles
are no doubt quite correct and seem to lie sufficient proof for the ovule
being appendicular to Ore anterior carpel. Probably each carpel has
originally been furnished with one, possibly two, ovules and the
remaining of these bas at the disappearing of the other (or the others)
been displaced to the centre of the ovary, and got a seemingly apical

position.
The original position might with this presumption be reminiscent
of for instance the one occurring in Balanopsidaceae and the members
of Salicaceae having two or four ovules: yet the ovule in Myricaceae at
least in most cases is orthotropous. while it in the former two families
becomes anatropous in the course of development.
KERSHAW (1909, 1909a) has called attention to some features in the
embryology, which she regards as primitive, namely that the integument is furnished with a whorl of vascular bundles and that it is quite
free from the nucellus. which rises with a small stalk above the departing point ot the integument. BENSON and WELSFORD I 1909) do not
consider these features as primitive, as they occur in quite different
places in the system, and later authors (for instance KÜHN 19281 have
found further instances of bundles in the integument, not only within
Monochlamydeae but also in groups widely separated from this, and
by this reason they do nol either regard this quality as a primitive
character, WKTTSTEIN I 1935), however, makes a comparison in this
respect with the Gymnosperms and thinks that it may be a primitive
feature, though it sometimes occurs in other groups too, and also
SCHNARF (1929, p. 58) inclines to the same opinion; he holds further
examinations of the details for necessary in order to decide, whether
the occurrence of bundles in the different cases is quite comparable
or not.
Concerning the development of the embryo-sac the family does nol
show any such deviations as some other A mc ut i ferric, nor occurs there
clialazogamy. known from several other families, luil the normal
porogamy; yet only two species are examined, Gale palustris (KERSHAW
1909. HAGERCP 1934), and Myrica Lobbii \—.M esculenta var. Lobbii,
TREUB 1891), and the investigation of the latter form is of a rather
old dale.
If the three genera of Myricaceae shall be compared with regard
to their floral organization — the most important matter from a pbylogenelical point of view —, it must be said that this in Gale is at most
derived. For one thing both male and female flower are here through
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reduction of a very simple structure, for the other there are rather far
advanced transformations for fruil dissemination, in as much as the
two bracteoles in the female flower increase after flowering and develop
into floating organs, adnatc to the fruit. At comparison between Comptonin and Myrica il may be more doubtful what genus is more primitive. Within Myrica there are no doubt species that are more primitive
than Comptonia, but on the other hand there are among its rather
numerous species some which are at leasl as derived as the only now
living Comptonia species. On the whole, however, it must perhaps be
said lliat Ibis latter in its floral morphology is somewhat more advanced
than Myrica. The bracteoles of the female flower have here got a special
development for the fruit dispersion, in as much as they increase after
flowering and form a leaf cupule round the fruil, which makes a dissemination by wind possible: in Myrica the bracleoles do not increase,
and only in some, by far not all. species there are possibilities for
endozoic dispersion. Further, in the male flowers of Comptonia the
stamens in contradistinction lo Myrica are markedly carried up on the
bract, and as in dale the catkins are developed on special branches,
soon perishing. Comptonia must thus be regarded as a somewhat, but
not much advanced type in comparison with Myrica and separating
from Ibis genus in an other direction than Gale.
The preliminarily described genus Canacomyrica i GUILLAUMIN,
1939} from New Caledonia, has. according to the description, like some
primitive Myrica species, both male and bisexual flowers, the latter
with fullv developed slamens at the ovary wall, all surrounded by bracts
and bracteoles. but differs from all other Myricaccae by bifid stigmas
and a pendulous ovule from an erect funicle. with Ihe micropyle
downwards. If Ibis genus really - - as is probable — belongs to Muricaceae, it represents a deviating type and forms a transition from this
family anil the order Juglandales to the orders with anatropous ovules,
and Ihe bifid sligmas form an interesting parallel lo Ihe partition of
stigmas and styles in Juglandaccac, Batanopsidaccae, and Salicaccae.
The relation of Mi/ricaceac to other families of Amcntifcrac should
most properly be discussed first after these have also been treated. At
present it may only be slated that there occur several features that
reappear in other families or are reminiscenl of Ihem. With Jiiylandaceat there are great similarities in flower structure, fruit, embryology
etc., reminiscent of Corylaccac is for instance the male flower and leaf
cupule of Comptonia, and there are certain points of contact also with
Salicaccae 'for inst. as lo the androcciumi and the other families.
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Family 2. Juglandaceae.
[mportanl earlier papers: ÜRSTED. 1856, 1870; URAHN, 1872; C. DEGANBOLLE,
iHr>2, 1911; EICHLER, 1878; ENGLER, 1889; KARSTEN, 1902; NICOLOFP, I 9 0 i - i 9 0 5 ;
NABEL, 1914; STANDLEY, 1927; KOIDZUMI, 1937: MANNINO, 1038, 1940; H-SIMSCH and

WETMOHE, 1939; KUANG, 1941.

T o begin w i t h Ihe inflorescence, t h e c o n d i t i o n s c o n c e r n i n g lhis
h a v e recently received a n exhaustive description a n d elucidation b y
MANNING \ 1938), a n d I h a v e n o t m u c h to a d d to this. As MANNING
e x p o u n d s in c o n s i d e r a b l e detail, in t h e genera Engelhardtüt,
Oreomnnni-ti, Alfaroa a n d Platycarya
t h e r e is a m o r e primitive type of i n florescences,
in their typical form c o m p o s e d of a t e r m i n a l female c a t k i n
a n d lateral male c a l k i n s u n d e r it. F r o m this type t h e less complicated,
often simple inflorescences of Ihe o l h e r genera, Pterocarya,
Juglans,
a n d Cargo, a s e x p o u n d e d b y t h e a u t h o r m e n t i o n e d , m a y be derived
t h r o u g h reduction, a n d t h e n Pterocarga
forms t h e transition from t h e
o n e type to the olher. I n t h e f o r m e r type, t h e Engelhardtia
type, E. Wallichiana
LINIM.. 1 h a s in MANNING'S doubtless correct o p i n i o n a very
original type of inflorescences, g r o u p s of inflorescences with lateral
m a l e c a l k i n s a n d a t e r m i n a l female c a t k i n , w h i c h a r e located p a r t l y
on side b r a n c h e s , p a r t l y a t t h e t i p of t h e m a i n b r a n c h (Fig. 8</).
Alfaroa, w h o s e inflorescence w a s only p a r t l y k n o w n in 1938, is also
of a primitive c h a r a c t e r . According to t h e description of STANDLEY
(1927), Ihe inflorescences of t h e fertile s p e c i m e n s a r e t e r m i n a l a n d in
their g r e a t e r p a r i female; a t t h e b a s e only there a r e t w o short b r a n c h e s
wilh t w o to four m a l e flowers o n e a c h o r in o l h e r cases a few sessile
m a l e flowers ( F i g . Ha). A later collection I A . F . S K U T U I . N O . 4C>85,
Herb. W a s h i n g t o n ) s h o w s a s p e c i m e n with entirely male inflorescences,
very likely from a n entirely m a l e tree (Fig. 8 / ' ) . T h e inflorescence
g r o u p s a r e p a r t l y located in t h e b r a n c h tips, partly on lateral b r a n c h l e t s ,
which emanate — one or two
from t h e leaf axils a n d b e a r some
leaves helow; ihey a r e large a n d m a n j flowered, a n d the p a r t i c u l a r
c a t k i n s a r e generally a r r a n g e d in g r o u p s of two o r three o r more, which
especially helow a r e r a t h e r widely separated. T h e position of t h e catkin
g r o u p s is thus Ihe s a m e a s in Engelhardtia
Wattichiana.
T h a i there is
a t r a n s i t i o n t o w a r d s dioecisin. is. of course, a m o r e a d v a n c e d c h a r a c t e r ,
a l t h o u g h in Ena. Wallichiana
also Ihere a r e often b r a n c h e s wilh only
male o r only female inflorescences (earlier regarded as a p a r t i c u l a r
1
In Ihe nomenclature REHDBR'S Manual (1910) i.s followed lor Ulis and
(he following Families, as lar as Hie species are (akin up (here; only in olher eases
arc (he authors' names cited
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Fig. 8. The arrangement of Ihe catkins in Juglandaceae, schematically. a —6 Alfciroa,
c Oreomunnea, d Engelhardtla H allichiana, e E. nadiflora, / Platycarya, g Pterocarya Petitums, h Jugtana [similarly in certain Pterocarya-species), i Carya tntegrlfoliolata, A" ' atya, lint common condition.
species, see MANNING. 1938, |> 409). while in other species the reduction
is greater. The inflorescence tj pe of Oreomunnea. too. seems to lie primitive. The catkin-hearing branches in the leaf axils are small, il is true,
hut Ihe catkin groups
consisting of both female and male calkins
may also be located in the branch lips (judging from material in Herb.
Geneva) and the male calkins are generally arranged two and two
at different heigh! (Fig. 8 c ) . MANNING (LC.) is of the opinion thai the
original inflorescence within Juglandaceae was a terminal panicle,
comparable with thai which occurs within Anacardiaceae in Ihe genus
Uhus. In Platycarya it sometimes occurs that two or three calkin groups
are inserted in inimediale proximity to each other in a panicle-like
cluster; Ihe same may, according to MANNING I I.e.] occur in Engelh.
Wullichiana: il may also he observed in Oreomunnen I Fig. He). This,
however, must most likely be regarded as a special case of Ihe common
inflorescence arrangement: one or more catkin-hearing side branches
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have conic close In (lie inflorescence group of Ihe main branch, an
arrangement lhal might develop further lo a compound panicle I ml
can hardly have originated from such an inflorescence. 1 would rather
— as will be further justified later on - compare Juglandaceae with
Myricaceae and, as most primitive, consider Ihe inflorescence groups
where, as in Ottonwnnea and Alfaron, Ihe male calkins emanate singly
or in groups from an extended axis, which may correspond lo a calkinbearing branch of Myrica with one catkin (or two to three) in each
leaf-axil. The supporting leaves are strongly reduced in Juglandaceae,
but the position ol Ihe catkins, e.g. in Orrnmimnci — generally opposite
as Ihe leaves — , agrees with the presumption thai the inflorescence
group corresponds lo such a calkin-bearing branch of the Myricaceae,
which sometimes may also have reduced leaves. The dense agglomeration of calkins lhal occurs in Platycarya (Fig. 8/1 must, on Ihe other
band, be regarded as a more derived condition, jusl as several other
characters of this genus are more advanced (e.g. the androgynous terminal catkin).
The development that takes place within the Jtiglnns type-,
lo which Ihe three genera Pterocarya, Juglans, and Carga belong,
consisls lo a great extent in continued reductions and has been
illustrated by MANNING (1938). Some differences from the common
conditions in Carya are shown by the recently discovered species lhal
by its describer. KllANG (1941|. is regarded as a genus of ils own,
Rhamphocfirya, but in my opinion should rather be referred lo Carya
as C. inteyrifoliolata in.c. — lihamplwcaryti integrifoliolata KUVNG in 1c.
Fl. Sin. 1, I, 1911. p. J). According to KUANG the male calkins, which
here are comparatively numerous, 5—8 together, are arranged al
branchlels that do not spring from the axils of bud scales as in other
Carya species, bul from leaf-axils of Ihe year's shoots (Fig. 8 l ) , bud
scales being according lo Ihe description totally absent, while the female
calkin is of Ihe common Carya-lype, In Ihe arrangement of Ihe male
calkins, thus. Ibis species forms a transition from Pterocarya lo Carya.
An interesting condition within the Juglans group is that Ihe male
catkins sometimes spring from the base of the present year's branches
{Carya), sometimes from last year's wood, out of the axils of last year's
leaves. To understand how these conditions have arisen it is best to
go back lo the genus Pterocarya, which also in this respect is more
primitive than Juglans and Carya. Here, in the autumn most species
develop side branches which bear undeveloped male calkins in Ihe
leaf axils and female catkins in the lop. The male calkins pass Ihe
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winter without any shelter and the female calkins are not either
enclosed in huds; they are only surrounded by loosely aggregate leaf
primordia. Next year the hud point is developed to a new shoot, which
may hear a female catkin at its tip, while the male calkins are arranged
on the lower parts of the branch, formed the precedent year but not
sharplj distinguished from this year's shoot. From this type the development then follows two different courses. In Juglans conditions are almost
the same, the only difference being that the side branches developed
in the autumn have their tips surrounded by true bud scales, though
only few in number. Hence the difference is here greater between this
year's shoots with their female catkins and last year's wood, with its
male catkins. In Carya, finally, the whole branches are in most species
enclosed in buds, a sole exception being C. integrifoliolata, which is transitional to Pterocarya. The primordia of the basal male catkins, then,
are also surrounded by the bud scales; thus, the male calkins arc
inserted on the same year's shoot as the female catkins. In one species
of the genus Pleroairyu \Pt. rhoifoiki). which seems to he the most
hardy in the genus icf. REHDER, 1940, p. 116—117). there is moreover
an inchoate hud formation of the same kind (though the bud scales
are early deciduous), and it is not difficult to bring the whole development in line with the biology of the species; it is associated with a
transition from tropical to (emperalc climate with greater demands for
shelter in Ihc rest period.
In all genera, perhaps with exception of Platycarya, it often happens
that the catkin-bearing branches or the inflorescences corresponding
to these emanate from serial buds in the leaf axils. This has no direct
Correspondence in Myricaceae; it may there certainly occur two or three
calkin-buds in the same leaf axil, but they are then arranged beside
and not above each other. In the genus Litliocarpus of Fagaceae, bowever, there are similar serial inflorescences.
The involucre or so-called ileaf-jcupule that surrounds the ovary
and frail of the Juglandaceae may with respect lo ils development he
divided into four different types.
The first typo occurs in the genera Engelhardtia, Oreomunnea, and
Alfaroa and is characterized by the connection of the leaves of the
involucre to a thin wing, the greater part of which is free from the
fruit. This wing may either he 3-lobed {Eng. WallicMana,
Alfaroa)
with a larger median lobe and two side lobes, or, opposite the median
lobe, there may in addition be an adaxial minor lobe (l*"ig. 9 a—b),
sometimes divided into two or even in more \Eng. spicata BL., Eng.
3
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Fig. !). Fruits ni Engclliardlia species with involucre <i E spicata var. Colebrookeana. fruit of common type, b the .same, fruit with protracted niesoproplnlliini,
<• E. spicata, fruit with lobate mesoprophyllum, d V, apolnsit, fruit with 10-lobate
mesoprophyllum. Nat. size.
apoénsis ELM., here up lo 11, Fig. 9 c—d\. There are different opinions
about the identity of the different leaves of the involucre. NAGF.L (1914)
considers in agreement with some older authors thai Ihe larger leaf
is Ihe bract of Ihe flower, Ihe two lateral ones hracleoles. The fourth
lohe that often occurs he signifies as »mesoprophyllum» and regards
as a supernumerary hracteole. whose existence is explained by the
flower having developed from a small inflorescence, similar to the twoflowered dichasia ot Fagaceae; as a matter of fact there sometimes
occur two flowers in the same involucre. MANNING (1940), on the other
hand, in attachment to an earlier interpretation of DECANDOLLE, thinks
that the bract is 3-iobed and thai the hracleoles are either wanting
[Alfaroa] or, two in number, together form the mesoprophyllum* and
the proximale paris of the side lobes; in this he has support in the fact
thai in the male flower Ihere is a 3-lobed bract, which sometimes
grows oul in Ihe same way as that of Ihe female flower and for this
reason must he homologous to this. No douhl Ihere is actually such
a homology, as is proved by Ihe great agreement that may sometimes
he found (see Fig. 10.4), hut it is not sine thai the three-lohed leaf of
the male flower is made up only of Ihe brad. Examination of some
male flowers reveals a rather great variation in this leaf. In some
flowers, as the one reproduced in Fig. 10 li. Ihe mid- and side-lobes
are connected high up, and the whole may give the impression of a
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Fig. 10. .1 Engelhardtfri gpicata var, Colebrookeaaa, malt flowei with brad ami
bracteoles enlarged, from below (6 perianth leaves), Ii the same, male flower from
Ihr same specimen with brad anil bracteoles rather strongly connate |5 perianthleaves; a anil ft are also |ierianth-Ica\cs. are not further out than the others, on the
contrary a is further in than c and d), (.' the same, male flower from the same
specimen, bract and bracteoles more separate i.'t perianth Iraws, r rudimentary
pistil, parti} slamen-Hke) In all figures b' — bracleole About X 12.

3-Iobcd leaf. In other flowers of the same species, on the other hand,
the side lobes are almosl quite separated from the median lobe and
outstanding at right angles (Fig IOC). In this ease the side lobes must
represent independent leaves, bracteoles, and then this must also be Ike
case with the involucre-like leaves occurring in the male flowers of Ihe
same species, and in the involucre of Ihe female flower. In Ihe opinion
of the author, thus, (here must he Iwo lateral bracteoles in the involucre
of Ihe Eltgelhardtia type, ollen in addition a third ndaxial one. or, if
this is lobed, perhaps still more. The parallel with Juglans and Carya
also speaks in favour of this interpretation; in these genera there are
an undivided bract, two lateral bracteoles, and - as in the Engelhardtia type -- often in addition one or two (or still more) adaxial
lobes NAGEL's interpretation of the supernumerary lobes as bracteoles
in an inflorescence, reduced to a flower, is no doubt correct, but their
origin is most probably not connected with a reduction of previous
dichasia within the family Juglandaceae. In number and position thej
do not agree with the bracteoles of Ihe dichasia, and Iheii occurrence
in several widely separaled genera indicates that Ihe condition should
be I raced hack to an older lype. The bracteoles mosl likely correspond
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lo the supernumerary bracteoles», occurring in the family Myricaceae,
whose origin through reduction of an inflorescence, as earlier shown.
is easy to follow. When the »mesoprophyllum» is lobate, it is probably
composed of several bracteoles. this being indicated by the distinct
nerves in different lobes (Fig. lJd).
In Ihe genus Oreoimmnea the involucre is of about the same
structure as in Eiu/cthurdtia, the only difference being that here the
wing of the fruit is larger and coarser and with a somewhat deviating
nervature. A minor fourth lobe is also present: sometimes it is slightly
emarginate, three or four bracteoles thus taking part in the formation.
To the Engelhardtia type Alfaroa undoubtedly also belongs, though
the fruit on account of" its somewhat fleshy exocarp has sometimes
been compared with Jaglans (STANDLKY, 1927; Koinzv.vn. WY.il). Al
the base of Ihe fruit there is a diminutive, sometimes 3-lobed wing to
be found, free from Ihe fruit, thus of Ihe same lype as in Engelhardtia,
only much smaller. Sometimes, however, it may be small in Eiu/elhardtia, too: a specimen of Eng. Wallichiana (chrysolepis) »var. bracteis parvis* that 1 have seen (STEWARD and ClIEO, Plants of Kwangsi
No. 805. 1933, Herb. Stockholm) had on its fruits, apparently ripe,
b r a d s only about half Ihe length of the fruit.
A second lype of involucre is shown by the genus Platycarya.
Here the bract increases in size after flowering-time and becomes a
rigid and acute scale, though il does not fall off with the fruit, but this
loosens itself from it with a characteristic, concave fracture. According
to an old interpretation, the leaves that make up the wings are bracteoles
and a perianth is lacking in the flower. NAGEL (1911). however,
following ALEXANDER BRAUN, makes himself an advocate of Ihe view
that they are composed of perianth leaves, while the bracteoles are
suppressed, since in an early stage they seem to be morphologically
equivalent to Ihe two (more or less rudimentary) median perianth
leaves that may often be observed. According to MANNING I 19101 l<> a
certain extent both conceptions are rigid, inasmuch as he thinks thai
the wings are formed through fusion of a perianth leaf and a braclcole;
often the point is 2-dentate and there are considered to be anatomical
indications of ils double nature.
One way to seek clarity as to Ihe function of the bracieoles is to
search for some aberrations with bracleole-like leaves. In the female
flowers I have not been able to find any such, but in the male flowers
it has in several cases been observed lhal Ihe bract at the one side has
been furnished with a side lobe of about Ihe same appearance as a
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Fig. II. A Platycarya strobilacea, male flower with a side lobe on the bract, li Oreomunnea, male flower, br bracl willi two adnafe bracteoles, the one quite small,
p perianth-leaves (in addition liiere are two not visible), u a half anther in the
margin of a perianth-leaf. A about X 12, It about X 15.
side lobe formed by ;i bracteole in I he Enyelhardtiu group (Fig. 11 A).
More often Ihere is no line lohe, bill only a slight sinualion is observed.
Such may also occur in the female flower, and as the bracts of the
male and the female flowers are no doubt homologous and, in the
androgynous catkins, without any further change show transition from
the one to the other, it seems as though Ihe bracteoles of both male
and female flowers are strongly reduced and fuse with the bracl. (A
certain reduction of the side lobes also occurs elsewhere in the family,
e.g. in the male flowers of Oreomunnea, Fig. 11 />').
Also in Ihe intermediate flowers that occur between female and
male flowers in Ihe androgynous catkins Ihere arc some features
indicating that fruit-wings and perianth-leaves are equivalent, though
the conditions here are not easy to interpret.
The morphology of these flowers seems never to have been analysed in greater
detail. Figs. 12 l -G show a number of flowers from the transitional zone between
the female and the male part of Ihe catkin. The first change (Fig. 12/} and C\
consists in Ihe disappearing of the wings and the appearing in their stead of small,
irregular humps. In a laler stage of development (Fig. 12 I)) a stamen, more or
less abnormal, has been formed at each side
in Ihe reproduced case the one loj
has very broad filament and connective, the other la') a small, rudimentary
anther —, and further a scale has split off in the front lb) and a large, irregular
hump has developed at the back. The styles also exhibit a tendency to division
into four or five branches. Pig. 12 /-.' shows a flower in which at one side a normal
stamen h a s developed while at the oilier there is a small, sessile structure (I>),
about one-half of which is scale-like. Ihe other half more stamen-like, with a
loculus, In the front there are three fleshy scales, Ihe right and Ihe left ones of
which show rudimeiitarv Ihecae at the inner side and thus form transitions to
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Fig. 12. Platycarya strobilacea. Flowers from an androgynous calkin. .1 normal
female flower, II—G transitional flowers. I) is seen obliquely from behind, Hie
others from in front. br hract, a stamens, in 1) abnormally developed, b in I) small
scale (projecting at the right of the pistil), b in E and /•' transitions between scales
and stamens. Further explanation in the text. X 15.
stamens. AI the adaxial side of the pistil there is also here a large h u m p : then 1 are
three style branches, one of which
that at the right on the figure — shows
transition to stamen lower down. A similar transitional flower is shown in Fig. 12 F.
In this case a stamen has split off at each side and two structures (b) that are
intermediate between scales and stamens have been detached in the front; in
addition the pistil has divided into several branches. Finally, the flower that is
illustrated in Fig. 12 (i approaches further to a male flower. In Ihe centre il has
a pistil-rudiment with three large branches, which show an incipient development
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inlo stamens. Posteriori) Iherc are four stamens (a'), brunches of I lie same purl.
Anteriorly then' are two stamens iff", (lie anthers are removed), ami at each suie.
instiled lower, one stamen (a).
It thus appears as il at the transition from female to male flowers
scale-like structures were split oil in transversal as well as in a median
direction, which, wholly or divided, developed into stamens, as well as
the style branches. All Ihese scale-like structures appear to be homologous with each other: very likely they all correspond to perianthleaves, and il is probablj not correct to regard the lateral ones as
bracleoles, contrary to the others. The fact that the lateral structures
are split off earlier and are inserted lower than the others must be
taken as a proof thai they really correspond to the leaves developed to
fruit-wings, though no direct transition is to be found. In the transitional flowers there seem lo be no signs of the occurrence of additional
leaf structures interior lo Ihese lateral ones.
A third type of involucre is the Pterocarya type. Il is only found in
Pterocarga. As in Platycarya, the fruit has two wings, which here,
however, are formed by two bracleoles. whereas the bract does not
enlarge, but disappears after flowering-time. The coarse, more or less
fleshy wings are partly adnate to the fruit and generally unite with
each other at the one side, sometimes at both sides i/'/. Paliurus), so
that a wing is formed thai surrounds the whole fruit. In Ihese respects
the type forms a transition lo the Juglans type. That only the bracleoles.
bul not Ihe brad, grow oul lo an involucre, is without correspondence in
other Juglandaceae, but there is a parallel within Myricaceae, in the
genus Gale.
The Juglans type occurs in the two genera Juglans and Carya.
Here the leaves of the involucre are greatly Iransformed. The subsequently fleshy bracts and bracleoles join along their whole length
will) each other and with the fruit; only Ihe outermosl lips are free.
In Juglans Ihe different leaves of the involucre coalesce entirely, hut
NlCOLOFF il9()ll. In investigations of Ihe development, has shown thai
one bract and two bracteoles take part in its formation in ,/. regia. In
for instance ./. mandshurica, sometimes also in J. Sieboldiana, il is
generally- possible at the florificatiori to distinguish rather clearly the
lobe that is formed by the bract, which is generally longer and narrower
than the other lobes and surrounded by deeper incisions, and one big
lobe at each side (which may be toothed at the lipi: in addition there
sometimes occurs a fourth lobe opposite to the bract. In Ihese and other
species, consequently, Ihe involucre appears to be made up of one bract
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and (wo or three bracteoles (perhaps in J. regia, loo, there may sometimes occur three bracteoles. though litis has not been so in the cases
investigated by NICOLOFF). In Juglans nigra MANNING I 1 9 4 0 I has
shown the occurrence of a whorl of diminutive scales inside the outer
involucre: no doubt these represent supernumerary bracteoles, more
or less reduced. As to Carga, il has strangely enough been a common
conception that among the — here clearly separated — involucral
leaves there are besides Ihe bract only two bracteoles; the fourth leaf,
opposite to Ihe bract, that generally occurs (and in Ihe same way Ihe
5th that has sometimes been observed I is generally regarded as Ihe
reduced perianth of the flower, this in spite ol the parallel that exists
with other genera having more than two bracteoles. Thai they are not
perianth leaves is nevertheless shown by Ihe fact that a perianth may
sometimes occur above the involucre: in several species I have observed
one lo three small perianth leaves just below the stigmas, obviously
deviating from the involucral leaves. These must accordingly be
regarded as bract and bracteoles. In Carga cordiformis Ihe number of
bracteoles often rises lo 4. sometimes even to 5. This is also Ihe case
in C. integrifoliolata, where, according lo KUANG (1941), the valves often
have projecting midribs, or sometimes two ribs at the same valve: the
ribs are however somcliines lacking.
As in other Amentiferae the male flower is grown together with
the supporting bract and more or less extended in the longitudinal
direction of the bract. The two bracleoles are generali} easy to distinguish, connected with the bract icf. above for Engelhardtia
spicata,
also Fig. LOC). In I'lalgearga. however, they are as a rule (cf. above)
reduced, and likewise I hey are lacking in Pteroearga /Miliums, where
the bract also is very small. According to NAGEL (1914), they are not,
either, to be found in the remaining Pteroearga species and in the
section Cinerea-Regia of Juglans; the obliquely forward-directed leaves
that here have been earlier regarded as bracleoles. are assigned by him
to Ihe perianth. In Pteroearga fm.iini folia and stenoptera, however, in
some particular flowers there may exceptionally occur an obliqucl)
forward-directed leaf, which lies above the edge of one of the supposed
bracleoles (Fig, 13/1), a proof thai these really are bracteoles of Ihe
same nature, as in other genera, and in for instance Juglans Sieboldiana. which belongs to the section mentioned, two leaves are probably
also to be interpreted as bracleoles: they differ from Ihe perianth-leaves
proper in being, like Ihe bract, irregularly outward-curved in Ihe front.
Probably the bracteoles occur also here, though Ihey have more or less
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l-'ijf i.i 1 II Ptcrocarya stenoptera, male flowers with additional perianlh-Ieaf I/»I
besides the anterior median, <: Ihe same, flower with two structures (a*) ihal
appear to lie transitions between stamens and perianlh-leaves; D—/•" ICngelhardlia
spuata \ar Colebrookeana, male flowers with 15 and I perianth leaves and the
stamens in part superposed to Ihem. hr bract, /> bracleole 1—C about X 13, I) E X '25.
been transformed lo conformity with other leaves; they may so to say
take part in the perianth formation. The conditions in Carya will he
further treated below.
The perianth of the male flower within the family is as rule
irregularly developed, with a varying number of leaves of various si/e.
NAGEL (1914) states that radial flower-construction occurs in some
species of three epiite different genera. Engelhardtia
[WaUlchiana),
Plerocarya {Paliurus), and Juglans (sect. Xigra\. The morphologj ol
Ihe flower, however, does not seem to he at all the same in these three
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different cases; they are at various stages of development, and il might
he possihle to follow a line of development between Ihe genera also in
the structure of the male flower. The conditions will probably he more
closely illustrated by another author in the near future, and I will here
merelj give them a short review.
In Engelhardlia there is a great variation in the structure of the
male flower, as in several other respects. /•-'. Watlichiana, which is
referred to a special .section, has a well-developed perianth of four (to
six) leaves (Fig. 221. These are however inserted at different heights and
each of them includes cup-like a small group of one to three, usually
three stamens, thus giving the flower an appearance resembling Ihe
pseudanthia of the Myricaceae; certainly it represents a very primitive type. The other Engel lundtin species have a more irregular and
reduced perianth. In /•-". spicatit there are sometimes three to four
perianth-leaves in the male flower iFig. Vi D, E), while in other flowers
of Ihe same specimen there is no perianth. /-.'. nndiflora HOOK. f. has
one or two narrow perianth-leaves. /:'. rigida BL. is according lo NAGEL
(1914) entirely devoid of perianth. Also in Alfaroa and Oreomunnen
Ihe male flowers are of a similar, irregular structure — generally
however somewhat heiter developed —; in Alfaroa Ihere are about five
perianth-leaves, in Oteomunnea about three to six broad leaves (Fig.
11 B). Platycarya is quite without perianth in Ihe male flower; the
reduction is here still stronger than in the female flower.
Pterocarya Paliurus has a comparatively regular perianth in Ihe
male flowers, four leaves of approximately Ihe same size. They are not
however quite equal in si/.e, and their position varies to some degree;
the type should on this account not he regarded as specially far advanced, though perhaps il is somewhat more derived than in the other
species. These have like the one Juglanssection
[Cinerea-Regla) an
irregular perianth with more or fewer leaves. The radial perianth in
Juglans, section Nigra, has a really regular construction and no doubl
represents a far advanced type.
In the genus (.urt/a there are as a ride only three leaves in the
staminate flower. Ihe bract and two transverse leaves generally regarded
as bracleoles. In addition Ihere is exceptionally a fourth leaf opposite
Ihe bract, mentioned by DECANDOI.I.F II8(>2| for (.. Pecan, by the
present writer observed in several cases in ('.. ooata and tomentosa (see
Fig. Hg), in one case there were even two leaves side by side in Ibis
position in Ihe latter species. The fourlh leaf was assumed by DECANDOLLE to he a perianth-leaf in the same way as Ihe fourlh leaf of Ihe
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Fig. 11, i/ (i Carya tonkinensis, male Mowers from below, the transverse leaves
of irregular shape and size, c—/ the same, male flowers from above, in / the one
lateral leaf is bipartite, stamens 4, in / one stamen partly scale-like; g Carya loincnlosa, male flower with an additional leaf opposite the Inael and one sterile Stamen
(Hie others removed I, /i—i (.'. cordiformis, the lateral leaves partly reduced, k C. lonwnlosa, the lateral leaves fused into one Structure. Aliouf X 15.

involucre. In my opinion this involucre-leaf is certainly a bracleole
like Hie transverse involucral leaves, hul as lo Ihe fourth (ami fifth)
leaf of Ihe male flower Hie conditions are somewhat different, because
the two transverse leaves occurring here are apparently not bracteoles
hul perianth-leaves. In Carya tonkinensis LEG., which appears to he an
original species, these leaves are (Fig. 14 a—/') considerably färger than
the bract, unequal in size to one another, and irregular in shape, sometimes two-parted above (Fig. 1 4 / ) ; they appear in consequence to he
a reduced perianth, at least partially arisen through fusion of the
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original leaves. In C, tomentosa (Fig. 14 g, k) they may also be larger
than the bract, in C. eoediformis (Fig. 14 h, i\, they may be small, reduced,
in both they are often crenate4obate in their edge: occasionally they fuse
into a unitary structure above the bract (Fig. 14 A): these l a d s argue in
favour of their perianth nature. Thus, 1 am of the opinion thai in
<'.(iri/(i there exists a perianth in the male flower, generally consisting
of two leaves, sometimes of another one (or two), this perianth however
being reduced-transformed, while the bracteoles, as in Pterocnryu
I'aliurus, have quite disappeared. In their position the perianth-leaves
are reminiscent of the arrangement in the pistillate flower, which will
he described later on.
Sometimes intermediate structures between stamens and perianthleaves may be observed in the male flower. Thus, according to ÖRSTED
(1870), the lateral perianth-leaves of Plerocrirya fraxinifolia are often
transformed into stamens, something that I have not myself observed;
on the other hand, I have found intermediate forms between perianthleaves and stamens in a few flowers of Pterocarga stenoplera and
Juglans mandshurica and in several cases in Oreomunnea. The question
then arises whether the perianth-leaves are homologous with stamens,
inasmuch as they are possibly made up of transformed stamens. In
Pterocarga stenoplera, where any perianth-leaf beyond the anterior
median but rarely occurs (Fig. 13 A—ß) and where the number of
stamens is relatively small, there seems however to be no decrease in
the number of the stamens at the appearance of an extra perianth-leaf;
they appear independent of each other — save possibly in exceptional
special cases (Fig. ISC). And in Engelhardtia spi cat a (var. Colebrookeana H C O K . I . which seems to represent rather primitive conditions,
the extra perianth-leaves may come in just outside stamens, which are
thus superposed to them (Fig. 13 I) -E). This speaks in favour of the
view that the perianth-leaves are at least to a great extent of bractnature. It seems as if a flower such as the one reproduced of E. spicata
rather strongly resembles those .Vi/r/ra-flowcrs where the »perianth»
is composed of a number of »bracteoles», in reality bracts of flords
in a pseudanthium. At all events most of the perianth-leaves in the
male flowers of Juglandaceae appear lo be homologous with these
bracteoles.
The perianth of the female flower is more regularly developed than
that of the male flower and is not entirely lacking in any genus, though
in the genera Platgcarga and Carga it gives proof of a rather advanced
reduction or transformation. As a rule it consists of four scale-
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[ike, epigynous leaves, two median and two transverse, all about equal
in si/e. However, several minor deviations occur from the common
type, and it may he possible also here to find a certain line of development from more original to more derived forms. In the genus Alfaroa
the perianth-leaves have an irregular position - they are not exactly
median and transverse
and a varying size. They are rather coarse
and stiff, sometimes broader towards the apex, and resemble staminodia. This is slill more the case in O re o munnen, where lliey are quite
narrow, almost clavate in shape; besides, they emanate here at floweringlime icf. DECANDOLLE, 191 I) not from Ihe top of the ovary but from
about the middle, being carried up on Ihe top first later on. The two
median lobes are somewhat lower inserted than Ihe Iwo transverse.
Within Engel hard l in Ihe Iwo Iransverse perianlh-Ieaves are often smaller
I ban the others: somelimes one of them is quite absent. One species.
K. a/ioensis. which has a regular 4-membered perianth inside the involucre! whorl, has, like Oreomunnea. Ihe two median lobes obviously
lower inserted than the transverse ones I Fig. 15 A).
As to the perianth of Platycari/d my opinion, as shown above,
agrees with thai of NAOKL I 1914). that there are Iwo transverse
leaves, transformed into fruit-wings, and in addition one or two median
ones. T h e Iwo pairs are, as in Oreomunnea and Engelhardtia apoensis,
inserted at different heights, but with the median pair higher. As.
contrary to these Iwo species, the carpels are here transverse, the leafpairs — as in the two oilier cases — alternate with Ihe carpels. The
median lobes, if present, are I irmly adnate to ovary and fruit, and are
only discernible at Ihe fruit as small scars, consequently strongly
reduced. On the whole. Ihe perianth of the female flower of I'latgcarya
must be said to be of a strongly reduced-melamorphosed type.
In I'terocirrijit and Juglans Ihe perianth is generally regularly
1-menibered, but in exceptional eases — not so uncommon in the
former genus
an irregular development of the perianth may be
observed, often consisting in one or Iwo of the lobes (which then may
be more than four) being quite small and inserted higher llian the
others (a in Fig. 15 C, 4 and fl in Fig. 15 B, observe further Ihe small
lobe at the base of leaf :s). Judging from these deviations, it appears
as if the perianth leaves had originally been spindly arranged but
through secondary displacements and suppression of one leaf or fusion
of two had come to form a 4-membered whorl.
In the genus Cargo a perianth corresponding to Ibal ol Ihe oilier
genera has never been observed in the female flower: for Ibis reason
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Tig. 15. 1 Engeliifirilli)! apolnsis, Ihe upper purl of a fruit with median opening
fissure, 8 of the 1 perianth-leaves visible [another median leaf is present, low
inserted as the visible one), 2 transverse style branches, B—C Juglans Sieboldiana,
the perianth from above in two Female flowers with unequal perianth-leaves, in II
in a rather obvious spiral. The brad is indicated. -1 about Y (i I! (', X 8.
it has generally been supposed Hint Ihe third hracleole (and the fourlli
that may occasionally he present i represented the reduced perianth.
MANNING I 1940) is of the opinion that this has fused with Ihe stigmas
to a »stigmatic disc». As mentioned above, however, a true perianth
may often he observed above the involucre. It is easy to observe on
living flowers. Fresh 1 lowers of C.tiryn tnmentosa and ovata from cultivated trees in Lund were thus found for Ihe most part lo have a
perianth; a third Species, C. cordiformis, which was also examined, had
Mich in exceptional cases, though generally it was here absent. When
a perianth is present, il generally consists of two leaves, more or less
short, rounded, inserted close beneath Ihe Stigmas, one at either side
of the bract, in the space between Ibis and the adjacent bracteole
(Figs. 16 and I7i. Sometimes, more rarely, only the one of these leaves
is developed. Occasionally a third leaf also occurs — full) developed
only observed in ( . tomentosa (Fig. 16 D). This is opposed to Ihe hracl
and. as a rule, is only developed il Ihe third hracleole. opposite the
hracl, is lacking, so thai Ihe edges of the two lateral hracleoles meet
on the ovary. The three perianth-leaves then become regularly alternating with Ihe three involucral leaves as in a perianth with two whorls.
In one case it was observed that a third perianth leaf was developed,
though the opposite hracleole was present; the perianth-leaf was then
quite small, rudimentary (Fig. 16 G). On the whole, il must he admitted
that even il there may he a perianth in Cargo, it gives the impression
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Fig. IG. A—D Carya lomcntosa, female flowers with 2 or ;s periaiith-leaves (/») and
in addition 2 or i.li .'i bractcoles; E—6" Carya ovala, female flowers with .1 bractcoles
and 2 perianth-lcaves (/>); in /; Ihe one perianth-leaf (/»') has a stamen like structure
in ils margin, in G there is an incipience to a third perianth-leaf (a) and a stamenlike structure \b>. Stigmas removed in all Mowers. X .">.
of being reduced; one or two of the leaves often are quite small, and
often it totally disappears. The unusual position probably depends on a
displacemenl for the sake of room of the two leaves to the two gaps
in the involucre, where Ihere is better place, and suppression
normally - of Ihe other leaves. The perianth of Carya integrifoliolata is
probably reduced in a similar way as that of oilier Carya species; no
perianth is mentioned in Ihe description of KUANG (1941). 1 have however not had any opportunity lo investigate flowering specimens.
Concerning the origin of the perianth in the female flower some
information may be given by certain conditions in the genus Enyrlhardtia. As mentioned above, a fourth lobe oflen occurs here in Ihe
involucre, which is sometimes divided into more. In H. rigida (Fig.
18 .1, B, D) this fourth lobe (or the middle-most of its components) is
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Fig. 17. Carga cordiformts. Female flowers Irom above, i lie stigmas removed. A—B
willi two perianth le.i\es, '.' without perianth lea\es, D—E with inn
br bract, b bractcole, p perianth-leaf. About X 7.

perianth-leal.

narrow and oblong in shape, well separated from the others and firmly
adnate to the fruit. There is no perianth-leaf inside of it, but it serves
as perianth-leaf; in addition (here are one perianth-leaf just opposite,
considerably smaller, and one or two lateral ones igenerally still less
developed; sometimes the one of them is entirely lacking). In another
species. E. zambalensis ELM. (Fig. 18(.'), the corresponding lobe is
smaller and differs from the three trite perianth-leaves only by being
somewhat larger and ob t user. A third species, E. mult flora HOOK, f.,
has at flowering-lime sometimes
in some flowers - two median
perianth-leaves, which are about equal in size (Fig. 18 E), sometimes
in other flowers - the posterior one. turned towards the axis, is
evidently larger, which indicates that it has originated from an involucre-lobe, a bracleole. The lateral perianth-leaves are also here
small, sometimes the one is totally lacking. Thus it is obvious thai lo

I IL; 18 I—/{ Engelhardtla rigida, frails with involucre, in which a small median
segment serves as perianth-leaf; C ling, zambalenxts, do.: I) Eni/, rigida, fruit from
[he Side, the involucre removed except the .small median segment *b . one perianth
leal', median, visible '/<). another, transverse, not visible; /•-' Eng. nadtflora, female
flower with 4 perianth-leaves, the posterior one. opposite the bract, probably arisen
from a bracteole. .!—(.' X 2, I) X ö. E X 15.

a certain extent the perianth of the female flower may be formed by
loaves of bract-nature. On the other hand, there arc facts arguing in
favour of the view thai slamens also take part in the formation. In
/-.'. rigida the anterior median perianth-leaf may be twisted and buckled
on the surface in a way that is suggestive of transitions between slamens
and perianth-leaves, in Orcomunnca all four perianth-leaves arc narrow
and more or less clavale. strongly resembling staminodia. in Alfaroa,
loo. they may be more or less slaminode-Iike. In Platycarya the
perianth-leaves appear, as above stated, to be transformed into stamens
at the transition from female to male flower. In one case the author
has observed in Juglans mandshurica thai one of the four perianth
leaves was converted into a structure that might be regarded as intermediate between stamen and carpel, and in Carya ovata there occur
structures that might he held for transilions between stamens and
4

.-,11

Fig. 111. Ptetoearga stenoptera, male flowers .1 flower with rudimentary pistil (rj
in the centre; Ii (lie rudimentär; pistil shows transition to stamen (rs); G two
stamens isi have been formed at the place of the pistil rudiment About X 12
perianth-leaves (Kg. 16 E and G). Probably Ibe perianth of the female
as well as of Ibe male flower is formed both of bracts and stamens, but
while in Ibe male flower the bracts play the greater part and the stamens
seem to participate only in more exceptional cases, in Ihe female flower
the stamens appear to be of greater importance and the b r a d s lo play
a subordinate part; they are in the first place engaged in the formation
of the involucre.
The stamens are generally of very varying number even in the
same calkin. They seem to be arranged in transversal rows. 3. 4 or
even 5 in I lie flower, and it is a mailer of question whether their
arrangement may be referred lo a common plan. Elucidative of the
question are the conditions in the genus Pterocarya. In Pt. stenoptera
the number of stamens is not so great and not so various: il is generally
eiglil. three in the two anterior and two in the posterior of the three
transversal rows in which the stamens appear to he arranged. The
middle-most stamen of the middle row is sometimes replaced, however,
by a pistil-rudiment (Fig. 19 4 ) , and on ils place transitions may oflen
be observed between pistil-rudiment and stamen I Fig. 19 B). No doubt
Ihe stamen that occurs here has arisen by transformation of the rudimentary pislil lo a stamen, which often differs in some degree from Ihe
others through ils long filament, etc; sometimes there are two such
somewhat deviating stamens side by side, evident!} Iiolh arisen from an
original pislil (Fig. 19C). In Pterocarya fraxinifolia Ihe number of
stamens is somewhat grealer; generally they make four transversal
rows, Ihe posterior one often only wilh two stamens. A rudimentary
pistil somelimes occurs and it then generally has its place in Ihe second
row as in /'/. stenoptera, or close to this row. The two anterior rows
correspond on this account lo Ihe two anterior ones of Pt. stenoptera,
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I ig 20. A— li Pterocarya stenoptera, female flowers with supernumerary stigma
loins. 1 with 3 larger stigma segments antl a small appendage [a), B with 5 stigma
Segments, In 1 (lie one perianth-leaf has been split into two lobes (&}, in ß there
are ".> perianth leaves. C Engelhardtia Walliehiana, the upper pari of a fruit with
two median, bipartite, sessile stigmas, the line of coalescence ol the earpels visible
at the surface and (below) at section through the fruit wall. D F. apoSnsls, cross
section of fruit. F E. spicata, do., the transverse coalescence lines and the median
opening fissures are visible, .1—II about X 10. ('. X 15. I) /: X 5,
the two posterior are apparently formed by splitting and displacement
in the third row. Further splittings and displacements, especially in
the posterior part of the flower, may be conceived as giving rise to the
larger number of stamens that is found for instance in Juglans regia
(where they may appear to make four or five transversal rows, the
posterior of which however is often irregular). The original type,
according lo the author's opinion, is the one that is met with in the
flowers of Pterocarya stenoptera. where the stamens in reality form a
simple, somewhat irregular circle round a rudimentary pistil. The same
type occurs in Engelhardtia (e.g. E. spicata v. Cclcbrookeana. see Fig.
13 /) E above) and may also occur in Alfaroa (according lo STANDLEY.
1927) and Oreomiinnea. In Carya the stamens are few and of a fixed
number, of len four, no doubt a secondary condition; in the apparently
primitive C. integrifoliolata the number may rise lo 15 (KUANG. 1941).
The slamens are often quite without filaments (e.g. Juglans Sieboldlana), sometimes there are quite short filaments {Pterocarya fraxinifoliai. The connective often has a well-developed appendage, for
inslance in Juglans regia and other species: the occurrence thereof
may. however, be different in the same genus, as in Engelhardtia,
where some species possess le.g. E. spicata and nutliflora) and
others lack such an appendage (NAGEL. 1914). These characters may
sea reel v be used for the syslemalics of the family itself, hut are of
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Fig. 21. Diagrams of Ilic J rim structure ol Juyltiiutriceae. a Oreomunnea, h Al/aroa,
c Engelhardtia uplcata, <l I-. Walliehiana, e Platyearya, f —g Pterocarya, Ii Jugtaiu,

i Carya. The coalescence lines of tlie carpels are marked True partition «alls black,
false streaked
interest for comparison with other families where similar conditions
exist (sessile stamens in Balanopsidaccac, appendaged connective in
certain Fagaceae, Balanopsidaceae, and Salicaceae).
The carpels are generally two as in Myricaceae, but not rarely
there are three carpels, which is exemplified by MANNING (1940), who
also mentions flowers of Juylans with one or four carpels. A very
varying species is Pterocarya stenoptera; here in certain catkins often
four or even five carpels occur (Fig. 2 0 . 1 — Ii). Thus, as in Myricaceae,
the number of carpels is also rather unstable in Juglandaceuc.
If the carpels are of the normal number, two, they may either
have a median or a transverse position, and the stigmas may in both
eases be either carina! or commissural, differences which generally
follow the generic limits (Fig. 21). The genus Oreomunnea has both
carpels and stigmas median, like the Myricaceae. In Engelhardtia the
conditions are different in the two sections of the genus: in sect.
Trichotocarpeae al least several, probably all, species have median
carpels (Fig. 20 l>. E) and transverse stigmas; in sect. Psilocarpeae, to
which only /•.'. Walliehiana [chrysolepis] belongs, the carpels are transverse — there is a distinct median line of demarcation
. but the
stigmas median (Fig. 20C). In both cases, thus, the stigmas are commissural: conformably with MANNING (1940) it may be said that the
bipartite stigmas of E. Walliehiana are transitional between the carinal
and commissural type. In Alfaroa the stigmas ate median; according
to MANNING the carpels have the same position; judging from my own
material — fruits only —. however, they are transverse; as tar as 1
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can understand, the transverse walls have a dividing fissure. Ihe median,
on the other hand, have a narrow, dark line, which must be Ihe limit
between Ihe carpels. The stigmas, thus, might here as in Engelhardtia
be commissural. In Platycaryti, on the other hand. Ihe stigmas are
carina! as in Oreomunnea, but (hey as well as Ihe carpels are here
transverse, not median iFig. 21c). In Pterocarya iFig. 2 1 / ;/) the
carpels have, as earlier mentioned, a very varying position, even in the
same species. Pt. fraxinifolia generally has median carpels, but somelimes they are obliquely or quite transversely directed. In Pt. stenoptera
they have a varying position, too; in a tree that 1 have investigated
they were generally transverse. The stigmas, however, always have the
same position as the carpels; they are always carina!. This they are in
Juglans, loo. where Ihe carpels are more regularly median (Fig. 21 h);
Ihe conditions have acquired more stabilisation. In Carya, on Ihe other
hand, the carpels are transverse and the stigmas median (Fig. 21 /),
commissural, a more advanced condition than in Juglans and Pterocarya. Carya [Rhamphocarya] integrifoliolata seems to have the same
carpel position, as well as stigma type, as other Carya species (judging
from KUANG'S Figures and a specimen with fruit in Herb. Kew).
The shape of the stigmas has been described in dclail by MANNING
(1938a, 1940), who is of the opinion that the subglobose stigmas of
Oreomunnea and Alfaroa are Ihe most primitive and that the evolutionary development from tins type has followed three differenl lines,
(i) one over Engelhardtia Wallichiana with its sessile stigmas to the
elongate, on Ihe edges papillate stigmas that are the common type in
Engelhardtia, (ii) one to the type occurring in Platycarya,
Pterocarya
and Juglans with stigmatic areas on Ihe inner side, and (iii) one to the
dense, bushy stigma-agglomerations of Cart/a. This development seems
ver\ probable; only concerning Alfaroa am I inclined lo call into
question whether the — according to my opinion
commissural
stigmas are not somewhat more advanced than those of Oreomunnea,
perhaps even than than Ihose of Engelh.
Wallichiana.
After this review of the organization of the flower the important
question of its origin will be considered.
ll may be said thai Ihe t y p e of the flower in Juglandaceae is
the following: furthermost a whorl of bracts, in the female flower at
leasl in the greater pari developed as involucre, in the male as a
perianth, within this a circle of stamens that in the male flower may
partly, in the female totally, be transformed into perianth leaves, and
in Ihe centre a pislil of as a rule two carpels, in the male flower nidi-
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menlary. With regard lo the often occurring |>istil rudiments of the
male flower
which have been recorded for all genera of the
family — and the occasional stamens of the female flower 'according lo
MANNING, 1940. recorded for Platgcarya, Pterocarya, and Juglans) it
has been supposed thai the flower has arisen from an originally bisexual
flower INAGKI., 1911; MANNING, 1940). The present author cannot share
this opinion. In the floral structure of Juglandaceae there are so many
details reminiscent of the pseudanlhia ol the Myricaceae that 1 am
compelled to conclude that the flower here has arisen by a further
development ot these. The primeval point of departure, thus, might
be an inflorescence with outer male flowers and one or more female
flowers in the centre. Concerning firstly the female flower, the remarkable, supernumerary bracteoles indicate the pseudanthic nature of the
flower and bring it into fairly close agreement with that of Myricaceae.
In this family, besides the two transverse bracteoles there often occur,
as mentioned above, one or two median »bracteoles», actually bracts
in the original inflorescence: sometimes the number is greater, in all
5—6 or more. The number may thus be quite as great as the leaf
number in the involucre of Juglandaceae, and when in this there are
one bract and three bracteoles. it has its correspondence also in Myricaceae, viz. in those eases when only the posterior median bracleole is
developed besides the transverse ones (e.g. M. cucuinini.i. Fig. 7 c). In
most species of Myricaceae bract and bracteoles are not further
developed after flowering-lime
as in Alfaroa —, but in certain cases
there is a development that is quite parallel with that of some Juglandaceae. \\\ the genus dale the two bracteoles enlarge after flowering,
coalesce with Hie fruit and form coarse wind's in a way similar lo that
in Pterocarya, and in I he genus Comptonia the bracteoles form thin
wings in a manner that is reminiscent — though not in details yet in
principle — of Engelhardtia. Within Myricaceae stamens sometimes
occur in the female flower, connate with the ovary, often clavate staminodia, emanating high up on the ovary: the former has a direct
correspondence in some Juglandaceae, the lat ler is suggestive of the
staminode-like perianth-leaves that are found in certain genera and
probably are a further development of such structures. With regard
to the male flower of Juglandaceae, then, it has in the more original
form that occurs for instance in some Engelhardtia species and Oreomunnea a circle of bract-like perianth-leaves of irregular position with
stamens superposed to them. Such a flower must be said to be very
pseudanthiuin-like and in some cases it calls strongly to mind the

Fig. 22 Engethardtia Wallichlana. .1 male flower in bud, ß longitudinal section of
undeveloped male flower, C male flower from above; the anthers, lor the greater
pari hidden b\ the perianth-leaves, are indicated br bract. .1 —li about X lö, C X 10.
conditions in Myricaceae. Especially this is h u e of Ihe male flower of
Engelh. Wallichiana, where the cup-like leaves, inserted at different
heights, each surround a small group of stamens (Fig. 22), an
arrangement that is very reminiscent of the small primary spikes of
Myrica Nagi.
Thus, there is much arguing in favour of the view that the flower
of Juglandaceae represents a further stage of the development that
may be observed within Myricaceae: the reduction here has only become
stronger, the original inflorescence-nature more obscure.
The fruit is generally described as a drupe, in Carya and Juglans
as a false drupe, as the incolucre here takes part in Ihe formation of
the fleshy covering. The limit between fruit-wall and involucre is
difficult to determine, and MANNING I1940J is of the opinion that Ihe
fruit in all genera is a nut. in Juglans and Carya enclosed in an
involucral husk. In Pterocarya, however, where the bracteoles are only
partly connate with the fruit, it is clearly discernible thai Ihe fruit is
fleshly on the surface also above the point of separation of the
bracleoles, and in Alfaroa, Oreomunnea, and Engelliardtia Ihe fruit
has a thin parenchymatous tissue at the surface; on this account it
may rather be said to be a drupe with a thin flesh in these genera as
well as in Juglans and Carya. il'latycarga has a dry and bard nut.)
In Ihe fruit-structure there are some peculiarities very characteristic
of the family. Lacunae occur in Ihe hard endocarp of the fruit in
Juglans and Carya. They also occur, as DECANDOLLE (1862) states, in
Pterocarya — the contrary account of ÖRSTED (1870) probably depends
on the fact that they do not always occur. There are further a varying
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number of incomplete partitions, true as well as false, and early
established fissures by which Hie fruit is divided al germination along
the midrib of the carpels. Some species of Engelhardtia,
Pterocarya
and Juglans have only Irue partitions in the fruit (below), otherwise
I here are false partitions, especially richly developed in Oreomunnea,
where they as well as the true ones ramify into lamellae: a ramification
of this kind is also found, though lo a much less degree, within Engelhardtia iE. apoSnsis, Fig. 20 D.I. II is a matter of question how the false
partitions have arisen: they are entirely lacking in MyriCUCeae. According
lo the a u t h o r s opinion, they need not he derived from another type.
In for instance the genus Engelhardtia there may be seen, on the outer
side of the fruit-wall, a regular number, often 8. somewhat impressed
veins. In one species. E. rigida, which has Irue partitions only, low
down on the inner side of the fruit-wall some ridges or bands maybe discerned, corresponding to these veins. If it is supposed that these
ridges nr some of them were to become higher, incomplete partitions
would arise: in their location the partitions correspond to these ridges
and veins.
The ovules have the same number and position as is common in
Myrieaceae. For Juglans as well as for (laic BENSON and WELSFORD
I 1909) have shown that the ovule is appendicular lo a carpel and further
that a second placenta is sometimes developed, rudimentary; thus
originally there were at least two ovules in the ovary. The cotyledons
are strongly plicate and divided into lobes. OUSTED (1870) points out
the difference that exists between, on one hand, Juglans, ( ari/a. and
Oreomunnea, where Ihe seed-coat accompanies all whirls ol the seed,
and. on the oilier hand, Pterocarya and Engelhardtia, where it forms
an even covering over them all. This is possibly
as assumed by
— connected with the fact that the cotyledons in Pterocarya
according lo ROXBIKGH I 1 8 7 4 I also in Engelhardtia
are epigeal.
whereas al any rale in Juglans and Carya they are enclosed in Ihe frail
at germination, serving only as depots for reserve nourishment.
In their embryology the Juglandaceae show some peculiar features
reminiscent oi Ihe Gymnosperms. According to KARSTEN (1902), al
anthesis the carpels are often no! quile connate with each other bill
an opening is left between them. NAWASCHIN and FINN I 1912) slate
thai Ihe cytoplasm of the pollen lube is preserved very long in Juglans,
contrary lo Ihe common condition in the Angiosperms but in some
similarity lo lhal in Ihe Gymnosperms. In the anthers there may
soinelimes be found six loculi (recorded for Juglans, NlCOLOFF 1905).
OUSTED
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Fig. 2.'i. Platycarga strobilacea Longitudinal section of ovary, a Iransverse, b median.
Ol'len there are also I wo embryo-sacs developed in the nucellus
(KARSTEN, I.e.I. In some Engethardtia species, examined by the present
writer. E, spicata and K. parvifolia DC, the integumenl is protracted
upwards into a narrow luhe. which perhaps should he compared with
the integument-prolongations of some Gymnosperms (Gnetales). As in
some other Amentiferae chalazogamy occurs, at least in lite three
genera — Juglans, Carya, and Pterocarga — that have heen examined
in this respect. Of special interest are the peculiar appendages that
emanate from the placenta and extend up around the ovule to a greater
or less height, sometimes as high as the nucellus. For Juglans regia
they are described by NIC.OLOFF i 1905) as »corps ailés» and by BENSON
and WELSFORD (1909) as »packing tissue». By some authors (KARSTEN.
1992) they are considered as corresponding to an outer integumenl
iwhich is disputed by XICOLOFF), by others (BENSON and WELSFORD,
I.C.I they are supposed to he homologous with the hair-hrush on the
seeds of Salicaceae. In I'latycanja
(Fig. 23), where they are only
developed in a transversal direction, they are hushlike lobaled and
may well he thought to he transformed h\ further development into
trichomes; in other cases they are undivided and are more suggestive
of rudiments of an outer integument, which, as is known, occurs in
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many Amentiferae.
II is perhaps not quite impossible thai
appendages may develop into both these structures.

these

From the point of view of the floral morphology the relationships
of the family will now be considered. The family may be divided into
some few natural groups. One group is formed by the three genera
OreomuniH'u, Engelhardtia, and Alfaroa. That the two first-mentioned
are closely related is immediately quite clear: in fact they have often
been brought together to one genus, Ibis by most later authors (NAGEL,
1914; DKCANDOLLH. 1911; STANDI.KY, 1927 a — yet with some reservation —; MANNING. 19.'58 and 1940). As is evident from the preceding,
however, the author's opinion is that Oreonninnea is a genus of its
own. there being several important characters distinguishing it from
Engelhardtia, as already in part pointed out by ÖRSTED il856, 1870).
An especially important difference is that the stigmas of Oreouuumea
are carina 1, median as the carpels, while I hose of Engelluirdtia are
commissural, whether the carpels are median or transverse. A second
important difference is thai the testa in Oceomunnea attaches itself to
all irregularities of the cotyledons, while in Engelhardtia it tonus an
even covering. Oreonninnea in this respect approaches the type that is
found in Juglans and Carya, the character possibly being connecled
with Ihe fact that Ihe germination is hypogeal as in these; the germination of Oreomannea is, however, not described. Other distinguishing
characters, though not of Ihe same importance, are the primitive inflorescence-type of Oreonninnea (which however does not deviate much
from thai of Engelli. Wallichiana), Ihe occurrence of numerous walls
and lamellae in Ihe fruit, the deviating nervature of Ihe fruit-wing, the
characteristic horseshoe-shaped stigmas, the slaniinode-like perianthleaves ot the female flower, at first inserted at the middle of Ihe ovary,
etc. To Ibis some vegetative characters may be added: in Oreonninnea
Ihe leaves are as a rule opposite, as in Alfaroa, while Engelhardlia, as
all other genera, has spirally arranged leaves. None Ihe less, there can
be no doubt that Oreomnnnea and Engelhardlia are closely related.
By its discoverer, STANDLEY \ 1927), as well as by KoiDZLMi (1937)
the genus Alfaroa was brought together with Jnglans, and not with
Engelhardtia, on account of the fleshy exocarp of the fruit. This, however, cannot be a correct arrangement. In the Jnglans group Ihe fruit
is a false drupe, the outer layer of which is made up of the fleshy
involucre, in Alfaroa it is a true drupe and the diminutive involucre is
free from the fruit, of Engelhardlia type icf. MANNING, 1940). This
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brings Alfaroa, instead, close to Oreomunnea and Engelhardtia; these
three genera form together a natural group, which shows a similar
organization not only in the involucre, hut also as lo inflorescence and
in other respects, as well as in vegetative characters: for instance, the
leaves in these three genera are paripinnate, in all others imparipinnate.
Alfaroa has a fleshy exocarp, it is true, hut it is thin, almost dry
[STANDLEY, 19*27) and does not differ much from the thin parenchymatous tissue that covers the fruit in Oreomunnea and Engelhardtia.
Of the three genera. Alfaroa no doubt shows several primitive features,
with regard lo inflorescence as well as to fruit involucre; in the
involucre it approaches Myrieaeeae and does not differ very much from
some Myrica species with drupe and disappearing bract and bracteolcs.
A somewhat more advanced character, however, is that the stigmas,
so far as the author can find, are commissural. Oreomunnea presents
very primitive characters, loo; the stigmas are for instance carinal and
occupy the same position as in Mgricaceae, inflorescence and perianth
have an original structure, but with regard to the development of the
involucre, the greater number of stamens, the ramose partition walls
of the fruit, etc. it is more advanced. The genus Engelhardtia shows a
great variation between different species; some of them, especially
E. WaUichiana, are very primitive as lo inflorescence, stigmas and
fruit structure, others must be considered as, on the whole, a somewhat more advanced type with regard to inflorescence and stigmas.
The commissural stigmas are of course a rather advanced generic character; the structure of the testa on the other hand resembles that of
the Myrieaeeae. Biologically the evolution passed through by fruit and
involucre is easy to understand. Alfaroa lacks special means of fruit
dispersion; in Oreomunnea bract and bracteoles are organized as a
wind-spreading organ, which by reason of the size of the fruit must be
of considerable dimensions: in Engelhardtia the nul-like fruit as well
as the wing diminishes, dispersion being thereby facilitated. It appears
as if the three genera represented an old evolutionary chain of which
the two monotypical ' Central American genera were isolated remnants, while Engelhardtia had arisen through a later development of
1

'Hie recently described Engelhardtia mexicana (STANDtEY, 1927a), winch
is present in one collection only, does not appear, so far as Ihe author can judge
from the description and a pholographical reproduction, to he separated lo Ihe
species from Oreomunnea pterocarpa. The fruit-wing is smaller, it is true, than
is common in this species, hul there is a great variation in I his respect.
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some now extinct links which in some respects had been intermediate
between Ihe two other genera. To the old evolutionary chain probably
belong the fossil finds that are described as I'alaeocnrytt but that are
referred by NAGEL (1914] to Engellirirritia; in the nervature of the wing
they resemble rather much Oreomunnea. Whether they merit being
regarded as a genus of their own, cannot be decided without knowing
Ihe details of the fruit-structure.
A second natural group in the family is composed of the three
genera Juglans. Carya, and Pterocafya. Of these Ihe two first-mentioned genera are no doubt closely related to each other, agreeing as
they do in Ihe few-flowered spike. Ihe development of the involucre,
as well as in other respects; as pointed out above. (.arga must be
regarded as a reduced type in various respects. Pterocarga differs not
so little from the other genera, among other characters by the long,
pendulous female calkin and the partially free involucre, only constituted by two braeleoles. Still, it no doubt attaches itself to them,
especially to Juglans, showing several similarities to Ibis genus, for
instance in the location of the catkins, the arrangement of the stamens,
the shape of the stigmas, and in vegetative characters, too. e.g. both
genera have a chambered pith. Pterocarya must be considered lo
represent a more original type than Juglans and Carya. Arguing in
favour of this view are Ihe great variation in the characters of the
floral pails, further Ihe type of inflorescence, Ihe arrangement of
stamens, the even seed-coat, the epigeal germination, etc. The involucre
is laid down as free leaves and it must therefore be regarded as more
original, when ils leaves as in Pterocarga are only partly connected
with each oilier and Ihe fruit. Biologically viewed it may be peculiar
if an evolution has laken place to an entirely adnale involucre from
one that is partly developed as wings and that seems lo serve fruitdispersion heller. The importance of Ihe wings for wind-dispersion,
however, is at least in several Pterocarya species ver\ doubtful icf.
NAGKI.. 1911. p. .V22): perhaps it is biological!) more to advantage if
Ihe leaves entirely surround ovary and fruit as a protective covering.
II seems as though Juglans and Carya could be traced back to the
Pterocarga type; NAGEL I 1914) supposes that a common ancestral
genus first developed, as a representative ot which he regards Carya
costata, a fossil form with both Juglans- and Corya-characters. According to MÄDLER (1939), Ulis form belongs lo Juglans. There are however
other forms which seem to have an intermediate position (NAGEL. 1914,
p. 4981. The recently discovered Carya integrifoliolata also approaches
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in some degree such an original lype. It resembles Juglans in the high
stamen number - which, however, in other Carya species as well may
rise to at least 10 (REHDER. 1940) —. and in I he arrangement of the
male inflorescences it is even reminiscent of Pterocarya. Owing to the
agreements in the essential flower characters, e.g. in the structure of the
gynocciuin, it should however, in my opinion, he included in Caryti.
The genus Platycarya shows so great deviations in various respects
from other genera that it must form a separate group. NAGEL (1914) is
of the opinion that it represents the most primitive type in the family,
from which the others have developed. MANNING, on the other hand,
considers that with regard to floral characters it is among the most
advanced genera, though the lype of inflorescence is primitive (1940,
19.'i8). No douht flower and fruit are of a very simple structure II).it
may he reminiscent of certain Myricaceae, hut. as pointed out above,
this is in pari undoubtedly due lo reduction. The absence of braclcoles
in both female and male flower, occasionally rudimentary bracteoles
in the latter, and the rudimentary development of the median perianth
leaves in the female flower must he regarded as a result of reduction:
the transformation of the transverse perianth leaves into fruit-wings
must also he a secondary phenomenon. The arrangement of male and
female flowers in the catkins does not either agree with that common
in the androgynous catkins ol Myricaceae. On the other hand, the genus
seems in some respects lo occupy a relatively original position, for
instance as to the arrangement of the catkins and the varying Size
of the perianth leaves in the female flower. II should most likely he
regarded as a reduced descendant of a relatively original lype. In \ie\\
of the aforesaid characters this type is to be sought within the Engelhardtia group: perhaps the genus constitutes the end of a side line
thai has emanated from the above-mentioned supposed series connecting Oreomunnra with \lfarna. That the remaining genera should
have developed from the Platycarya type, however, seems inconceivable.
It remains to discuss the question of what relationship the Enyelhardtia group has to the Juglans group. Of course, it is conceivable
thai holh groups form different parallel evolutionary lines. In the
involucre Pterocarya is lo some degree reminiscent of the genus Gale
in Myricaceae, Alfaraa of some Myrica species. There are however so
great common divergences from Myricaceae, lor instance concerning
involucre, fruit (especially the incomplete partitions), and also in Ihe
compound nature of the leaves, that it is impossible to imagine such a
diphyletic descent; the family Juglandaceae must go hack to a common
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origin. An this origin m u s t lie nearer the Engelhardtia

group. The

more important morphological characters of Pterocarya may he derived
from the type of the Engelhardtia group, hul not vice versa. The
involucre of Pterocarya may have arisen from the Alfaroa type by one
of the initially free leaves, the bract, having stopped in its growth as
here, both the others enlarging and partly joining with the ovary. As
mentioned above, the inflorescence of Pterocarya and the whole Juglans
group may he derived from the types of the Engelhardtia group through
a development that appears biologically well-grounded, and the male
flower of the Juglans group may be traced over Pterocarya back to a
type occurring in the Engelhardtia group that is very reminiscent of
the pseudanthia of Myricaceae.
As already several times pointed out, the family Juglandaceae
attaches itself morphologically in different respects to Myricaceae, being
more closely related to this family than to any other. Especially it may
be mentioned that both the male and the female flower of Juglandaceae represent further developed stages, not much changed, of the
pseudanthia of Myricaceae. In consideration of this and of the other
great coincidences present it must be supposed that the Juglandaceae
have developed from the Myricaceae type. It is scarcely possible to
point out some particular type within Myricaceae as the proper origin;
some of the characters of Juglandaceae may, though in a somewhat
different form, be found in Comptonia, others in Gale, others in certain
Mgrica species. At the origin of a new group it seems often to be so,
that characters already present at different places are united to a new
combination characterizing the new group. Through such a recombination and further development the Juglandaceae may be thought to have
originated from the Myricaceae type.
The question then arises whether the family Juglandaceae counts
its lineage from any other group besides Myricaceae. In some respects
it agrees more with other Aincnliferae than with Myricaceae. The
involucre of Engelhardtia is rather reminiscent of the corresponding
structure in Carpinus Betulus; the female flower and fruit of Platycarya are suggestive of Alnus. Such similarities, however, do not necessarily mean any direct relationship between Juglandaceae and Corylaceae or lielulaceae. so that the former were descended from these or
vice versa: they are no doubt parallel phenomena, natural within
related groups with common origin and similar hereditary dispositions.
The same seems to be true of the similarities in fruit-structure found
between Juglandaceae and some Eithocarpus species, where lacunae in
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the fruit-wall occur as well as false partitions icf. OUSTED 1807): so
far as Ihese structures really are homologous with those of Juglandaceae, Ihey arc certainly results of a parallel development. Of greater
importance is the likeness in an embryological respect that exists to
Betulaceae and Gorylaceae, thai chalazogamy occurs, while, as far as
known, il is lacking in Myricaceae. The fact has to be borne in mind,
however, that Myricaceae is an old group, whose now living representatives seem to bear traces of reduction in various respects. Perhaps
chalazogamy has also occurred here in an earlier stage, perhaps il is
still occurring in some primitive species, which have not been examined
in this respect. In any case the chalazogamy of Juglandaceae cannot
be taken as proof thai the family is also derived from Betulales; if any
direct phylogenelical line should actually exist, it must go in the
contrary direction. I regard Juglandaceae as merely a further development of the Myricaceae type, by which, il must be emphasized, I do
not mean that the now living Juglandaceae descend from the now
living Myricaceae, but only that the t y p e of the Juglandaceae has
arisen from the Myricaceae type, whose representatives, according to
the testimony of the fossils, appeared earlier than the Juglandaceae and
showed a greater polymorphism in earlier limes. Under such circumstances it cannot be proper lo refer Juglandaceae to a particular order,
as often is done, bid the family should, in the a u t h o r s opinion, form
a common order together with Myricaceae.

Order 2. Balanopsidales.
Family Balanopsidaceae.
.More important literature: BAILLOX, 1871 73, 1871 187:) a. and 1877;
1897; Sc HI i( mi it. 1906; (.i ii i.AiMis, 1932; A. C. SMITH, 1942.

I-.M.I ion,

The male flowers, which arc known only for sonic species, arc
gathered in small, narrow catkins, which are spirally arranged on
the youngest internodes, only supported by diminutive scales. In the
catkins sonic empty bracts usually occur below; otherwise there is
inside each bract a small group of stamens, generally about five to six
or fewer, or even only one Stamen, no bracteoles or perianth leaves.
The brads are frequently curved upwards with Ihe outer pari darker
(e.g. Baltmops microstachya BAILL., Fig. 24 D, F) and the stamens arc
more or less fused with the bract, seemingly emanating from it
(especially obvious in B. Tlieophrasta BAILL.), conditions reminiscent
of other Amentiferae. A small rudimentary pistil sometimes occurs in
the male flower (Fig. 24 D). In the apex of the catkin I have in Balanops
Balansae BAILL. (Fig. 2-1B) as well as in B. Yicillardi BAILL. I Fig. 21 A)
and i Fig. 21 (i) in B. vitiensis n.c. [Trilocularia vitiensis A. C. SMITH.
Sargentia, 1942. p. 11) observed a whorl of b r a d s with stamens in their
axils, surrounding a central rudimentary pistil, ollen two- or threeparted, thus a small group of male flowers round a terminal, rudimentary female flower. The number ol bracts in such a group is about
five lo six (in one case four) and Ihe stamens are about as many; y d
generally there is nol regularly one stamen inside each bract, but some
bracts are empty, while there are Iwo stamens together inside others.
The scales are inserted at somev\hat different heights and are of varying
size: sometimes there are three larger and three smaller alternating
with each other. In the three species mentioned there are in addition
al Ihe base of Ihe calkins similar groups of b r a d s and stamens, though
somewhat smaller. Fig. 24 C shows such a group of B. Balansae, which
emanates from the axil of a small, coarse, black-edged bract and con-
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Fig. 24. Male flowers of Balanops species. A apex of male catkin of IS. Vieillardi
with (i bracts and (> stamens (three of these removed) around a bipartite pistilrudiment i/>r empty bract, br' brad in whose axil there has been at least one stamen);
B B. Ralansae. apex of male calkin, 5 stamens (2 removed) and 6 bracts around a
tripartite pistil-rudiment; C the same, a .small side-branch at the base of a catkin
with .1 scales and 4 stamens; Ö flower of B. microsltuluja with two stamens and
a rudimentary pistil; E the same species, two stamens with a common column;
/-" the .same, part of catkin with two flowers, c stamina! column; G apex of male
calkin of IS. vitiensis with 0 stamens and ",> scales around a flattened rudiment, in
addition an empty scale (br); H the same species, side-branch at the base of a
catkin with a whorl of bracts and stamens; / the same, small side-branch at the
middle of a catkin with 2 scales and 4 stamens, br the bract of the branch; A' the
same, flower with two stamens, <i connective-appendage, beak-shaped. About X 10.

sists of three scale-like bracts a n d four s t a m e n s . Fig. 24 / / s h o w s
a n o t h e r instance, from B. vitiensis, a g r o u p that is of a b o u t the s a m e
d e v e l o p m e n t as the a p i c a l ones m e n t i o n e d , Fig. 24 / s h o w s a h i g h e r
located g r o u p w i t h four s t a m e n s a n d two lateral scales. T w o or possibly
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Ihree such side branchlets may occur at the base of Hie catkins and
besides (hose there may be one or two higher up in the catkin, smaller
than the basal ones. Thus we find thai it occurs here as within Mi/ricuceae that small flowers of simple structure (cf. Fig. 24 F, K) unite
together into small flower-like inflorescences, pseudanthia, which in
some cases are strongly reminiscent ol the 1 lowers of e.g. Fagaceae.
In Balanops Theophrasta the author has observed on a male
specimen small undeveloped scale groups, in and above the leaf whorls
of the calkin-bearing shoots, which appear to be undeveloped female
flowers. Otherwise, however, the female flowers of Balanopsidaceae
occur on particular specimens. They are arranged in the same way as
the male catkins, being scattered over the youngest inlernodes and
emanating from the axils of very small scales. Their arrangement
argues Consequently in favour of their being homologous to the male
catkins; the cupule-like scales — sometimes comparatively numerous
[B. Panchcri HAII.I..), sometimes less numerous iß. australiana MUELL.)
— that surround the female flower also indicate that this, as ENGLER
(18971 stales, represents a catkin reduced to a terminal flower. The
surrounding scales may thus be regarded as empty bracts. The present
writer has not seen any flower primordia in the axils of the cupule
scales proper, but above the small scales that occur below the true
cupule in Balanops sparst flora n.c. [Trilocularia sparsi flora SCHLECHTER. Engl. Bot. Jährt)., 39: 1, 190(5, p. 95), at the fruit stalk, there are
sometimes some small, fleshy, low rudimentary primordia of some
kind of shoot structures. The cupule scales, lignilied at fruit maturation, broad and rounded, may show some likeness to the cone scales
of some Conifers. Contrary to the cupule scales of the Fagaceae, they
are larger in the neighbourhood of the flower: close to this, however,
a scale may sometimes be found that is considerably smaller than the
others. A true perianth is absent as in the male flower.
The stamens generally have very short filaments, the anthers are
almost sessile (exceptionally longer filaments occur in B. Theophrasta),
and the short filaments may be united with each other (Fig. 24 /;', /•')•
The anthers are generally furnished with perspicuous connective
appendages at the apex (Fig. 24 D—E, G—A.'), and in virtue of this show
a great similarity to some species within Juglandaceae, where Ihe
stamens also may have very short filaments. They not infrequently
contain only two or three Ioculi.
The carpels are two or three in number. Those species that have a
dimerous pistil, according to Engler (1897), have median carpels. The
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Fig. 25. a female flower "i Balanops sparsiflora in longitudinal section with surrounding bracts; b stigmas of // Balansaer, <• do. of B. montana; d do. of B austraUana; e stigmas of dimerous i>isiil of B. vtttensis; f ovary of B. sparsiflora in cross
section; </ stone of B. pachyphylla, from Ihe convex side <; e X 10. / aboul X 20,
!/ X 1.
styles arc vigorously developed and there may appear a marked enlargement of the pislil at the upper part of the ovary [Balanops sparsiflora.

Fig. 25 a).
The two or Unci- stigma lobes are deeply divided, and (he two
segments sometimes stand straight out from each oilier and approach
Ihe segments ol the adjacent carpel (Fig. 25 c): (his condition seems
to be transitional between carina! and commissural stigmas. Sometimes
ihe stigma segments are quite short, tapering outwards (Fig. 25 6, e),
sometimes (hey are long and vigorous iFig. 25 a, c, (I) and may then
be in turn bifurcated, once or (Fig. 25 d) even twice. Bifurcated stigma
lobes occur, as mentioned above, in Juglcmdaceae loo. According to
BAILLON I 1871—73) there are incomplete partition walls in Ihe ovarj
of some Balanops species, as in Fagales: Ihe only species, however,
(hat I have had an opportunity of examining in this respect, li. sparst-
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florn, had ill anlhcsis the ovary completely divided by thick walls into
quite separate cells (Fig. 2 5 / ) .
Concerning the embryology there are some statements by B.viLLON
(1871—73 and 1877). Each chamber of the ovary contains two ovules,
one smaller and one larger, one of winch only is generally developed.
They are basal and apolropous, thus differing both from Juglandales
and Fagales, In the lew-seeded Salicaceae there is, however, the same
position and. as mentioned above, it does not differ very much in an
early slage from that of Juglandales, lo which the new genus Canaeomgrlea (cf. above) may also form a transition. At the funicle there is
an obturatQT-like enlargement towards the apex of the ovule; possibly
this corresponds to the protuberance occurring at the base of the ovule
within Juglandaceae, though it has here, where more than one ovule
occurs, been unilaterally developed. The ovule has one integument only
(WETTSTEIN, 1935).

The fruit is a drupe with thin flesh and generally two, sometimes
three, stones. If two stones are developed, they are plane on the one
side and convex on the other, if there are three, they are triangular
with a rounded outside. In a dry condition they are often coated with
a network of fibres (Fig. 25 g), in the same way as may occur within
Juglandaceae too. Some species show a small, deep, sometimes almost
quadrangular excavation al the base of the stone, possibly being of
importance for the germination. The only structure possibly reminiscent
of Ibis in other families might he the narrow cavity that occurs in the
basal pari of the fruit of Platycarya.
The seeds possess, according to BAIIXON (1871—73 and 1877),
besides I he large embryo which almost fills them up, a quite thin layer
of endosperm around (cf. Myricaceae and Salicaceae).
The family has been divided into two genera, Balanops, characterized by a dimerous pistil, and Trilocalaria, with three carpels in
the pistil. Through the new species thai was described in 1942 by
A. C. SMITH and was referred by him lo Trilocalaria as T. vitiensis il
is obvious, however, that the two genera cannot be kept distinct. The
new species has on the same specimen some fruits with a trimerous
gynoecium and some dimerous ones (see Fig. 25 c), and the slaminale
flowers, which were previously unknown for the species referred to
Trilocalaria, are of quite the same type as in species referred lo Balanops (cf. Fig. 24 G—K, also A. C. SMITH, 1942, Fig. 2). There is no
difference in the development of the stigmas either between the species
referred lo Balanops and those referred to Trilocalaria; in both groups
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Ihere is a change between long, vigorous, sometimes (doubly) bifurcated
stigma segments as in B. australiuna and B. sparst flora and on the other
side the short tapering segments occurring for instance in B. Balansae
and the new species B. vitiensis.
In the matter of the systematic position of the family a reservation
must he made with regard to the incompleteness of the material, several
species being incompletely known: some embryologies! details have
not been investigated. From the known facts it seems nevertheless
evident that the family is a group that shows many attachments to
other Amentiferae (and especially to the order Jaglandales). Particularly
this is true about the male calkins with their simply built flowers,
bracts of amentiferous type, and fusion between stamens and bracts. That
the bracts of the female flowers increase in size and lignify is also a
feature having its correspondence in other Amentiferae.
Exteriorly the leaf cupule is very reminiscent of the cupule of
Qtiercus: however, the elevated axial structure is absent that in the
Fagaceae bears up the scales of the cupule and this is therefore more
comparable with the one occurring in Jug I and airs. At an early stage of
the development of the Quercns cupule, before the axial swelling has
yet begun, there is nevertheless some structural similarity to lliis too.
At several other points there are, as touched upon above, similarities to
Jaglandales — Mgricaceae or Juglandaceae —, and on this account
Balanopsidates probably stand nearest this order.
Of special interest is the development from inflorescence to flower
that may he traced hack within the family and that in the male calkin
is at so early a stage as to be comparable with the
in this respect —
most primitive members of Mtjricaceae. In the female flower, on the
other hand, the development is more advanced: beyond the remaining
apical flower there can hardlj be found any further flower rudiment,
as is the case in several of the Mgricaceae. It is also of interest to see
that in the male calkin, besides the apex, also two (or three) basal side
branches are advanced, in a similar way as may he observed in Mgrica
Faya; perhaps Comptonia should also be compared in this connection.
A continuation of this development might lead to a formation of
3-floWered dichasia, the common type within Fagales and Betulales.
While the general flower structure compared with Mtjricaceae is
at a rather primitive stage, this is also true of the ovary, which is
more or less divided into two or three chambers with two oxides in
each. From such a type or a similar one the ovary of Jaglandales may
he thought to derive. A more advanced feature in comparison with at
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leas! most Juglandales is undoubtedly thai the ovules in their later
development take an almost perfectly anatropous position. Thus, original
and less original characters are mingled together in the order. On this
account the lialnnopsUUiles can hardly be thought to constitute the
original type, from which Juglandales have developed. It may however
he possible that the order is a descendant of this type somewhat modified
through secondary changes.

Order 3. Leitneriales.
Family Leitneriaceae.
Important earlier literature: BAIIXON, 1877; v. TIEGHEM
TRELEASE, 1895; PFEIFFER, 1912; ABBE and EARLE, 1940.
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LECOMTE,

1880;

The only species belonging to the family, Leitneria floridana, was
recently examined by ABBE and KARLE I 1 9 4 0 I with respect (o its floral
morphology and anatomy. As regards the male catkin those authors
arrive? at the conclusion that owing |o the course of the vascular bundles
the particular flowers have arisen by coalescence of three flowers with
four stamens each, in the same way as, according to AHBK (1935).
occurs within Corylaceae. That the flowers are formed by union of
rather simply built flowers also seems very probable in view of the
statements of the authors about the vascular system and of the grouping
of Ihe stamens I hat may more or less obviously be observed in the
flower. Thai just three letrandric flowers form the point of departure
is perhaps more uncertain, however-; other possibilities are also conceivable. In one case analysed by ABBE and EAKLE, regarded as original, a
flower with Iwelwe stamens in the lower pari of a catkin. Ihe three larger
vascular bundles divide into respectively 4, 3 and 5 branches, supplying
one stamen each; it must thus be supposed either thai one flower
receives a bundle from another (Ihe authors incline lo this view), or
thai one flower is penlandric. one Iriandric. In oilier cases, with reduced
number of stamens, the irregularities are greater. II must also be noted
that the slaminal number may not only rise lo l'J, the highest number
found by ABBE and FAKI.E, bnl according lo VAN TIEGIIEM and
LECOMTE (188f>) may amount to 15. and that Ihe grouping is very
irregular: sometimes Ihere seem lo occur more than three groups with
two or three stamens in each (Fig. 26 A). Perhaps Ihe androecia should
therefore rather be compared with Ihe irregularly branched stamen
groups of Myricaceae with varying number in each group, though there
is generally a subdivision into three groups. The chief feature, however.
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is Hie compound nature <>l the flowers. A small perianth may according
lo BAILLON i 1877] occasionally occur in the staminate flower: it has not
been observed by the present author.
Concerning the pistillate flower a special interest is connected
with the small perianth-like scales that surround the ovary. Two of
these are more or less sharply separated from the others and should
without doubt be regarded as bracteoles. as is done by ABBE and EARLE
(1940). The remaining scales are of varying number, size and position.
Nol infrequently there are four approximately diagonal scales, but their
position may also be different and the number larger (or sometimes
even smaller). In the flower illustrated in Fig. 2fi ß Ihere are, besides
the bracteoles, two larger scales (c—d) towards the axis, one of them
two-cleft, and two somewhat smaller (e—/) towards the bract In
another flower iFig. 26 C) three larger scales were observed, two of
them placed at the one side, the third at the other: in addition there
were two small scales towards the bract, one \c) being placed further
in than all the others, and a small, emarginate one towards the axis.
A third flower (Fig. 2(i /J) had two larger lateral scales, a small about
median scale towards the axis, and towards the bract a rather small
one {a), the last-mentioned being inserted further out than all the
others, and inside two very small scales, \c and </), one ot them i(/)
seemingly being placed further in than all the others. Thus, it is not
possible to refer the position of the perianth-leaves to any determinate
plan, or to refer them to two definite cycles, as ABBK and FABLE (I.e.)
think is suggested by their arrangement; there are inner and outer
scales, it is true, but several different gradations, nol merely two. They
should most likely be regarded as a spiral of irregularly arranged
perianth-leaves, where — owing to space-conditions — the lateral have
been favoured, whether they are now one or two at either side. In their
arrangement they resemble to some extent the bracteoles that in many
cases surround the ovary in Myricacrae. It does not seem incorrect to
regard (hem as perianth-leaves: similar perianth-leaves, somewhat
fleshy and frequently with glands in the margin, occur for instance in
Betulaccae (the bracteoles of the Myricaceae are also sometimes of
similar development, but they are occasionally regarded as perianthleaves too).
Occasionally it occur,, as already slated by BAILLON (1877), that
some stamens are developed in the female flower, so that a bisexual
flower arises. An instance of this is shown in Fig. 26 E. In the flower
there reproduced (the pistil is removed) there are four inner perianth-

Kig. 2(5. Leitneria florUlana. 1 male flower, Ihc grouping of Ihe Stamens is indicated;
I! I) female flowers, E bisexual flower, all wilh Hie pistil removed, seen from the
axis side (6 bracfeolcs, c / and a perianth-segments, see further Ihe text); F female
flower with two carpels; (1 female flower of Ihe common type; // ovary of the same
flower in longitudinal section, more enlarged. .4, F, G ahoul X 5, ß—E and H
about X 15.

leaves (a, c, d, e) a n d two o u t e r (/ a n d ;/). One of the s t a m e n s (with
a short filament) s t a n d s further in t h a n the outer perianth-leaves, b u t
quite on a level with Ihe i n n e r : the other (without filament) is also
placed in Ihe m a r g i n of the flower. T h e y represent no doubt t r a n s f o r m e d perianth-lobes. Quite similar conditions a r e met with in Juglandaceae, a n d within Mgricaceae
the c o r r e s p o n d i n g transition b e t w e e n
bracleoles a n d s t a m e n s is found.
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Concerning the structure of I ho pistil it has been supposed on
account of Hie peculiar position of the carpel
Ihe ventral suture and
the flattened stigmatic surface tinned to the bract — that it has developed from a bicarpcllarv pistil, where the one carpel has disappeared
through reduction; ABBE and EARLE (I.e.) slate that there arc also some
details in the vascular system that may be interpreted as relics of such
a development; these authors hold it probable thai the bicarpcllarv
pistil has been apocarpous. A proof that the pistil was originally bicarpellary is presold in a case observed by Ihe present author, where
in one flower there was actually a pistil with Iwo carpels (Fig. 26F).
These were here median, with a common ovary and with two stylebranches, as is often to be found in oilier Amentiferae. The general type
must have arisen by the anterior, abaxial carpel having been suppressed.
The single ovule has a position i pendulous, epitropous on the
ventral side of the carpel, rather high up) which approximates that
occurring in Fagales. According lo ABBE and EARLE (I.e.), Ihcre is
anatomical evidence that earlier there was lat least) two ovules on the
placenta, thus a correspondence to the conditions in Ihe Fagaceae and
probably Ihe original Condition within Betulaceae and Corglaceae. In
the occurrence of Iwo well-developed integuments I P F E I F F E K . 1912)
the embryology agrees also with Fagales (and certain Salicales). The
embryology offers otherwise, according to the investigation of PFEIFFER
(I.e.), no especially, remarkable features. P F E I F F E R thinks there are
some resemblances lo Ihe Gymnosperms in Ihe deep immersion of the
embryo-sac in the nucellus and in some other details, in the same way
as other Amentiferae are known to show some agreements with them;
no pronounced similarities lo Ihe Gymnosperms seem however lo be
educiblc from Ihe account.
Concerning the laxonomic position of Leiineriales opinions have
been lo a high degree divergent. ABBE and EARLE (1940) give an
account of differcnl theories and think there is no reason for referring
Ihe order lo Amentiferae, as is ollen done because of the calkin-like
inflorescence, they regard this group on the whole as heterogeneous
and unnatural. It is then however to be observed that these authors
assign Garrgaceae also lo Amentiferae, a family that has quite another
systematic position, and further that they regard Ihe pislil of I.eitneria
as probably arisen from an originally apocarpous one, and the perianth
of the female flower as bicyclic. It must be admitted that in the anatomy
of the vegetation organs i Ihe secretory passages of the stem and leaves,
Ihe structure of Ihe bark, see TREI.KASE, 18951 there are considerable
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deviations from the common conditions of the Amentiferae, bulh with
regard to the floral organization, which must be of decisive importance
in these relationships, the order can apparently very well be titled into
Hie group. We ha*e in Leitneria sinipl\ built flowers, lacking perianth
or having an inconspicuous perianth of irregularly arranged, scale-like
leaves of varying number, which are reminiscent of bracts and not of
reduced perianlhial circles. In the male flower there is clear evidence
that the I lower has arisen through reduction of an inflorescence, and
the scale group of the female flower must be considered to indicate the
same origin, if compared for instance with Myricaceae. The axis of the
flower is moreover fused wild the bract and often unilaterally extended
(see Fig. 26E), as is usual within Amentiferae, and the gynoeciiun
agrees in its original structure with the conditions in the group. In
the most essential floral morphological conditions, thus, the order
apparently attaches itself to the Amentiferae. and should Iheretore he
referred to this group.
On a comparison of Leitneriales with other Amentiferae orders it
must ])c said that the greatest agreements are found with Juglandales,
especially the family Myricaceae. It lias already been pointed out thai
Ihere are considerable similarities to Myricaceae in respect of the
perianth of the female flower, the arrangement of the stamens, and
- as well as to Juglandaceae - in the development of Ihc bisexual
flowers: the original arrangement of the carpels and the nature of the
fruit (drupe with thin flesh) are reminiscent of conditions in both
families of Juglandales. Especially in the embryological conditions
Ihere are however considerable divergences from Juglandales: the ovule
has another position, and is furnished with two integuments. In these
respects the order comes closer to Pagales or Betulales and must be
regarded as considerably more advanced than Juglandales. To Salivates
as well il has certain similarities; the lobed disc that in many cases
surrounds the inner parts of the flower in this order may show likeness
to the hasally connate perianth of the Leitneriaeeae. It seems to be
most correct to regard Leitneriales as a line issuing from the type of
Myricaceae, where, however. — especially in the gynoeciiun — there
have laken place considerable modifications, which in some cases are
reminiscent of other groups of Amentiferae.
To Ihc proximity of Leitneriales the genus Didgmeles from Madagascar is sometimes also referred, either as a family of its own alongside Leitneriaeeae, Didymelaceae, (LEANDBI, 1937) or even as a second
genus parallel with Leitneria (BAILLON, 1877. with some hesitation).
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'liiere are also withoul doubl some resemblances to Leitneriaceae. The
Female flowers consist
as is proved by LKAXDRIS (1937) discovery
of a second species, I). 1'errieri —, only of a monocarpellary pislil with
an obliquely truncate stigma surrounded by one to four scales, and
having an epitropous ovule of similar position as in Lritneria. The
male flowers differ, it is true, from Leitneriales — so far as they are
known [D. madagascariensis W I L L I ) . ) : they contain only two stamens
with connate filaments, but a similar structure may, as mentioned above,
be met with in Myricaceae. There are however considerable differences
loo in the floral morphology. The inflorescence of Didymeles is not a
catkin. In the pistillate flower there is nothing thai indicates the development from bicarpellarv to monocarpellary pislil that has without doubt
taken {dace in Leitneria; contrary lo Leitneria, the carpels have the
position typical of monocarpellary pistils, with the dorsal side outwards.
The scales occurring around the ovary in D. I'crrieri do not give the
impression of being homologous to the somewhat gland-like scales of
Leitneria; there occur one or two coarse scales beside each other, which
rather appear to have arisen by reduction of a more perfect perianth. The
appearance of the stigma also differs considerably from the primitive
type of Leitneria, and the ovule is furnished at the top with an extended
neck, possibly lo be regarded as a caruncula (BAILLON, 1894—189(1,
PI. 308 A). The author therefore holds it probable that the family is
not to be brought together with Leitneriaceae, but should be excluded
from the Amenti ferae, though it may be difficult lo pronounce an
opinion on its true affinities.

Order 4. Fagales.
Family Fagaceae.
Important earlier papers: OUSTED, 1867 and

1871; EICHLER, 1878; PRANTL,

1887 and 1889; CELAKOVSKY, 1890, SCHOTTKY, 1912; TROLL, 1926; CAMUS, 1929;
SCHWARZ, 1930; BARNETT, 1942 and 1944.

I n respect of the inflorescence the genus Lithocarpus
shows a
g r e a t e r variation t h a n o t h e r genera (this also if Qiierctis a n d Cgclobalanopsis
should h e regarded a s a c o m m o n g e n u s ) , a n d several different types m a y h e r e h e distinguished, to w h i c h the s t r u c t u r e of t h e
inflorescence i n the o t h e r genera m a y directly o r indirectly be traced
back. Firstly there is t h e difference that while most species h a v e comp o u n d catkins, m a d e u p of 3—7-flowered o r even more-flowered
(SCHOTTKY, 1912, p . 625) dichasia, i n s o m e species t h e female c a l k i n s
a r e simple, Ihe flowers a r e a r r a n g e d o n e b y o n e in t h e c a t k i n , — this
s o m e t i m e s also being t h e case with Ihe m a l e flowers (within t h e
corneus-group,
SCHOTTKY 1912, p. 6(50, further for instance in L. Curtisii1).
T h e simple female c a l k i n s w e r e given b y Ö R S T E D (1867, 1871)
as a c h a r a c t e r of h i s g e n u s Gyclobalantts;
a c c o r d i n g to later observations, however, this c h a r a c t e r is not a l w a y s (for instance not in L, Cailtleyanus)
united with t h e o t h e r s denoting this g r o u p , t h o u g h it is
c o m m o n here. Some Lithocarpus
species h a v e Ihe female flowers n o w
solitary, n o w in dichasia, for instance L. Maurei a n d ( S C H O T T K Y , 1912)
L. corncus; in the f o r m e r there a r e on o n e h a n d m o r e t h a n threeflowered dichasia, o n Ihe o t h e r t h e r e occur in t h e s a m e calkin 3-flowered
dichasia, 2-flowered, w i t h the terminal flower a n d o n e side-flower, t h e
o t h e r aborted, a n d solitary flowers, obviously dichasia, w h e r e both
side-flowers h a v e failed (large scale g r o u p s m a y s o m e t i m e s be observed
at their places). S o m e species h a v e the female flowers i n three-flowered
1

For species belonging to Ihe genera Lithocarpus and Castanopsis, which are

as a rule not included in RENDER'S Manual 11940), the nomenclature follows BARXKTT
(19441.
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dichasia, but only the terminal flower develops further; at the fruit
stage there are only small rudimentary appendages remaining of the
two side-flowers and their cupules; this is the case in several species
of § Cyclobahmus (KING, 1889). Thus, there may - at least in some
cases - he found a development from compound to simple inflorescences. Frequently it may be observed thai in Ihe three-flowered dichasia
the terminal flower is a little later in ils development than the sideflowers. This fact may be due either to the inflorescence not being a
true dichasiuni but a botrylic inflorescence, or - as Ihe mid-flower
is sometimes (e.g. in L. litseifolius) earlier developed than the sideflowers — more probably to a tendency to reduction of the terminal
flower. Ibis reduction being complete in other genera. Further in the
genus there is a difference between species whose calkins are separated
from each other, issuing from Ihe axils of foliage-leaves, and others
where the leaves supporting the catkins are reduced and scale-like, so
that Ihe calkins constitute a panicle-like cluster, a condition usual
within the genus. In one case a true ramification of Ihe catkins was
observed by the author, namely in /.. Henryi, where male catkins, borne
in the leaf-axils, bear dichasia both on the upper pari of the primary
axis and on a number of branches supported by small scales, issuing
from ils lower part. Contrary to the panicle-like inflorescence groups
jusl mentioned, there is here, thus, a true terminal spikelet in each
cluster. The female catkins are unbranched. A ramification of this kind
also occurs according to PRANTL 11887] in Lithoccirpus
Becearianus,
according to SCHOTTKY (1912, p. (566) in /.. Iltirldiidii and occasionally
in other species.
As in Juglandaceae, it may sometimes occur that two catkins
stand in the same leaf-axil, one above the other.
Also in respect of the distribution of male and female dichasia
(or flowers) there are different types:
1) In some species all calkins consist of female flowers in their lower
and male flowers in their upper part. The two parts may be well

separated, as in /-. concentricus (n.c, Quercus concentrica

LOOBEIRO,

Fl. Cochinch., 1790, p. 572), where there is a stalk between them without
flowers, or may show an insensible transition from the one to the
other, the common condition.
2) In other species only the upper catkins are androgynous in this
way, with female flowers below, male flowers above, the lower catkins
are entirely staminate. This is a common condition in Ihe genus. In the
androgynous catkins there are not uncommonly a few male flowers
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also ;il the base, not only in t lit* upper pari, for instance in L. rufovillosus (MARKGR.) Renn.
3) Other species have male and female catkins completely separate,
the upper containing only female flowers, the lower only male flowers.
Examples of this are L. dealbatns, L. fenestratus, and according to
ScHOTTKY, I.e., also the other species of his dealbalus-group; yet there
may here not infrequently be seen some few male flowers, often
undeveloped, in the top or elsewhere in the female catkin.
There are of course Iransilions between these three types: in the
second type, for instance, the upper catkins generali] contain only a
few female flowers below, but sometimes they are mainly female, only
having a few male dichasia at Ihe lop and we thus have a transition
to the third type.
Originating from the genus Lithocarpus there may now, in respect
of the inflorescence, be distinguished different evolutionary lines to the
other genera of the family. The genera that are closest to Lithocarpus
are Castanopsis and Castanea, These two genera attach themselves perfectly to certain types of Lithocarpus. Costarica has the male flowers
arranged in 3—7-flowered dichasia. as many Lithocarpus species; the
female flowers generally also form such dichasia; in some species, however, Ihey are solitary in Ihe catkin. The distribution of female and
male dichasia (flowers) is that of type 2; yet in Ihe somewhat deviating
C. llenrui Ihere is a tendency tor Ihe upper androgynous calkins to be
entirely female (CAMUS 1929). Castanopsis has slaminale and pistillate
flowers grouped one to three logether i exceptionally four or five,
CAMUS. I.e.. pp. 356, 441); when the pistillate flowers are solitary, this
position has undoubtedly, on account of the conditions that will later
on be described for the cupulc. here as in (.astanca arisen through
reduction of several-flowered dichasia: presumably Ihe same of course
is true of the staminale flowers. 'Ihe catkins of Castanopsis are as a
rule (CAMUS 1929) either entirely male or entirely female as in type 3,
and often Ihey are united into panicle-like clusters as in Lithocarpus.
Just as Lithocarpus, both genera have stout, erect or somewhat inclined
catkins, this being probably connected with the fad thai in all three
genera insect pollination is probably prevalent (RENDLE, 1925. p. 33).
The species generally called Castanopsis chrgsophylla (with C. sempervirens), which in my opinion
as will later on be further developed
— should be regarded as a genus of its own. (Jirusolcpis, differs also in
its inflorescence from Castanopsis. Both staminate and pistillate flowers
are here arranged in 3—7-flowered dichasia ilhe male dichasia some-
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limes even up lo 11-floweredI and the flower distribution is that of
type 2, the uppermost calkins are thus androgynous with female
dichasia below, often a few only. In these respects the genus is similar
to Castanea, but it differs from the latter and is reminiscent of Castanopsis by the fact that the catkins are often clustered panicle-like, and
a difference from both genera is that the male catkins may be branched,
with small side-branchlets at the place of the dichasia. as occasionally
may he I he case in Lithocarpus.
Another difference is the large number of bracleoles occurring in
the m.de dichasia. While the three-tlowered dichasia of Castanopsis
have I wo bracleoles only i Fig. 27 A, cf. CAMUS, 1929) and the 7-flowered
of Castanea bave six such bracleoles (Fig. by EldtLER 1878). in both
kinds of dichasia in Chrysole pis (here are bracleoles at Ihe flowers of
I he youngest generation loo, secondary, tertiary or even quaternary.
They are irregularly developed, often quite narrow scab's (Fig. 27};
sometimes they seem to grow together, but sometimes their number
may also be increased, perhaps through division, something thai is of
interest owing to the parallel that is formed with the cupular scales
of Ihe female dichashun.
The genus Qiirrcus and the genus Cuclobalanopsis, separated from
the former, differ more from Lithocarpus than the three previously
mentioned genera and represent a special line of development. Both
male and female calkins are here simple. An exception is afforded only
by a species of (.yclobahmopsis, C. argentata (KORTH.) OKHST.. which
has .'(-flowered dichasia in the male catkins (SCHOTTKY, 1912); further,
in C. acuta (TiiUNB.) OERST. there occasionally occur such dichasia
in the female catkins; Ihese cases, as well as some intermediate forms
described below, form a transition between the compound and simple
calkins and indicate a development from Ihe former to the latter. Male
and female catkins are in Quercas and CyClobalanopsis completely
separate and the female ones are placed higher, as in Lithocarpus,
type •'(. Al the lop of the female calkins of Qiirrcus robur a transitional
flower with rudimentary pistil and one or two stamens may sometimes
be seen i further data on this are given below); Ibis may be regarded
as indicating that Ihe female calkins have developed from androgynous
calkins by reduction of the upper, staminate portion. Only the female
calkins are erect in Quercas and Cyclobalanopsis, generally short and
few-flowered; the male calkins are weak, pendulous, which is undoubtedly connected with the fact that pollination is here effected by
wind-agency.
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Fig. 27. .1 Castanopsis formosatia, male dichasium aller removal of Ihc flowers;
Ii—E Chrysolepis ctiri/sophi/ll/i. male dichasia, Ihc flowers removed, br bract, b
primary, b" secondary, b"' tertiary bracleole; B 3-flowered dichasium, the one
primary bracleole is deeply cleft, the anterior lobe possibly corresponding lo an
anterior secondary bracleole. in that case <l is a supernumerary scale, c two scales
before the left side-flower, probably corresponding lo a secondary bracleole; (.' 7flowered dichasium, c creel scales, seemingly bracleolcs (tertiary) of the anterior
tertiary flowers, while Ihc anterior secondary bracleolcs appear lo be connate with
I he primary, <l a bifid scale apparently composed of a secondary and a tertiary
bracleole; I) 7-flowered dichasium, c anterior secondary bracleole, concrcsccnl with
the primary, il anil e supernumerary scales, at least il has probably arisen through
splitting of a tertiary bracleole; E 7-llowcred dichasium with whole scale groups (c)
around the posterior tertiary flowers and al the one anterior a group Uh thai may
correspond lo an anterior secondary bracleole, while some few scales inside il may
correspond lo a tertiary. A and E X 10, li—D X 15.

Another line of development
with stronger divergences from
Lithocarpus — is formed by the genera Vagus and Nothofagus. Here,
the flowers are certainly arranged as a rule in dichasia, but these form
no real calkins hut stand singly in the leaf-axils. The genus Nothofagus
never has more than three flowers in Ihe dichasium. not infrequently
r.
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Hi«1 number is reduced to two or one. The terminal flower is always
present, however. Especially the male dichasia are frequently oneflowered, Ihis being so in N. cliffortioides (HOOK. I.) OERST., A'. Menziesii IHOOK. I'.I OERST., A". Solandri (HOOK. I.) OERST. etc., while
for instance in .V. fusca (HOOK, f.j OERST. both solitary male flowers
and three-flowered dichasia may be observed. Solitary female flowers
occur regularly in A. pumilio ( P O E P P . & EMU..) REICHE and in A*, cliffortioides they arc mel with in the rudimentary female inflorescences
occurring in otherwise male specimens. In this species they have
flattened, 2-winged ovaries, and are obviously Ihe remaining terminal
flowers of reduced dichasia. In N, pumilio, however, the female flowers
(Fig. 28 li D) have nol only 3 edges and wings, which could be explained
on the basis of their having returned to an original state owing to
altered space conditions, but frequently four, somelimes even six or
seven. The perianth-lobes and the styles may Ihen also be more than
is normal in trimerous flowers. Because of Ihese peculiarities possibly
a coalescence of two or three flowers into one may be supposed. Perhaps
the same is Ihe case with the male flowers of some species which have
a large number of stamens (about 30 to 40) and an explanale, manylobed perianth in Ihe male flower: N. obliqua (MlRB.) BLUME, whose
deviating male flowers were already mentioned by ÖRSTED (1871,
p. 353), A'. Menziesii, and A'. Moorei (MUELL.) MAID., which show Ihe
same peculiarities (Fig. 28 £,").
The Notiwfagus species are in general dioecious. Often, however,
there are rudimentary female dichasia in male individuals, such having
been observed in A', cliffortioides (Fig. 28). where the dichasia are
one-flowered, further in -V. obliqua, fusca, Menziesii, Solandri, C.unninghamii IIIOOK.I OERST., and Dombegi (MlRB.) BLUME, and somelimes male flowers occur in the female specimens, as in JV. betuloides
(MlRB.) Bi.UME, where in such a specimen a male flower was observed,
apparently normal, but with comparatively small anthers (see Fig.
2 8 / ' ) . If male and female flowers occur in Ihe same individual, the
male flowers are placed lower down, the female ones higher up on Ihe
shools. Sometimes Ihe flowers or Ihe dichasia are close logelher and
the supporting leaves are at least at anlhesis undeveloped: we have
Ihen a transition to an androgynous inflorescence, which is stamina t e
below, pistillate al the lop, thus the reverse case to the common one in
the family (e.g. A. cliffortioides, N. Solandri, see Fig. 28 G).
In the genus Pagus the male flowers are arranged in short, manyflowered inflorescences, Ihe nature of which is somewhat debated.
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Fig. Lc\ Xothofayus.
.1 rudimentary female dichasiuni from a male specimen of
A. cHJfotttoides {b primary braclcole. C rudimentary cupulc, at tiie one side will»
some scales [/] at the outside); I! fruit of .V. pumilio with edges inj upwardly
running out in small perianth-leaves and in addition 4 ridges [1—4\, .'1 of which
(/—5) run out in perianth-leaves • (c eupule, s stigma); (.'—D the same, fruit from
two sides with 5 perianth-leaves, 2 small (p'J from the edges and 3 larger ip) from
3 parallel ridges (.« stigma); t" male flower of N. Menziesii; F branehlel of N. bet utilities with a male flower and a female dichasiuni ist stipules, / broken petiole);
G branehlel of ,Y. elilfnrtioiiles with male flowers and above buds with rudimentary
female flowers. I about X 15, B about X -t, C /•' about X 5, G about X C.
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According lo CELAKOVSKY il890i. I hey represent c a t k i n s , which
have developed from definite inflorescences, lie hases this conclusion
in the first place on the fact that they are inserted lower on the shoot
than the female inflorescences: if male dichasia occur on Ihe same
shoot as female ones, they are inserted higher than the latter (for
instance in Lithocarpus and Castanea), PRANTL (1887) is of the opinion
thai most likely they are dichasia. This author '1887, p. 329 330)
found that in Fagus grandifolia, a short time before opening of the
huds. there might hi- seen a certain difference between the male flowers
in the length of Ihe pedicels and the size of the huds: the development
proceeds from the top downwards iu two developmental series (in one
case three), lie also thought that he could always discern a top flower
(in some cases observed by the present wriler. however, this was
lacking). About Ihe same conditions as PBANTL observed in Fagus
grandifolia may also be found in Fagus sylvatica if the beginning of
the anthesis is followed in a male inflorescence. A top flower limiting
Ihe whole inflorescence is however lacking, al leasl in most cases. At
first two apical flowers open, one in each part of the two-parted inflorescence, and then development proceeds downwards in each pari.
quite as in a cyme. The inflorescence might then be supposed to be a
calkin made up of two dichasia. This is, however, in conflict with the
fact that according to PRANTI. a terminal flower may exist in Fagus
grandifolia, which is confirmed by CKI.AKOVSKY (1890), who slates that
he has seen an apparently terminal flower both in Fagus grandifolia
and sylvaticn ip. 1501. In my opinion Ihere is a complete parallelism
with the female inflorescence, where the terminal flower is as a rule
aborted, but exceptionally occurs, more or less rudimentary. In the
female inflorescence (of Fagus sylvaticn) the number of flowers is not
infrequently larger than two
especially in certain trees — through
development ol addition,il side t lowers (Fig. 29). Mach of the two
commonly occurring flowers may be furnished with two side flowers
and these in their turn may have one or two side flowers developed, so
that the number in the one half of the inflorescence is 5 6. almost as
great as in Ihe slaminale one, where it is generally about seven or even
more. Transitions also occur between male and female inflorescences;
the outer flowers of I hese or some of them are slaminale, Ihe inner are
pistillate. In the author's opinion, I hus. Ihe male flowers as well as the
female flowers are arranged in two-parted dichasia, where Ihe terminal
flower is as a rule absent. With regard to CELAKOVSKY'S argument as to
their position, which seems to be well-founded. Ihe conclusion is to be
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l*'ig. 2!t. Fag us sylvatica. Cupulcs with one Flower and three lobes (to Hie left), with
terminal flower present, more or Irs» rudimentary (row 2 from the left), with 2
secondary Mowers and 4 tertiary flowers and eight-lobale eiipnle (row 2 from the
right), and with a larger nnmlior of flowers and lodes Ho the right].

drawn licit in Fagus as well as in Nothofagvs, where Ihe arrangement
of staininate and pistillate dichasia is Ihe same, bolh Ihe male and Ihe
female calkin are reduced info a single dichashim.
The inflorescence of Ihe Fagus group Ihns seems to have arisen
through strong reduction from one of Ihe inflorescence types occurring
in Lithocarpus which have been signified above as types 2 and 3,
where Ihe lower calkins are wholly slaminale. Ihe upper pistillate or
pistillate below. As there sometimes occur in Fagus sylvatica some male
flowers outside Ihe female ones in Ihe female inflorescence — as also
may be Ihe case in Castanea
-, it seems most likely thai the catkin
type from which Ihe Fagus type derives its origin has been huill as in
Castanea, i.e. Ihe upper calkins have been androgynous and only at Ihe
base have they had a few female dichasia (or a single one), ahovc these
have they had male dichasia and. al Ihe limit between Ihe male and
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female, possibly androgynous dichasia, in the same way as such maj
occur there in Castanea.
The c u p u I e characteristic of Faaaeeae is of two Ivpes. between
which however there are some transitions. The cupule of Lithocarpus
and tlie Querem group is one-flowered, open above and not bursting,
that ol ' astanea, Fagus, and Nothofagus contains more than one flower
and opens in a determinate number of lobes at maturation of the fruit.
The genus Castanopsis forms a transition between the two types: Ihc
cupule is here imi- or pluri-floroiis and opens irregularly. Through
PBANTL'S I 18871 investigations of Lithocarpus it was made clear that
the cupule is here a stem-structure and is not — as assumed earlier
made up of bracts: the bracts, or bracteoles, may here be observed
outsidi Hie wall of the cupule. None the less, even in modern works
(e.g. KARSTEN, 1936) the view is advanced that the cupule of Fagus
and Castanea is formed by bracts, thus not homologous to the other
types. As early an author as CELAKOVSKY (1890), however, showed by
investigations of beech-eupules with supernumerary flowers and lobes
that the lobes do nol here correspond in number and position to bracts;
according to him. the bracts may instead be recogni/ed. in Fagus as
well as in Castanea and Nothofagus, among the lowest scales of the
cupule. which he regards as a stem-slruclure. For the stem nature of
the cupule there also speaks the facl lhal flowers and fruits often
emanate high up on the wall of the cupule (Fagus, Castanopsis) or at
the tip of the lobes (Fagus), which especially happens when the number
of flowers is greater than normal, as well as the circumstance that at
an early slage in Fagus a secondary bracteole may sometimes be
observed outside the cupule (see Fig. 33(7): in Castanea all the four
secondary bracteoles are at early stages discernible in the 3-fIowered
dichasia. There also occur transitions between male and female inflorescences, where the flowers are partly staminate with pistil-rudiments and where the reduced cupule consists only of an enlargement
of the peduncle, with scales on the surface, from which the flowers
emanate (Fig. 30). Undoubtedly the cupule is a stem structure in the
Fagus and the (astanea groups as well, quite homologous to the corresponding structures in Lithocarpus and Quereus. as mentioned above,
transitions between the two types are also present, vi/, in (astanopsis.
In Lithocarpus and the Quereus group the cupule is still undeveloped
at anthesis; the flowers are then surrounded only by a crowd of scales
and not until after the flowering does the stem part bearing the scales
grow up around the ovary as a cup, the scales being then removed lo
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Fig, 30 Fagus sylvalica Mate inflorescence with
rudimentary cupule. The two terminal flowers with
triangular stalk (rudimentary ovary) and styles
developed, X fi.
the oilier side of this cup. In Fagus and Castanea the cupule is alreadydeveloped at anthesis. This nuisl he considered to indicate lhal the
cupule of the latter genera is of a more derived type; the cupule is
known lo be a special structure for Ihe family Fagaceae, developing
within the family, and then that type should he more original which
is undeveloped al an early stage, that one more advanced which shows
a greater differentiation at a corresponding slage.
The primordialily of Ihe cupule type of IAthoatrpua is also indicated by the great variation occurring within it. Not only is there
a difference between species having distinct scales on Ihe cupule and
others having annular lamellae, and between species where the cupule
covers Ihe fruit completely and others where it only surrounds ils base.
There is also the important difference thai in one group, seel. Synaedrys,
the cupule is fused with Ihe fruit-wall and in some species of Ihe section
le.g. L. Mainyayi) is asymmetrically developed. The section CoTutopasania differs by the cupule being protracted into a long, tubular cover-
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ing, considerably longer than the glans, reminiscent of certain Corylus
species.
Other circumstances, too, speak for the cupule type of Lithocarpus
(which is almost unchanged retrieved in Quercus and Cyclobalanopsis
respectively) being the more original. It is hardly possible to derive the
Lithocarpus cupule from Castanea or Castanopsis, whereas it is very
easy to imagine a development from Lithocarpus, seel. Pasania, to
the Castanea as well as to the Fagus group, as was already demonstrated
by PKANTL (1887). In the Lithocarpus section just mentioned the female
flowers are arranged in cymes, generally 3-flowered, sometimes with
more flowers, and the cupules are close to each other and frequently
coalescent so that the separating walls between the fruits fuse with
each other. The separating walls are often thin. Supposing that these
walls entirely disappear, then the cupule type arises that is found in
Castanopsis. That such a development has actually taken place, is
shown by the fact thai some Castanopsis species with two or three fruits
in the cupule show, between these, remnants of the walls, which have
thus not completely disappeared, e.g. C. Hullettii among species with
cupule and fruit partly connate (Fig. 31 b) and C. Fabri (Fig. 31 a)
among other species.
Hence, as regards the cupule, the genus Castanopsis is closely
attached to Lithocarpus. Some species, as C. cnspidala and laneeaefolia,
are on the border-line between the two genera and have sometimes
been referred to the one, sometimes to the other of them. Other species,
HARNETT'S (1944) »Group of C. rhamni folia», have the cupule completely fused with the gland, just as the section Sgnaedrys within
Lithocarpus, while in another group. BARNETTS C. I'nermi's-group, the
cupule is only partly adnate and the fruits are either partially separated
by walls, as in the C. Hullettii mentioned, or totally without separating
walls, as in C. inermis. With regard to the course of development there
are however some unexplained details. The cupule is in Castanopsis
frequently 4-parted. with four spiny areas, a condition that is still
more pronounced in Castanea, § Eucastanon DODE. The cause of Ibis
4-parlition has been the object of discussion. According to CELAKOVSKY
(1890), each of the four parts corresponds lo an original cupule. in
Castanea as well as in Castanopsis (and the Fagus group); he imagines
a 7-flowered dichasium as starting-point, the four tertiary flowers of
which take part with their cupules in the formation of the common
cupule. while the primary and secondary flowers are reduced. The
supposition might explain the position of Ihe cupule parts and also
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appears plausible in other respects, hut it does not seem to he supported
by Hie actual transitions that may be observed within the genus Castanopsis. In the species (.. cuspidata und C. lanceaefolia of the sect.
Pseudopasania CAM. the observation may in some cases (Fig. 31/) he
made that the cupule. though containing one flower only, is obviously
•'{-parted. The roundedly triangular cupule has the scales arranged in
three systems of curves, above each there is a rounded hump at Ihe
mouth, and between Ihe two anterior ones there is a sharp vertical limit.
Undoubtedly such a cupule is formed by the union of three, one posterior
(mid-)cupule and two anterior (side-)cupules,
The same .'{-partition of Ihe cupule is rcfound in several other
species. Castanopsis Delavayi, for instance, has two spiny areas on the
anterior part of the cupule. each with a separate system of curves,
divided from each other by a feeble, vertical border-line (Fig. 31 e).
AI the side of Ihe axis there is a third part with small, fleshy scales,
arranged in approximately straight lines (Fig, 31 d). In C. Eyrei (Fig.
31 c) the cupule is rather bilabiate with a shorter, scaly posterior lip
and a longer, spiny anterior one. which is 2-cleft at Ihe lip and has
the spines arranged in two curve-systems. A similar 3-partition is
found in several other species, though the posterior, scaly part is
generally slill more reduced and as a result the cupule gels a still more
irregular shape. In C. echidnocarpa DC. which according lo CAMUS I 1929)
belongs to the same section as (',. cuspidata, Pseudopasania, there may
now further be observed a transition from the 3- to the 4-parled cupule.
It is here slill possible to see the 3-division of Ihe cupule, perhaps best
in Ihe younger one (Fig. 31 ft), but also in Ihe older (Fig. 31 g). There
are a minor posterior pari, which hears small scales only, and two
larger anterior ones, separated by a sharp boundary. These two anterior
parts, however, do not develop quite regularly. At an earlier stage (Fig.
31 h) it may he seen that Ihe first spines arise on two separate spots
of each pari and that the cupule is almost pentagonous In a later stage
(Fig. 31 g) the now fully developed spines are arranged in continuous
curves al the base of each part, hut they are more weakly developed
at the middle of the curve, and higher up the curves are bent upwards
at the middle and here hear scales instead of spines. The two lateral
parls become in Uns way divided into four: in other species this division
is more sharply pronounced, and as the posterior i mid-1 cupule becomes
more and more reduced, Ihe common cupule becomes more or less
4-divided. The lour parts thus correspond to two bipartite, lateral
cupules. The partition is probably in some way connected wilti the
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I i^. 32, a cupulc oi Castaiiea /lorldana, the upper part, from In front; ft the sanv
of < mollissfma. About X 4.

opening of the cupule by longitudinal fissures through Ihe middle of
the part-cupules (and in addition at the border between the two
anterior ones).
The cupulc of the genus Caslanca resembles strongly that of ('aslanopsis in iN structure, but it differs by being symmetrical, whereas Ibal
of Caslano/jsis is asymmetrical, which is used as a distinguishing character between the Iwo genera. This is without doubl connected will) a
somewhat de\ialing origin.
Firstly. Ihe cupule is here nol 3-parted. bill 4- or sometimes
2-parted. In the seel. Euaistannn Mure are lour diagonal spim areas
thai have narrow scaly stripes between them with opening fissures,
winch has given support lo the assumption that four cupules are involved here. In (.. floridana (Fig. 82a) Ihe cupule consists of four
approximately equal parts, two median scaly and Iwo Iransverse spiny
ones, and of a weakly 4 parted swelling al the point of Ihe cupule. In
< mollissima (Fig. 32 b). which is close to ( saliva, Ihe cupule has as
in several other species a prolonged, spineless point, which is here very
sharply divided into Iwo median and two transverse parts (the posterior
median is sometimes a lillle larger than Ihe anterior). Such a 4-parlition is also discernible in C. sativa al early stages and then, instead
of Ihe narrow, scalv median stripes that later on may be observed.
I here are two broad median parts, while Ihe Iwo lateral parts arc
indistinctly divided (Fig. 33 a—c). In early stages of development, thus,
and in a species such as Castanea floridana, which is reminiscent of
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Fig. 33t it cupule-primordium of Castanea xatioa in fronl view, the 3 fhwer-primordia
and the 7 bracts removed; h do., from the sate, with remaining flower-primordia;
c do., a somewhat earlier singe; d cupule-primordium of Fagus sglvatlca nl an early
Stage of development (Aug. 20lhl, from behind, a secondary bracteole is visible;
e the same from tlie side; / cupulc-primordiurn with (»' flowers from the same
specimen; ;/ flower primnnlinm from a female dichasium of Castanea saliva with
carpel- and stamen pnmorriia. About X 20.
Castanopsts, there are two comparatively broad median parts of a
nature differing from the two transverse ones, which latter in the course
of development are divided into four. The position shows that it cannot
be a question of four Cupules, but of Iwo lateral ones and a third median,
2-divided (ef. Ihe diagrams in Fig. .'55). In the same way as in CdStanop.iis Ihe mid-cnpule is more or less reduced, especially below, whereas
at the tip il may he very conspicuous (e.g. in C. moUissima). If the
eupule is 7-flowered instead of .'{-flowered, each of the four tertiary
flowers is surrounded by a rounded swelling —parl-cupule. This condition is figured by BAILI.ON (1876) and may possibly have contributed
to CELAKOVSKY'S view of the mailer. Vet it is bj no means so, thai on
first being laid down Ihe eupule is always 7-flowered: it is often
3-flowered; and, as stated by BAILLON. in the 7-flowered cupules the
central part-cupule persists; the part -cupules of Ihe secondary flowers
may seemingly do so, loo.
The eupule that is found in Ihe genus Chrysolepis (Fig. 'Ma—e)
differs both from that of Castanopsis and from that of Castanea by
being open above. Further, at an early slage, at flowering time, the
separating walls between Ihe parl-cupulcs are rather well developed,
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Fig. 34. Chtysolepis clirysophylla. a 3-flowered female dichasium in front view;
l> the same in longitudinal section; <• t-flowered cupule from above, Hie flowers
removed; </ 7-flowered cupule from above, flowers removed: e ciipule al fruit stage,
longitudinal section, a d about X II), <• X 5.

so thai the compound cupule is 3—7-chambered, with triangular chambers (Fig. 34 c and d). A similarity to Castanopsis is that the sidecupules of first order meet in front of the mid-cupule (see for instance
Fig. 34d). A difference, however, is that the outermost part-cupnlcs
(the secondary cupules of a 3-flo\vered common cupule, the tertiary
of a cupule with more flowers) are 2-lohed during the whole development of the cupule, with two lobes thai do not shut to the fruit but
(Fig. 34 e) stand at some distance from it. At maturation only those

Fig. 35. ihr derivation of Hie cupule in Castanopsis and Castanea, diagrams, a and
i/ different starting-points within Litliocarpus; b and c development to the cupnlelype of Castanopsis, either more regularly .'! parted (6) or almost l-parlcd (c) with
strong reduction ol the original mid-cupuie; C and / development to the eupule-type
of Castanea. with the reduced mid-cupule <li\ ided into an anterior and a posterior part.
valvules appear
in a 3-1'lowercd cupule four — which are formed
by the lateral parl-cupules; the part-cupule of Ihe mid-flower is here
as in other genera strongly suppressed at a later stage. The separating
walls between the parl-cupules are Ihen also to some extent suppressed;
Ihey may partly be grown together with Ihe fruits. Sometimes an undeveloped fruit may be quite encapsulated in the cupule. Characteristic
of the cupule of Chrysolepis is. further, that the spines are arranged
in straight transverse rows and at the lower part of the cupule emanate
from lamella-like ridges (somewhat reminiscent of Ihe conditions in
some Nothofagus species) and thai in Ihe margin of the lobes there is
a row of scales which are bent inwards over Ihe inner wall (see Fig.
34 (•}. In its cupule Chrysolepis Ihus shows some similarities to Castanopsis but also such important deviations from this genus that it must
be considered to belong lo a parallel line of development.
Within Ihe Fagus group [Fagus and Nothofagus) there might
appear to be very good reasons for the supposition that Ihe cupule is
formed through the union of four. On the one hand the cupule is here
pronouncedly 4-lobed and this 4-parlilinn may also be observed at a
very early stage (Fig. 33 (/ e); on Ihe other hand al the appearance
of tertiary flowers the cupule lobes of Fagus are two-cleft and surround
the additional flowers as a bipartite cupule. whereas the secondary
flowers then have no other, independent cupule. This may also be
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observed in both earlier and later stages (Figs. 29 and 3 3 / ) . It might
of course on this account seem well justified to suppose with CELAKOVSKY that the cupule is built up of the cupules of the four tertiary
1 lowers of a seven-flowered dichasium (such as sometimes occurs in
Lithocarpus and Castanea) and that at the reduction of the tertiary
flowers these cupules have been undivided. Yet certain facts speak
against such a supposition. Firstly, there sometimes occur more than
six side flowers in a cupule of Fagus sylvatica: besides the two secondary
and the four tcrtiaiw flowers there may also occur one to three
quaternary ones iFig. 29, to the right). If we start from a 7-flowered
dichasium, we must consequently presume that in some cases there has
been an increase, but in most cases a reduction of the number, which
does not seem probable. Secondly, both in Fagus and in Nothofagus
it happens that a side flower fails to develop and that the cupule-lobes
al the side of the missing flower are united into one, so thai the cupule
becomes 3-lobcd (Fig. 29, at the left I; in Nothofagus pamilio, as a
matter of fact, both side-flowers are regularly absent, the cupule
2-lobed. Thus, if the cupule were formed by four tertiary cupules, Ibis
would imply that two such cupules were completely united at the
failure of the secondary flowers inside of them, which would not be
probable, either. Further, in an early slage of development of the cupule
(before it has yet been differentiated, Fig. 33 d—e) it appears as if
there were a greater difference between the two lateral cupule-halves,
which may also stand at somewhat different height, than between the
two quadrants of the same side; (he boundary between these resembles
more the longitudinal strip that occurs in the tertiary cupules of a
(i-flovvered dichasium (Fig. 3 3 / ) . In the developed cupules. too, it
may in Fogas and still more in Nothofagus be observed that the transverse fissures do not descend so far as the median. All these circumstances (together with the parallelism that exists with the cupule of
the Castanea group) make it most probable that the cupule of the
Fagus group is formed by two original cupules, the two secondary
cupules, whereas the cupule of the mid-flower, which in the Castanea
group is reduced, has completely disappeared within the Fagus group,
just as the mid-flower itself in Fagus. Such an interpretation is to a
great extent also supported by the similarities that are found to the
genus Chrysolepis. The Fagus cupule may easily be thought to arise
from a 3-i'lowered cupule of this genus through continuing reduction
of the central part-cupule and of the separating walls, so that the two
lateral, two-cleft part-cupules are left only.
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Thus, il appears as it' the cupule of the Fagus group wer»' a further
development of a type that is close to that of the Castanea group,
especially that occurring in Chrysolepis. According to this assumption,
the two transverse opening fissures of the Fagus cupule would be the
mid-fissures of the two part-cupules, and it is then quite a natural
thing that these disappear on failure of the flower inside of them. The
larger number of flowers and cupules thai sometimes occurs would
depend upon secondary increase. ;is ;i result of which the new flowers,
as in Chrysolepis (and also Castanea), get their particular cupule, here
2-lobed, and the cupules of the mother axis, which in Chrysolepis and
Castanea are more or less reduced, disappear entirely here, in so far as
the basal parts of the new cupules. under the attachment of the flowers,
should not be considered to belong to these icf. CELAKOVSKY. 1890).
A certain reduction of the cupule is noticeable in the genus Xothofatjns. Thus, in .V. pumilio it consists of two narrow band-like lobes
only, scarcely more than half as long as the fruit Fig. 28/it. and in
the rudimentary female dichasia thai sometimes occur in male specimens of .V. cliffortioides the cupule-struclures are slill more reduced
and are smaller than the surrounding bracleoles (Fig. 28.1).
The cupule that occurs in the Quercus group is closely connected
on to thai of TMhocarpus. The genus Cyclobalanopsis, however, is distinguished by the peculiarity that at the point of the fruit there are
some annular /.ones ol similar appearance as the lamellae that here
occur at the cupule, though more weakly developed (Fig. 36 a and b).
Such structures are generally lacking within Lithocarpus $ Cyclobalanus, which has a similar cupule; only exceptionally were weakly
developed rings observed on the fruit of one species, /.. Teusmannii
(Fig. 36 0 ft). At an earlier stage of the fruit development of Cyclobalanopsis (Fig. 36 c <7i it may be seen thai these /ones are more
evenly distributed over the surface of the young fruit; il is not until
later that through intercalary growth of the lower pari of the frail they
are carried up towards its top. At a slill earlier stage, at the flowering
itself (Fig. 36 f), they are not yet discernible, but the innermost lamellae of the cup are then not developed either. When these lamellae are
formed, the /önation of the ovary begins to appear (Fig, 36 e). It may
accordingly he said that the zones of ovary and fruit form a direct
continuation of the lamellae of the cupule in their location and time of
development; certainly they are homologous with these. This speaks
very strongly in favour of the cupule of Cyclobalanopsis being a further
development of thai occurring within Li t linear pas § Synaedrys, where

Fig. 3(5. a young fruit with cupule in longitudinal section of Cyclobatanopsis
myrsinaefolia (somewhat obliquely cut. so (hat the whole apex of the fruit is visible);
b the same of C acuta: C C Blakei ISKAN SCHKY.. section of young cupule: d the
same, flower a little after anthesis in side view: e f sections of cupules of ( . glauca.
c with young fruit. / with flower: <j Lithocarpus Teusmannii. young fruit with
cupule in longitudinal section: /i the same, the fruit from the side; i 3-flowered
dichasium of Cyclobalanopsis acuta from the base of a catkin, the one flower (to
the leftt fallen off: A the same in longitudinal section; / cupule of C. acuta from
above at anthesis] the front side below. /. i. A' X 10. J X 15. the others X .'».
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the cupule is fused with the fruit, this development having implied thai
its upper part, still connate with the fruit, is here reduced, while the
lower part is carried up by an annular growth of the axis, which
surrounds the base of the fruit as a cup without being adnate to it. That
such a development takes place within the genus Lithocarpus too. is
suggested by I lie conditions mentioned in L. Teysmannii. Thus, the
cup surrounding the Cyclobulanopsis fruit does not seem to be homologous to the cupule of Lithocarpus ij Synacdrys or the cupule of the
genera Castanopsis, Castanea, Fagus, and Nothofagus, but only to its
lower part. The same is true about Ihe genus Quercus, whose cupule
is undoubtedly on Ihe whole a further development of the Cgclobalanopsis type: within the section Erythrobalanus a feeble ring may somelimes be seen at the point of the fruit (cf. SCHWARZ, 1936), indicating
a development from a Cyctobalanopsis-similar type through continuous
reduction.
In one of Ihe 3-flowered dichasia that sometimes occur in Cyclobalanopsis (tenia (Pig. 3 6 i , k\ it was observed that the three cupules
— about equally developed — showed small gaps between the flowers,
so thai these met with each other. This indicates that in this genus a
coalescence lakes place of three cupules inlo one. This is possibly also
supported by Ihe fact that C. acuta generally has cupules that are much
protracted along Ihe length of Ihe main axis, as the base areas of Ihe
female dichasia of for instance Lithocarpus fenestratus, and that Ihe
cupule may hi' divided into a minor, posterior and a larger anterior
part (Fig. 36 /1.
The p e r i a n t h o f I h e m a l e f l o w e r is within Ihe genus
Lithocarpus of somewhat varying development, sometimes expanded,
with Ihe lobes more free from each other, sometimes more cup-like
or campanulate (Fig. 37 .1) and more strongly connate, somelimes more
regularly radial, sometimes protracted in length, somewhat reminiscent
of Juglandaceae (e.g. in L. glober). The other genera agree more or less
completely with Ihese different types. Castanopsis, Chrgsolepis, and
Castanea have a little varying perianth with expanded, rather little
connale perianth leaves of regular development. As in Lithocarpus, Ihe
leaf-number is generally six. and there may often be discerned three
outer and three inner leaves, which may also be of different shape
and size. The genera Fagus and Nothofagus on the other hand have a
cup-like or campanulate, more strongly connale perianth: a deviating
development is only shown by those Xothofayus species whose flowers,
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as mentioned above, have probably arisen through coalescence of three
(see page 821.
Within the Qucrctis group the perianth of the male (lower is more
or less irregularly «leveloped. This irregularity does not only appear
within the genus Quercus, but — quite Contrary to what is generally
slated icf. SCHOTTKV, Hit'2, S( HWAKZ, 1936)
in a high degree also
within the genus Cyclobalanopsis. In for instance (.. acuta a welldeveloped staminate flower may consist of a large number of stamens
(at least up to 17) and a somewhat smaller number of scales of varying
size, partly amidst the stamens; these may often be observed lo spring
from Ihe axil of a scale (Fig. .'17 B). And in C. myrsinaefoliq (BL.) SCHKY.
I he scales are frequently also intermingled with the stamens in a way
reminiscent of certain Mi/rica species. The origin of these How ers is
elucidated by some observed (lower forms in C. myrsinaefolia. Sometimes it may here be observed (Fig. 37 D) thai Ihe so-called flowers
are composed of three, one mid-flower, which is somewhat higher
inserted on the main axis, and two side-flowers, thus a typical Fagaceuedichasium. The boundaries between the part-flowers disappear, however: Fig. 37 D shows that the one side-flower (at Ihe right of the
figure) has a strongly reduced perianth, Fig. 37 E illustrates the
coalescence of the mid - flower Willi the one side-flower (at Ihe left of
the figure), Fig. 37 /•' shows thai a corresponding union takes place
with Ihe olher (al Ihe right of the figure), and in the flower reproduced
in Fig. 37 G there is only an inconsiderable remnant left of Ihe perianth
leaves that have separated Ihe original part-flowers from each olher.
Undoubtedly the flower of C, acuta is the result of a similar development, though at the same time a certain recombination of the floral
parts apparently lakes place here. AI a greater reduction there may
appear in those same species flowers of the simple type thai is reproduced in Fig. 37 (. and // In other species, e.g. ('.. ylaucit iTiii.W'B.I OEHST.,
all dowers are of a similar simple structure, in the species mentioned
often with 5 perianth leaves and 5 stamens (Fig. 37 / ) . Within Quercus
the staminate flowers do not, either, show any transitions to dichasia
as in the two Cyclobalanopsis species mentioned, but certain conditions
argue in favour of these flowers — as well as the simply-built Cyclobalanopsis flowers
representing a further step in Ihe development
that is observed in these species. In Qu. semecarpi folia (Fig. 37 K—L).
castaneaefolia (Fig. 37 .1/1. and serrata (Fig. 37 N) the perianth is divided
into a few. often three, large lobes, which are somewhat incised in the
margin and which, if three in number, sometimes have a position cor-
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Kig. .'!". A male flower of Lithocarpus iteaphytlus; li ('. male flowers of Cyclobalanopste itcula, H from the lower, C from I he upper part of a catkin; D—(i different stages in the coalescence of the male flowers in a dichasium of (.'. myrsinuefolia; H flower from the upper part of a calkin of the same; / male flower of
C. glauca; K I. male flowers of Quercus semecarpifolia; M Qu. castaneaefolia,
X Qu. serrula, (> Qu. Ftainetto, male flowers, br bract, «, b, c stamens springing
from the axils of adjacent stales. About X 10.
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responding In the flowers of a three-flowered dichasium (Fig. 37 K
and IV). These flowers are very reminiscent of the type occurring in
Cyclobalanopsis myrsinaefolia. Other species have a larger number of
narrower lobes, of varying number, shape, and size, ollen lobed in
their turn ie.g. Qu. Fraiiicllo. Fig. 37 Ö, also the above-mentioned
Cyclobalanopsis glauca), and are more reminiscent of ('.. acuta: as in
this species, the number of stamens is frequently somewhal larger than
that of lobes, though nol twice as large. Thus il is highly probable
that, on the whole, the male flower of Cyclobalanopsis and Quercus
has arisen through the development I hat may be followed in for instance
('•yd. myrsinaefolia, vi/, through coalescence of the flowers of a
3-flowered dichasium, such as occurs within the genus
Lithocatpus
and also in a Cyclobalanopsis species, C. atgentata.
The morphology of the s I a m e n s has nol been considered to
have any great importance for the systematica of Fagaceae. OUSTED,
thus, who gave an elegant demonstration of the differences in the
structure of the pistil in different genera, is of the opinion that the
stamens, like Ihe male flowers on the whole, do not show any essential
distinguishing features (18(57. p. \2: 1X71, p. 353). Closer examination
reveals, however, thai bei ween Ihe larger systematical groups there are
very characteristic differences regarding Ihe slamens as well, forming
an almost complete parallel lo Ihe different types of development of the
pistil.
In the genus Lithocarpus Ihe anthers (Fig. 38 a. b) are very small
(ca. '•'., mm long}, about as broad as long, emarginale at the hase. and
Ihe filaments are far projecting, with Ihe tapering top fixed al about
Ihe middle of the dorsal side of Ihe anther. The anlhers are versatilely
attache«! lo Ihe filament: frequently the apex is turned downwards
(Fig. 38 a). The genera ('uslanopsis, Castanea, and Chnjsolepis, which
as lo structure of the styles agree almost completely with Lilliocarpus,
have also stamens of Ihe same type (Fig. 38 c, (I, c). The anther is here
of Ihe same form, dorsilixed. versatilely attached to Ihe far projecting,
upwards thinner filament. The only difference, as a mailer of fact, is
that il is or may be a Utile larger; vet also here il is very small, scarcely
more lhan a 1/2 mm long. The filament may also be a little broader
upwards icf. Fig. 38c', c").
In the genera Fagus and Nothofagus the slamens have quite a
different structure. The anthers are here much larger, oblong in form,
and hasifixed. In Fagus they are cordalc at the base (Fig. 3 8 / , g),
in Nol ho fag us (Fig. 38/i), where they have a very characteristic
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Fig. 'AS. Anthers of various Fagaceae. a IJthocarpus iteaphyllus; b I.. Henryi; c
Castanopsis hystrix; d Chrysolepis chrgsopkglta; <• Cast/men saliva; f Fagus grandifolia; g F. sylvatica; h Nothofagus truncal»; i Cyclobalanopsis acuta; k C. mytsinacfolia; I Quercus custaneac/olia; m Qu. FraitiettO; n Qu. rabur; o Qu. Sadleriana.
The apex of the anther is turned downwards in a, a. c', d', c. X 20.
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appearance, Ihey are rounded at the base, much protracted in length
and possess a large connective-appendage at the top. They reach here
a length of nearly four mm in some species.
In the genera Cyclobalanopsis and Quercus the anthers i Fig. 38
i o) are. as in the Fagus group, basilixed and comparatively large,
whereas the filaments are short in proportion to the perianth. The
form, however, is generally broad-rounded with cordate base and in
this respect is somewhat reminiscent of Lit linear pus, especially in
Cyclobalanopsis, where the size is somewhat smaller loo. Within
Quercus there occurs some Variation as regards the stamens — as is
the case with the pistil —: sometimes the shape of the anthers is more
prolonged, reminiscent of Fagus iQu. Sadleriana, Fig. 38 o), and sometimes the anthers are pilose (e.g. Qu. casta near folia, Fig. 38/1, and,
further, more or less developed connective-appendages may occur in
some species (Qu. Sudleriaua, Fig. 38 o: Qu. Frainetto, Fig. 38 ml.
There are thus very characteristic differences between the development of the stamens in different genera, differences that to a great
extent certainly depend upon a transition from insect- to wind-pollination (sometimes connected with dioecismi and from this resulting
changes in inflorescence structure and greater quantitative demands for
pollen. iThe pollen grains are also larger in Fugaceae, it is line, when
the anthers are larger, but not in the same proportion: the number
consequently increases too.)
While the stamens in the family are generally about twice as many
as the perianth leaves, partly superposed, partly alternating, their
number within the Quercus group is reduced. In Cyclobalanopsis acuta
the number of stamens may rise to 17. but as the flower is undoubtedly
formed by coalescence ol three, this number already means a reduction,
and this is still more marked in the flowers of this and other species
of the Quercus group, where the stamens are only, for instance, five
nr four. Sometimes it is possible, both in Qm reus and C.ydobaUmopsis.
In see how two or three slamens are united with each other (Fig. 39);
perhaps the reduction may partly be due to such a coalescence.
Within Quercus there is generally no obvious relation between
stamens and perianth leaves, but within Cyclobalanopsis the slamens
may sometimes be observed to be clearly superposed to certain perianth
leaves (cf. Fig. 37/J). In Lithocarpus, moreover, the stamens are not
always clearly divided into superposed and alternating, every other
of each kind, but there may occur two stamens above one perianth
leaf, whereas there is none in one of the adjacent interspaces le.g.
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Fig, 39. a fusion of Iwo stamens oi Cgclobalanopsis acuta; l> c fusion of two and
three stamens respectively in Querent Sailleriana. a about X'JO, b—c X 15.
L. edulis). It seems very probable that the superposition is the primary
condition and that some stamens for the sake of space have been displaced secondary to the interspaces. This is also confirmed by BAH.I.ON'S
(1876, p. 6) observationson the first formation of the stamens in Castanea,
where the six superposed stamens are lormed first — and sometimes
only these appear - and later on (possibly) their number increases
by one or more younger stamens being formed al each side of them.
The p c r i a n t li o f I h e f e m a l e f l o w e r in the genera
Lithocarpus, Castanopsis, Chrysolepis, and Castanea is regularly developed, inconspicuous, more or less high connate, generally with si\
perianth leaves, three outer and three inner, though Ihe number may
vary lo some extent. Within Lithocarinis the perianth lobes are thick,
firm and stiff and resemble bracts. Ibis especially when, as for instance
in L. tubulosus (Fig. 40 A), they are to their greater part free from each
other, i In L. densiflorus [HOOK & ARN.] REHD. they are rather thin, but
this is also the case with the cupular scales.) Within Castanopsis Ihe
perianth lobes are rather thick and fleshy, but not so stiff and firm, being
more soil and flexible. Chrysolepis has a Ihin-lobed perianth, and this
occurs within Castanea loo. In the Quercas group Cgclobalanopsis is
closesl lo Lithocarpus; Ihe perianth lobes are here regularly developed,
generali} six in number, rather thick and fleshy. Within Quetcus the
perianth lobes of the female flower are however thin and soft and frequently of somewhat irregular development. The size often varies
irregularly and some of the perianth lobes are incised. In Quercas pet rara
I Fig. 40 li) it is slill possible to see thai Ihere are twice as many perianth
lobes as styles (in Ihe reproduced case, five in number), every other one
larger la small perianth lobe in this case is replaced by a rudimentary
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stamen). In Qu. coecifera (Fig. 40 C) there is scarcely any clear relation
between the styles and the irregularly narrow-lobed perianth. There are
thus some similarities to the perianth of the staniinale Mower, though
the irregularity is greater in this.
SCHWAKZ (1936) lias called attention to some differences in the
basal part of the perianth of the female flower within the Qiiercus
group: within Cgclobaltinopsis the perianth gradually passes into the
ring-lined »perianthopodiuiu» (the stalk-like prolongation ol the ovary
upwards), in § ErylhrolxiUmux of Quercus it is sharply and more or
less umhilicately delimited from the cylindric perianlhopodium. in
oilier Quercus groups it shows a gradual transition into the indistinct
perianlhopodium, which sometimes may have almost entirely disappeared. Similar differences as those observed by SCHWARZ may also
he found within the genus Lithocarpus, which also in this respect
shows a great variation, though they arc not distributed on certain
groups. L. fenestratus has thus a well-developed cylindric perianlhopodium (Fig. 40 /)). Other species lack such, and some have the square,
umbilicate perianth base that is found in § Erythrobalanus, for instance
L. Reinwardtii (Fig. 40/',*). The genera Gastanopsis and Castanea
generally have a narrow, stalk-like part which shows an even transition
into the ovary downwards and hears the rounded perianth at the top
i see Fig. 3 1 « and b, Fig. 40 F l ; in the genus Chrysolepis such a
structure is totally lacking, however; the perianth is directly inserled
al Ihe broad ovary (Fig. 40 (!).
The Fagus group differs rather much from other groups concerning the perianth of Ihe female flower. A perianlhopodium is here
quite absent, and as Ihe connate part of the perianth is also very weakly
developed, the perianth lobes seem to emanate direct l\ from Ihe ovary.
In Fagus all six are well developed, long, narrow, soft, though Ihe Ihree
al the edges of the ovary are somewhat larger than Ihe other three
(Fig. 40 Hi. In Nothofagus Ihe perianth is obviously reduced. Somelimes there are Ihree (or in Ihe mid-flower two) comparatively large
outer perianth-leaves, which form a prolongation upwards of the edges
of the ovary, and alternating with these there are smaller inner perianthleaves, which are generally much reduced (Fig. 4 0 / ) . In other cases
Ihe inner leaves are not at all discernible and Ihe outer ones are not
very conspicuous either (e.g. Fig. 40 A'). In one case it was observed
that one of the outer perianth-leaves of a mid-flower was Iwo-cleft.
which perhaps i- lo lie regarded ;i- evidence lhat it has arisen through
union of two in an originally Irimerous flower. In Y. pumilio, where
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Fig in. Female flowers of various Fagaceae I Lilhocarpus tubulosut, flower with
cupule [bt bract): " Quercus petraea \i—J larger perianth-leaves, u rudimentär;
stamen Ihe styles cut off); C Qu. coedfera \a—c larger, Inhale perianth-leaves,
s off-cut style between two leaves) I) Lithocarpus (eneslratus, section /.' /. Rein
wardlii do.; /• Castanopsts cuspidate, do: '. ( hrysolrpis rhruxophyUu; H Fagus
grandi/clui I \nilu>fayus trumuin k \ antarcttca. II. (, G X 15. II X ft, the
others X 10.
the ovary often has more than three edges, there is usually a perianth
leaf at Ihe point of each of them (Fig. 28 B
I)\.
The different structure of the p i s t i l was already demonstrated
by ÖBSTED 11807. 1871), who in a very perspicuous way has shown the
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systematically important differences of style and stigma and especially
the distinction between the cylindric style, with pore-like stigma, of
Lithocarpus and the Castanea group and the flattened style, with
extended stigmatic surface, of the Quercas group, a type that — with
certain changes — is also found in the Fagus group. He has also shown
the variation that is found between smaller systematical units within
the Quercus and Fagus groups. To this there is not much to add. It
maj only be mentioned thai SCHOTTKY (1912] has shown that some
Castanopsis species have the Stigmatic surface extended over the whole
— in these species flattened - top: perhaps it may also be pointed out
Ilia I some Nothofagus species have a style- and stigma-type, that does
not differ very much from the Lilliocarpus type. There are, thus,
transitions between the different types, and with SCHOTTKY (I.e.) we
may assume a development towards a dilated stigmatic surface in connection with biological conditions, vi/, transition lo wind pollination.
The carpel number is generally three, though even in species that
as a rule have this number it often rises lo four or five isee Fig. 40 .4
and lit. Some groups have regularly a larger number. The genus Castanea has for instance (5 carpels (e.g. ('.. pumila) or even 7—9 (in C. saliva
up lo 12), and certain Lit hona-pus species of § Cgclobalanus have 5—6
such, which in both cases conies lo expression in the ovary as well,
which acquires a larger mini Iter of cells. In the genus Cyclobulanopsis,
loo, (he styles are as a rule more than 3, often 4 5, sometimes even
7 or 8 (CAMUS, 1934. PI. 41. Reductions and fusions of carpels are here
common iFig. 41 .4 < i: apparently there is a transition from a primary
larger number to the Irimery common in Quercus. thai a larger number
is present here is ot a special interest with regard to the indications
suggesting Hint the cupule has arisen through fusion of three, as well
as the union of the three slaminate flowers of a dichasium to one.
Possibly such a fusion has also taken place between the pistillate flowers,
although no p r o o f of this is educible from the large number of
carpels, in ;is much as such a number likewise occurs in species ol
Castanea, where the flowers are arranged in dichasia. There are however other reasons arguing for the view that such a fusion has taken
place. Sometimes it may be observed that there are three chambers in
the ovary lying at the side of each other in the same position as the
flowers in a dichasium (Fig. 41 /'"), and in other cases, when there is a
regular trimerous pistil, it may be seen that each carpel at the inside
bears two ridges = carpel edges (Fig. 41 G), which is probably without
correspondence in Lithocarpus.
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lig. 41. A Cyclobalanopsis glauca, female flower with .>
' styles, two of which are
coalcscent |(/i and one deviating ici; 1i Ihc same, female flower with a small,
rudimentary style (c), two coalcsccnl styles (d) and a style with a longitudinal stripe
that may indicate a fusion («),forbract, b bracleole; ( C. species, female flower without cnpule, 4 styles, one of which is smaller in; I) flower transitional between male
and female flower in Llthocarpus iteaphyllus; E the same of L. dealbatus, a, b
.scale-like structures inside the perianth, F cross section of ovary of Cyclobalanopsis
acuta; G the same Oi another flower of the same species, somewhat higher up in
the ovary, t- £ about X 10. /•" (i more enlarged.
The assumption of a flower fusion seems to be in opposition lo
Hie slatemenls that rudimentary side-flowers may occur in the CUpuleS
of some Quercus species (SCHWARZ, 1 !(.'{(>, ()//. rubra and Cerrts; L E N D NEB, 1916. p. 165, with reference lo BAILLON 187t>, here a Figure of
Qu. lujbrida , which has apparenllv given cause for the statement).
In Quercus rubra and Cerrts, however, the rudiments seem lo he undeveloped cupule scales, homologous lo the other scales, which al some
sections may look like flower rudiments, and if Qu. hubridu, figured
by BAILLON, is identical with Qu. lusitamco, as il probably is. the densely
clustered flowers here belong to separate cupules, though Ibis is not
evident from the Figure.
The question of Ihe origin of the flower and cnpule within the
family Pagaceae attracts great interest. As in several genera. Castanea, Castanopsis, Chrysolepis, and Llthocarpus, there occur rudimentary
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Fig. 42. Querent robur, bisexual or otherwise deviating flowers al the lop of the
female catkin. A flower with 0 styles and 4 stamens [a anlher, b appendage that is
apparently a transition between stamen and carpel, c the same, more carpel-like);
/} the same flower in longitudinal section; C flower with -I larger styles and two
smaller ones [a anlher. b Structure apparently transitional between stamen and
carpel, C transitional Structure, partly stamen-like, partly carpel-like, (I lower inserted
style); D the same flower in longitudinal section ia filament of normal stamen,
c — c in C, d a small style-branch); E flower with 5 higher located styles, 2 of which
probably correspond to each 2, and a small, lower inserted, b (a anther, c and <i
longer perianth-leaves, glabrous at the lip, e shorter perianth-leaves, hairy, / scalegroups); F the same flower in longitudinal section, the designations the same; G a
deviating flower together with a normal, longitudinal section (b structures probably
transitional between scales and stamens, <• scale probably belonging to the deviating
flower).. X 10.
pistils in the m a l e flower, Ihe r u d i m e n t being especially large in Ihe
primitive genus Lithocarpus,
it h a s been supposed thai Ihe flower h a s
developed f r o m a n originally bisexual one. A n o t h e r possibility, h o w ever, is also conceivable: Ihe flower m a y h a v e arisen t h r o u g h r e d u c t i o n
of a n inflorescence w i t h a w h o r l of s t a n h n a t e flowers a r o u n d o n e or
m o r e central pistillate flowers. T h e perianth-leaves w o u l d in s u c h case
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in reality be bracts, which they also undeniably strongly resemble.
Some elucidation of the question which of the l\\<> possibilities has
been Ihc one actually occurring is given by the cases in which bisexual
or intersexual flowers appear. This happens sometimes in Quercus,
e.g. in Qu. robur, where above the female flowers liiere may occur
another flower with both stamens and pistil developed (Fig. 42). The
pistil is here of unusual development, both in form and in carpel number (of. for instance the normal and the deviating flower in Fig. 42 Gj.
Besides the frequently about 5—6 connate carpels there may in several
cases be observed one or two others, small and thin, free from the
former iFig. 42 C, </; E, b). Transitions between stamens and carpels
occur, too i Fig. 42.1, b and c probably: C, c). These flowers are now
sometimes surrounded by a simple whorl of scale-like perianth-leaves
I Fig. 42 .1), but in other cases iFig. 42 E—F] llie number is larger and
two different kinds may be distinguished, on the one hand inner leaves,
narrow, glabrous upwards, on the other hand outer, shorter and
broader, pilose. Ol special interest is now that the stamens may be
inserted o u t s i d e the inner perianth leaves, as is shown by Fig.
12 /•' (to the left, a outside of c) and spring from the axil of an outer
leaf. As shown in Fig. 42 G (to the right of the figure), there may also
occur small clavate structures, apparently transitions between stamens
and scales (b), outside as well as inside the perianth-leaves.
Also in the genus Lilhocarpus there are not infrequently flowers
transitional between slaminate and pistillate, which are often located
in Ihe border region between the male and female part of a catkin.
In these flowers there are some deviations too. Thus, the cup-like
perianth of /.. itraphyllus, rather reminiscent of that of the male flower,
may be dissolved (Fig. 41 /)) into several free lobes of different size,
and in /.. dealbatus it was observed that small, pilose scales appeared
inside the coarse perianth leaves (Fig. 41 E). These scales sometimes
resemble staminodes, and sometimes i/-. iteaphyllus, Fig. II D), as a
matter of fact, there may be observed a stamen quite outside another.
The increase in number of perianlh-leaves or scales that occurs
in Ihe bisexual flowers of Lithocarpus and Que reus is. of course, due
to a tendency to cupule-formation beyond the perianth proper. Judging
from the conditions in Lithocarpus just mentioned, the perianth of Ihe
male flower is not directly homologous lo that of the female flower
but to a whorl of cupular scales further out.
Another instance of bisexual and inlersexual flowers is given by
an abnormal variety (in reality a chimaera. ef. IIJKLMQVIST. 1944) of
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Fig. 13. Querem robur var. heterophylla. Bisexual or otherwise deviating flowers.
.4 flower with 1 style, 1 large and 1 small stamen (frr bract;; II flower with 1 style
and 3 stamens (a 2 stamens, cut off, b narrow, curved scale, glabrous, br bract);
C flower with 2 styles and 1 stamen (b narrow leaf between the pistil and the stamen,
glabrous upwards, br bract): D flower with 3 styles and 2 stamens is 2 coalescenl
styles, b 2 scales united below, from the axil of which the large stamen most nearly
emanates, c 3 small scales around the free style lo the right, d 3 small scales around
the smaller stamen I: E flower with 1 styles in longitudinal section (br bract,
b perianth—eupular scales, c structure apparently transitional between stamen and
perianth-leaf — eupular scale); /•' flower with 4 styles [br bract, c narrow scale,
inserted just below the adjacent style, s style that below in the one margin passes
over into a hairy scale). X 10.
Ihe common oak, Quereus robur var. heterophylla. The flowers here
have a very deviating structure (Fig. 43), possibly owing to different
nutritional conditions. They generally contain 1—4 styles, usually free,
and 1—4 stamens of varying size, all of very irregular arrangement.
In addition there is a small number of surrounding scales, of varying
shape, size, and height of insertion. These scales are either undivided
or 2- or 3-parted, and often there are two or Ihree narrow scales side
by side, certainly corresponding lo one 2- or 3-dividcd scale. Sometimes
a stamen or a pislil may be observed to spring from the axil of a scale,
and in other cases a pistil (Fig. 43 D, c) or a slamen (Fig. 43 T), d)
may be enclosed by three small scales, undoubtedly corresponding to
one three-lobed scale. In some cases Ihere occur transitions between
carpels and scales (Fig. 43 F, s), in other cases apparenlly between
stamens and scales (Fig. 43 E, c).
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The flowers described show transitions between ;i simple perianth
and a perianth with an additional cupulc-slruclure. The sin rounding
leaf-structures may be regarded as intermediate between lepals and
cupular scales. The free carpels or stamens, which may ollen be seen
lo spring from the axil of a scale, are. inter (ilia through their irregular
arrangement at different heights of the axis, very reminiscent of small
Mowers of simple organization, which spring I rom the axil of a bract,
in the same way as Ibis is the case with those stamens in the firstmentioned Quercus flowers which (see Fig. 42) are inserted in the axil
of a scale outside an inner perianth leaf.
Thai the flower of Fagaceae is a reduced inflorescence is confirmed
by the conditions at the formation of the male flower within the genus
Cyclobalanopsis. The staminale flowers may here, as was earlier shown,
arise through fusion of three, and then in C. acuta a large number of
the perianth leaves may subsist, with one or two stamens in their axils,
though their arrangement becomes different. This surely must be considered as a proof that the coalescing How ers are in reality inflorescences
with a number of small flowers uniting into a new inflorescence, a
circumstance that facilitates the union both in this and the other cases
when il occurs in the family.
The inflorescence nature of the flower seems also to be proved by
above-mentioned observations on the development of the
stamens in Castanea, where first a stamen is laid down inside each
perianth-leaf and later one or two younger ones may be developed at
each side of it. Thus, there is formed a small group inside each leaf;
within the outer ones there often seem to be three, inside the inner
leaves one two (in Fig. 3 3 ; / it is evident that two are developing inside
one of the leaves).
As regards the origin of the cupule there is reason lo notice the
above-mentioned cases with double whorls of scales around the flower,
where the outer also bear stamens (sometimes rudimentary) in their
axils, as well as the transitions found between stamens lor carpels)
and scales. These conditions may surely be taken as an indication that
the pistillate flower forms the upper pari of an inflorescence, where
the lower part only consists of bracts, whose I low eis | probably staminale) have either disappeared or been transformed into scales, so that
the whole forms the leaf structures of the cupule. The lower bracts of
the presumed original inflorescence, thus, would at the female flower
give rise to the cupular scales, the upper ones lo Ihe perianth of the
flower, whereas — as is evident from above-mentioned examples for
BAILLON'S
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Fig. 14. o IJthocarpiis castanopsisifollus, cupule and fruit in longitudinal section;
(> the .same, female flower and young cupule in longitudinal section; i cupule with
young fruils of Cdstortopsfs inrrmi* in longitudinal section. <i and c X ."), b X 10.

Lithocarpus — in the male flower only some outer scales would remain
and form ils perianth.
As the ovary of the female flower is inferior, the perianth-leaves
thus connaling with it, it is of course not surprising that in a group of
Lithocarpus which is apparently very primitive (Synaedrys) the cupule
scales are partly so too. This is probably a very original condition,
presumable also because Ihe union of the cupule with (he ovary is
discernible at a very early stage (Fig. 44 b).
The development of the fruit undoubtedly affords some conditions
of interest, more perhaps however with respect to the relations lo oilier
families Mian lo Ihe intra-family relationships. As was already poinlcd
out by OUSTED (1867), in Ihe genus Lithocarpus there arc some similarities in Ihe fruit structure lo Juglandaceae: some species have a very
thick fruit wall, two-layered, and in the inner pari Ihere arc lacunae in
Ihe wall as for inst. in Juglans, some species have false partitions in Ihe
fruit, so that Ihe total number according to OUSTED I 1871) may rise
lo 12 or slill more. Sometimes there are (e.g. in L,
cyrtorhynchus,
L. platycarpus) a large number of irregular indentations of the fruit
wall, so that Ihe condilions are quite reminiscent of Juglandaceae. The
Fagus group, on Ihe other hand, shows some similarities to the family
Betulaceae in the fruit structure. The fruit is here strongly edged and
somewhat alale upwards: if Ihe pislil is dimerous, as in Ihe midflowers of Nothofagus, the fruit is thin and flattened and is then suggestive of the fruit of, for instance, Alnus.
8
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The ovules arc two in number in each cell of Ihe ovary, thus
generali) si\ in the ovary, only one of which is as a rule further
developed. BENSON I 1894) has investigated Ihe embryology of the three
genera Fagus, Quercus, and Castanea. The ovules are pendulous and
epitropous, with two integuments. BENSON points out several peculiarities which are reminiscent of primitive groups, though they are not
only found there. Thus, in Far/us there is formed an axile sporogenous
(issue in the nucclhis. consisting of several parallel cell-rows; from this
tissue the embryo-sac develops, apparently at rather varying places;
sometimes two embryo-sacs arise, and not infrequently there occur cells
with more than one nucleus, which do not develop further but are
probably to he regarded as an incipient embryo-sac formation. In the
axile cellrows ol ' astanea and Quercus there is one lh.it is deviating
and thai can onlj he designated as sporogenous tissue; the embryo-sac
originales in Ulis. A point of special interest is that in Castuneti there
may be formed one or more Iracheides at the base of the embryo-sac:
according to BENSON, these cannot have any actual function but must
be a vestige of tissues that have disappeared in the phyogenetical
development, possibly to be compared with the Iracheides that in Casuarinu are formed from Ihe sporogenous tissue. A common feature lo all
genera is Ihe formation of a long, chalazal protuberance (caecum) from
the embryo-sac, also a certain similarity to (.asuuriuu; the pollen-tube,
however, does not enter through this but through a large epidermal
cap lying over the micropyle. Thus, there does not occur chalazogamy
here as for instance in Juglandaceae and Detulaceae; as in these
families, the pollen-tube may however
at least in Quercus and
Fagus - send out blind branches. The lime between pollination and
fertilization may lie very long, in species of Quercus with biennial fruit
ripening over a year (SCHNABF 1929, p. 273. with references lo several

authors).
The evolutionary lines and relationships existing in the family
Fagaceat have already been elucidated in the main in the morphological account. Both with respect to inflorescence and to cupnle there
is clear evidence thai the genus Lithocar/ius is the most original genus,
from which two separate lines of development emanate, Ihe one to
Cyclobalanopsis and Quercus, the other to the Castanea and Fagus
groups. In the structure of Ihe flower itself there are certain conditions
arguing lor Ihe same course of development, while other circumstances
at least are compatible with such an assumption.
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Of the two genera Cyclobalanopsis and Querem, which form I he
one evolutionary line, the former is more closely connected with Lithocarpus. In the flower structure and cupule of Cyclobalanopsis it is still
possible to follow the transition from the Lithocarpus type to the
Quercas group, as the calkins are here also more reminiscent of this
type. It does not, however, seem to be derived from i; Cyclobalanus of
Lithocarpus, which has a similar cupule structure, with lamellae
instead of scales, hut from the type of § Synaedrys. This view is
supported, as mentioned above, by the lamellae occurring al Ihe surface
of the fruit and further by Ihe fact that also the pistillate flowers were
here originally quite certainly arranged in threes, as still occurs in
some cases. This is often Ihe case within § Synaedrys, whereas in
§ Cyclobalanus the pislillale flowers occur as a rule one by one in Ihe
calkin. Sometimes, besides, there is also a lamellate cupule within Ihe
section Synaedrys.
The genus Quercus may on Ihe whole he regarded as a further
development of the Cyclobalanopsis type, as was shown above in regard
to flower structure and cupule. On this account there is perhaps no
very good delimitation between these genera, and, indeed, they are often
united into one. Cyclobalanopsis is distinguished, however, by several
important morphological characteristics thai separate il from Quercus,
e.g. lamellae at Ihe cupule, the lamellae or rings also regularly occurring
al the upper part of the fruit itself, the form of the female flower and
its regular, fleshy leaves, the erect inflorescences, to some extent Ihe shape
of Ihe stigmas. Ihe greater number of carpels, the more primitive structure of the male flowers. Such prominent investigators as ÖRSTED 11807,
1871) and Sc.HCTTKY (1912) separate the two genera from each other;
Sc.HOTTKY also on the ground that they seem to have different derivation. It is of course also quite possible that Quercus has some direct
relation to Lithocarpus as well as to Cyclobalanopsis: it goes perhaps
back to some Lithocarpus group with scaly cupule. II thus seems
justifiable to regard Quercus and Cyclobalanopsis as separate, though
related, genera. Any further subdivision of Quercus into a number of
genera in accordance with SCHWARZ (1936) seems however scarcely
justified in view of the less marked differences in the floral morphology and the circumstance thai these groups probably form a single
evolutionary series.
With the Caslanca group there begins another line of development
from Lithocarpus, characterized by Ihe flowers being independently
developed and structurally very like those of Lithocarpus, while the

in;
cupules of a dichasium coalesce into one, and some other changes lake
place. In the genus Castanopsis the coalescence is effected in such
manner thai the cupules of the two side-flowers directly grow together
ai the abaxial side, while the mid-cupule forms an adaxial pari; in
Castanea I he original side-cupules are at both sides separated by wallparts formed by the mid-cupule. Willi regard lo Ihis and the existing
differences in the inflorescence, the two genera should probably he
regarded as parallel lines of development with different points of
departure and on this account
in spite of several similarities
as
clearly distinct. Within Castanopsis there is a rather great difference
het ween the sect. Callaeocarpus A. DC, characterized by fusion het ween
cupule and ovary, and other species. One might he inclined to I hink
thai here it was a question of two groups thai had different derivation,
the one from the section Sgnaedrgs, the other from the section Pasania
or Chlamydobalanus of Lithocarpus, However, in view of the fact that
there are all sorts of transitions within Castanopsis between adnate and
free cupules (for instance, the cupule of C. inermis, almost free at an
early stage, see Fig. 44 c), and thai there are great agreements between
the sections in other respects, it seems more probable thai the sections
have a common origin and are consequently referable to the same
genus. Somewhat different conditions are presented by the species that
is called Castanopsis chrgsophglla (with C. scinpcruircns). II differs
from the other species in'several essential characters. Firstly the inflorescence is different: Ihe pistillate flowers occur in androgynous
calkins and the dichasia are 3—7-flowered instead of 1—M-flowcred.
These are characters which are to he found within Lithocarpus, and
also within Castanea, hut which can scarcely have arisen through some
development from the Castanopsis type. Further, the cupule is of a
very deviating type, open and lobate, with Iransverse rows of spines
a) the lobes, the rows below partly uniting into lamellae, and wilh
scales in the margins, which bend inwards over the inner surface.
These characters are to some extent reminiscent of Ihe FagilS group,
especially of Nothofagus, while Ihe walls between the part-cupules,
well-developed at early stages, are reminiscent of Lithocarpus. The
absence of perianlhopodiuin in the female flower may be a mark of
resemblance both lo Lithocarpus and lo the FagiiS group, the sharply
triangular ovary to the latter. Fruits thai are somewhat triangular
may however occur in Castanopsis too, as well as walls between the
fruits, and a parallel wilh Ihe Castanopsis type is Ihe meeting of the
primary side-cupules at the abaxial side, as the bilobale side-cupules
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also form some correspondence lo the two-parted ones of many Castanopsis species, the parts being separated at the opening. Without doubt
Castanopsis chrysophylla is to some extent connected with the other
Castanopsis species — and, above all, belongs decidedly to the Castcmea
group with respect to styles, stamens, cupular spines etc. - but it
shows considerable deviations in important characters, in some respects
reminiscent of Lithoearpus, in others of the Fagus group, and must,
as far as the writer can understand, belong lo a separate evolutionary
line. The species should on this account be detached as a genus of its
own. for which I suggest (he name Chrgsolepis 1 . 1 am inclined to regard
the three genera belonging to the Castanea group as representing
parallel lines of development, originating from Lithoc(trpus-lilu> types.
The Fagus group, with the genera Fagus and Nothofagus, stands
rather isolated from other groups. The resemblances found to the genus
Castanea in the cupule are held both by ÖRSTED and SCHOTTKY not to
mean any real close kinship to this genus. It is possible, too, that there
is no direct relationship of this kind, but a certain degree of affinity
with the Castanea group must nevertheless certainly exist owing to the
great agreements in, among other things, the organization of the cupule.
Especially T would emphasize Ihe resemblances thai are found to the
genus Clirgsolepis, which were already lo some extent pointed out by
CKLAKOV.SK Y (1890). The cupule lobes that surround the side-flowers
of a 3-flowered dichasium in this genus are. very reminiscent of Ihe
cupule lobes within the Fagus group, which are sometimes also here
separated from the outset (for instance - to a high extent — in Nothofagus pumilio). And when Ihe cupule is 4—7-fIowered, the tertiary
flowers are surrounded each by a two-parted cupule, just as in Fagus
in corresponding cases. In Clirgsolepis, it is Irue, the cupule of the midflower is also developed, as well as walls between the parl-cupules, but
Ihese parts undergo considerable retrogression in Ihe ontogenetic
development and may have quite disappeared in a later phylogenetic
development. Other resemblances between Clirgsolepis and Ihe Fagus
group are Ihe similar lamellae of the cupule in Clirgsolepis and certain

1
Chrgsolepis, yen. nov. Fagacearum; amentis mascutis vel androgynis; floribus
3—7{—IDfaseiculalis. masculis omnibus bracteolatis; cupiilis apertis, tocolos triangulares circa {lores formantibus, margine circa [lores exleriores quosque bilobis,
frugiferls extra spinosis-lamellosis el margine quoque squamosis; perigonio floris
jeminci lenui sine slipite ab ovario trigono exeunte.

Typus generis: Chrysotepis chrysophyllu n. comb. [ = Castanopsis ciirysoplu/lla
i HOOK.) DC.].
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Nothofagus species, the broad ovary without perianthopodium and the
pronounced triangularity of this, while the mid-flower may sometimes
have an elongalely 4-edged ovary (though slill with three slyles).
Especially regarding Ihe inflorescence Ihere are some deviations in the
Fagus group thai separate it sharply from all others, hui these may be
due I o a far advanced reduction, and it seems possible to imagine that
Ihis group has arisen through reductions and other changes as a branch
from Ihe evolutionary line whose first part is represented by the Castanea group, Ihe genus Chry solepis in Ihis development forming an
important link of union.
Of Ihe two genera belonging to the Fagus group. Nothofagus
appears lo be more primitive in some characters, such as the occurrence
of a terminal flower in the dichasia, Ihe comparatively lew flowers of
the male dichasia, Ihe structure of the styles, while in Fagus the aborted
terminal flowers, the many-flowered male dichasia and Ihe style
Structure imply greater deviations lroin the original Fagaceae. On Ihe
other band, in some cases Nothofagus shows a far advanced reduction
in comparison with Fagus. as in the perianth of Ihe pistillate flower
and Ihe development of Ihe cupule in .some species. Also in such a
character as Ihe thin, normally epigeal cotyledons il appears to be
more advanced than Fagus, whose peculiar cotyledons form a transition to the other genera. The two genera should probably most appropriately be regarded as parallel lines of development from a common
ancestral group, at which development one genus has become more
advanced in some respects, one in others.
The genus Lithovarpus, which according lo the previous exposition
should be regarded as Ihe most original, has with reference to its greal
variation been divided into several sections, occasionally regarded as subgenera. According to RAUNETT I 1944). there arc five sections: Ihis author
includes subg. Oerstedia of IliCKEL and CAML'S (1921) in § Sgnaednjs.
which seems lo be a justifiable proceeding, in spite of the peculiar
cupules ol Ihe only species belonging to this group. 1 Some of Ihese
sections have not only in older time but also by later authors been
1

Thi' species /.. Balansae, l>\ IIKKI-I and CAMUS referred l<> subg Oerstedia,
seems to I»1 identical with /.. lithocarpaeus (OERST.) n.e (Pasania lithacarpaea
OBRST, in Vid. Medd. N'alnrh. For. Kjöbenh. 18<>(>. 1867, p. 70, Till). I III and Ihe
subg. Oerstedia with subg. Lithacarpaea of ÖR8TED (I.e.). Material Uruitsi of ihis
species in Ileih Copenhagen (very good figures also by Oiisrnn, I.e.) shows greal.
agreements wilh Ihe figures (not SO good) of DRAKI; DEI CASTILLO (1890) of /,. lialansae; material determined as belonging lo ihis species has not been seen b> ihe
writer
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regarded as independent genera. Thus (he sections Cyclobalanus and
Synacdrgs are regarded by SCHWARZ (1936) us genera, Ihe former with
I In" same name, the latter with Ihe name Lithocarpus, while the other
species are referred to a genus Pasania. Especially Cyclobalanus also
undoubtedly shows several deviating characters. When ÖRSTF.D in his
time (1867) proposed the genus, he did not found it only on Ihe qualities
of the cupule (lamellate), but also on important characters in the
inflorescence (single pistillate flowers), styles (erect, short, high up
connate), and fruit (6—9 chambered). Partly owing to the enlarged
material that has become known, however, it is clear that this species
group — and likewise Ihe others considered as sections — do not show
any sharp limits and are nol unitary either in the more important
characters; on this account they cannot be regarded as proper genera.
There occur transitions between lamellate and scaly cupule as well as
between adnate and free; some species of § Synaedrys have lamellae
on Ihe cupule (for instance /.. Maingayi); within J; Cyclobalanus there
may occur styles of Ihe common type (for instance in L. Canlleyanus):
false partitions occur nol only there ibut also for instance in /.. costalus, belonging to Synaedrys). Further, as mentioned above, L. Teysmannii has rings at the fruit like the genus Cyclobalanopsis, while they
are lacking in other species of Cyclobalanus', hence in this character too
the section is nol unitary; Ihe genus Cyclobalanopsis has a considerably
more uniform organization.
Which section of Lithocarpus is the most original, is not easily
decided. The small ij C.orylopasania, which has the cupule protracted
into a long covering reminiscent of Corylus, must surely represent a
special line of development: this is probably also Ihe case with the
section (htrtiiu/dobuluniis, in which Ihe cupule encloses the whole fruit
without being united lo it. The sections Cyclobalanus and Synaedrys both
show original features. The simple female calkins of ' gclobalanus are
held by SCHOTTKY I 1912) lo be a more primitive character than the
compound ones, and il might of course also be thought that Ihe fusion
of cupule and fruit that is met with in Synaedrys was a lately developed
character, so that this section was not as original as I gclobalanus.
There occur however in Lithocarpus examples of reduction of 3-flowered
dichasia into one-flowered
Ihe former thus appear more primitive —. and. as mentioned above, on morphological grounds it is
probable that the fusion of Ihe cupule with Ihe ovary is a primitive
feature, which is confirmed by observations of Ihe development of Ihe
flower. Further, in one case there was observed in Cyclobalanus a
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development of the cupule which, like thai occurring in Cyclobalanopsis,
must truce its origin from the Synaedrys-type. II must consequently be
assumed that § Cyclobalanas is less original than § Synaedrys, and
probably the same is then also true of i; Pasania, though there are
some original features in this also.
Taking then into consideration the affinities which the family
Fagaceae
and hence the order Fagales — show to other groups, and
especially lo those treated earlier here, stress should in the first place
he laid upon the agreements that in several cases may he observed with
the order Jaglandaies. Especially in the fruit structure there are some
features reminiscent of Juglandaceae, such as the thick walls, occasionally with lacunae, and the numerous wall projections and correspondingly incised cotyledons of some Lithocarpus species, and also in the
structure of the male flower a certain resemblance may .sometimes
be recognized. These similarities however scarcely have any great
importance: they are to he regarded as parallel phenomena, natural in
related orders. More important are the essential agreements found in Ihe
general floral organization of very original types in both orders. In
some primitive Myricaceae it may be observed that the pistillate flowers
are pscudanlhia made up of central female flowers and — usually
reduced — male flowers around them, the b r a d s of which may
— owing to phenomena of coalescence — emanate from the surface of
the ovary. The conditions within Lithocarpus § Synaedrys seem to be
a clear parallel lo Ibis: here, too, we have a pistillate flower which is
evidently of pseudanthic character, with a number of empty bracts
surrounding the flower and partly emanating from Ihe ovary. In this
case there is a superior perianth, according to the writers opinion
formed by the highest bracts: no such is as yet developed within
Myricaceae, which family on this account should probably lie held
to have a somewhat more primitive position.
Willi Ihe order Balanopsidales there are in Fagales some agreements which al Ihe first glance appear rather great. The fruit and Ihe
cupule are exteriorly of similar appearance, and there may be a
resemblance, too, between Ihe circle of male flowers sometimes occurring
in Balanops and a slaminate flower in Fagaceae, As earlier pointed
out, there are nevertheless also considerable differences, which are of
greater importance than Ihe rather superficial characters mentioned, as
for instance Ihe different nature of Ihe cupule in the two cases, the
absence ol perianth in the female flower ot Balanopsidales, the different
structure of stigmas and fruit, etc.. and the Balanopsidales seem for
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Ihis reason to be closer lo Juglandales than to Fagales. There are however some agreements of real importance — deserving special mention
is the facl thai Ihe flowers of Fagales seem lo have arisen through a
similar development from simply-huill inflorescences that may he
followed within Balanopsidales
. and tor Ihis reason it semis
probable that a certain degree of affinity exists, though it is not certain
that there is a direct line of development.
An indubitable and rather close relationship exists to Ihe order
Betulales, which as a matter of fact is usually included in Fagales.
Before Ihe relation between these Iwo orders is discussed, the order
licliil'ilcs must however first also he treated.

Order 5. Betulales.
[Belulaceae A. BRAIN in ASCH. Fl. Prov. Brand. I. 18(54. p. 62;
PRANTL in ENGLER-PHANTL Nat. Pfl.-fam. 111. 1 1889. p. 38; WINKLER,

Das Pflanzenreich !Y. 61, 1904. p. 1; pro familia.)
Family 1, Betulaceae.
[Belulaceae

BARTLING Ord. nal. pi., 1830, p. 99; REGEL in DC.

Prodr. XVI. •_>. 1868, p. 161; Betulaceae trib. Retuleae
Pflanzenreich IV, Gl, 1904, p. 19, 56, el auclt. plur.)

WINKLKR,

Das

Important literature: ElCHLER, 1878; PRANTL, 1889; BENSON. 1894. W l \ h i m .
l'.K)4; WOLPKHT. 1909; ABBK, 193.), 1988.

The inflorescence is within Betulaceae as a rule a catkin composed
of dichasia. hnl both in Ihe arrangement of the catkins and in the
structure of the dichasia there occurs some variation, so that some lines
of development are discernible within and between the genera. In the
arrangement of the catkins the genus Alnus shows the greatest variation. A species thai in this respect appears very original is .1. nepalenxis, belonging to the section C.lethropsis. Here the catkins (Fig. 45 a)
form large panicle-like clusters in the branch tips (reminiscent of some
LitllOCarpus species), with several calkin-bearing branchlets, the upper
with male, the lower with female calkins. At the limit between the
male and the female pari of the compound inflorescence there occasionally occur branchlets with superior male and inferior female calkins.
Anlhesis takes place here i d . PRANTL, 18891 in the first year of development of the calkins, as well as in the other species belonging to section
Clethropsis, A. nitida. This species, however, differs by the number of
catkins being considerably smaller; there is only a simple cluster of
male calkins in Ihe lop. and in Ihe leaf-axils lower down there are
solitary, stalked female calkins: evidently a reduction has taken place
here of the large, panicle-like calkin-cluster.
The species .1. nitida forms a transitions to Ihe seel.

Gymnothyrsus,
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in which Ihe male catkins are arranged in a simple raceme in the top
and the female catkins are either solitary (e.g. in .1. japoniat) or some
few together on a calkin-hearing hranchlet (examples /1. glutinosa and
A. rubra, usually) in the axils of leaves thai are frequently somewhat
reduced I Fig. 45 fo el. In some species, as A. maritima, anlhesis lakes
place in the autumn, thus as in ij Clethropsis in the same year as Ihe
calkins are first developed, hut in most species not hefore th(! following
spring, undoubtedly a more advanced condition, biologically understandable in a temperate climale with a shorl period of vegetation and
pronounced winter-rest.
A further step of development may he ohserved in the section
Ainobetula. The calkins have here on Ihe whole the same arrangement as
in Cymnolhyrsiis. They however do not all pass the winter without
protection as in this section, hut the lateral shoots thai hear female
catkins are enclosed in huds during Ihe winter, and Ihe female calkins
are consequently located in the leaf axils of Ihe year's shoots (Fig.
45 (/). thus also a development lhal is hiologically explicable. While the
female calkins in this section are generally two or more together at
Ihe same shoot, in one species, .1. firma, they are solitary and emanate
higher up on the main hranch than Ihe male catkins (Fig. 45 e). Sometimes however the male catkins are here, too, located in Ihe top (Fig. 45 /),
but also in this case they are more widely separate than in other species.
The most remarkable deviation with respect to Ihe arrangement
of the catkins is shown by the section Cremastogyne with the species
.1. cremastogyne and lanata. All catkins here spring from the leaf-axils
of Ihe year's shoots, Ihe female catkins higher up, the male lower down
(Fig. 54 g). The male and the female catkins are thus here arranged
at Ihe same shoot. II might he assumed that this was an original condition, and that by reduction of it those types had arisen which have
male and female catkins at different hranchlels. This is however in
opposition to several conditions in Ihe inflorescence (buds around the
young catkins, inverted relative order of male and female catkins as
against A, uepalensis), and also by the strongly reduced flower structure
in Ihe section. Instead, the inflorescence arrangement of seel. Cremastogyne should probably be held to be the most derived type in the genus.
Most closely it is connected with Ainobetula by the development of buds
around the young catkins. With respect to the mutual arrangement of
male and female catkins the Alnus firma mentioned may possibly form
a transition from Ainobetula to Cremastogyne. As mentioned above, in Ibis
species there are often female catkins above male catkins on Ihe same
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Vig. 15. The arrangemenl of Hie calkins in Units and Betitla, schematically, a Alntis
nepalensis; b A. eubta; c 1 japonlca; <l A. viridis; e f A. [innu; <j A. lanafa; h Betula
lutea; i II. Maximovicziana; k II. papyrifera; I IS. glandulosa; m li pumila Female
calkins lilack. male calkins doited.

branch, thougli it is not a shoot of Ihe year but a one-year old branch.
The first foundation of Ihe calkins lakes place in Ihe same year as the
branch develops, and if it be presumed that the development of Ihe
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calkins was accelerated, so that they were also fully developed that
year, we should have a transition to the Cremastogyne type.
The genus ISetula is in the arrangement of ils inflorescences more
derived than Alnus, on one hand not showing so great a variation, on
the other attaching to - - and further developing
more advanced
types of Alnus, in the first place those occurring in § Alnobetula.
The series that in the arrangement of ils catkins is most closely
connected with Minis seems to he i; Costatue. Here (Fig. 45 /?) Ihe male
calkins are somewhat separate from each oilier in Ihe branch tops, and
the female catkins are arranged as in Alnus, § Alnobetula. they are only
solitary at the shoots, contrary lo the usual condition in this section.
A resemblance lo Alnus, further, is that the female calkins of several
species belonging to this series are short and erect, with persistent
calkin-scales.
The series Acuminatue and Albae have (Fig. 4 3 / , ft) the male
calkins closely agglomerate in the lops, and long, more or less pendulous calkins with deciduous scales, characters lhal must he regarded
as more derived. Two species of ser. Acuminatae, B. Maximovicziana
and alnoides. have several female calkins together at the same shoot,
a condition in some degree reminiscent of Alnus, especially in the lastmentioned species; in B. Maximovicziana Ihe conditions are not (mite
the same, as the calkin group is not located al a shoot lhal springs from
a leaf-axil, hut terminally al a short lateral shoot I Fig. 45 t), a position
moic corresponding lo that of the male calkins. In B. papyrifera,
belonging lo ser. Albae, similar groups of Iwo—three female catkins
may also he observed al shoots from older lateral shoots of Ihe branches
(Fig. 15ft); in addition there are however here side-shoots from the
one-year-old branches with solitary female calkins, and this arrangement becomes the predominant one in other species.
The scries Hiuniles, finally, as in several other respects, also
shows proof of strong reduction in the arrangement of ils calkins. Here,
the groups of male calkins are reduced to a terminal calkin (or possibly
two together), and these calkins are either located in Ihe branch-tops
only as in B. glandulosa (Fig. 457), while the female calkins emanate
lower down, or Ihe male calkins are arranged along Ihe branch-sides
in Ihe same place as the female calkins. This laller arrangement occurs
for instance in B. piunila (Fig. 15 ml and /}. nana and is probably
connected with a tendency to dioecious flower repartition that occurs
here, undoubtedly a derived character too.
The organization of the dichasia - - as well as of the flowers —
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was recently thoroughly investigated by ABBK (1935; 1938). One of the
mosl interesting observations made by ibis author (1938) concerning
deviating structural conditions is thai in Betitla papyrifera the dichasia
may sometimes contain an additional flower that is median, abaxial,
and must llms be a third side-flower to the primary flower. It seems
to me as if this fact should be compared with the cases mentioned
earlier (e.g. Myrica Faga) in which a terminal flower is surrounded
by more than two lateral ones and should be interpreted as favouring
the view that the dichasia of the Amenti ferne had arisen from an inflorescence in which the lateral flowers were either more than two or
also of varying number, and that the number bad not been fixed at two
until later in the course of development.
With respect to the female dichasia there might be reason for
assuming AInus to be a more advanced type than Betitla, since the
former genus has constantly only the two side-flowers developed, the
mid-flower aborted, whereas Betitla as a rule has all three flowers.
Such an assumption, however, is in conflict with the fact that the
bractcoles are more completely present in Minis, generally two primary
and Iwo secondary, than in Betala, where there are not more than two
primary, which, besides, are more strongly connate with the bract. II
is very possible that the abortion of the primary flower in Aliius should
be traced back to a type outside the family: the same thing occurs both
in Fagaceae and Corglaceae, in the former family within the Fagus
group, which shows several other points in common with Betulaceae.
In favour of the view that the dichasia of the genus Betula
represent a more advanced type there also argues the lael that Ibis
genus not infrequently shows reductions of the numbers usually present,
both with respect to flowers and bractcoles. Within the series Coslatae lift ill« corglifolia and B. globispica (Fig. 46 A, B) have solitary
female flowers in the dichasium; the same thing occurs according to
ABBE (1935) in S Humiles, constantly in B nana var. Michauxii, in
some cases in oilier species. In B. chinensis the same specimen may
have dichasia with three and two flowers in each, as well as with only
one. When Iwo flowers are present, the mid-flower and one sideflower, the latter is often somewhat reduced, sometimes (Fig. 46 C)
sterile and scale-like; and sometimes there are Iwo small scales only
at the place of the side-flowers, which are undoubtedly reduced flowers
(Fig. 4 6 D ) . These conditions clearly show thai also in the series
Costatae the solitary flowers arise through reduction of three-flowered
dichasia. Like the side-flowers, the bractcoles may also be reduced
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Fig. 46. A Betula globispiea, calkin scale from female catkin; ß the same, imiflorous
female dichasium; ('. I) II. chinensis. transition to imiflorous female dicliasium, in
(,' a sterile side-flower (er), in /) two scales (a) at the place of the side flowers
[b bracteoles), E male dichasium of Alnus cremastoggtie; F the same of A. lanata;
0 the same of A. firma, the stamens removed. .4—ß X 5, C—I) and 0 X 10, E—/"'
about X 15.
within Betula. This was shown by ABBK (1935) for § Acaminatae; the
same thing occurs within Costatae in B. chinensis, where in Ihe same
calkin there may be dichasia wilh two bracteoles, one bracteole, or no
bracleole at all, and within § Humiles, in B. nana var. Michauxii, where
also a change occurs between Ihree-lobed and entire calkin scales
(REHDER, 1940, p. 133; ABBE, 1935).

The invariably three-flowered male dichasia have a development
that in Alnus shows a considerably greater variation and in general more
original conditions than in Betula. In Alnus there are either found four
bracteoles, the common condition, or there is — within § Alnobetuhi —
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a number changing from two to four, often varying even in the same
individual, or I he bracteoles are totally lacking; Ihis is the case in the
section Cremastogyne (Fig. 46 E, F). In Alnus nepalensis, according
to ABBE (1935), first the secondary and later also the primary bracteoles
disappear towards the top of the catkins. In Beltila liiere are as a rule
two primary bracteoles; only within § Acuminatae is Ibere some variation, as B. luminifera and B. alnoides var. pyrifolia, belonging to this
section, have no bracteoles according lo ARRIS ll9.'J5). In B. alnoides,
however, two small, low-inserted bracteoles were observed in the male
dichasium by I he present writer: probably here, as in the female
dichasia of the same section, there is a gradual reduction of the
bracteoles.
Concerning the perianth of the slaminalc flower I may refer lo
ABBE (1935) for details and merely point out thai here, loo, a line
of development may be followed from the genus Minis, which for one
thing generally lias a more original organization, for the other a greater
variation, to Bctula, which does not vary as much and shows a further
development of more advanced types within .l/;n/.s'. Most species of
Minis have a well-developed, four-leafed perianth in the staminate
flower, as the sections Ctethropsis and Gyntnothyrsus; in these species
only exceptionally is some, perianth-leaf or other suppressed; yet a
certain tendency may he discerned within Gymnothyrsus lo the suppression of the poslerior perianth-leaf of the side-flowers and the
lateral ones of Ihe top-flower. In the section Alnobetula, however, the
perianth-leaves are more weakly and irregularly developed (and more
strongly connate to each other), for instance in .1. firma (Fig. 46 G),
where Ihe flower is also cymbiformly elongated. In the two species
belonging to i; Cremastogyne a perianth is totally lacking in the staminate flower (Fig. 4(> E, F).
The genus Betala atlaches itself most closely to§ Alnobetula of Alnus
with regard to the perianth of the male flower as well as in the arrangement of Ihe catkins. B. Maximovicziana shows in Ibis respect as well
a more original character: as a rule it has four well developed perianthleaves. B. alnoides however, which belongs to the same series, has
a somewhat reduced perianth. In the series Albae and Costatae there
may sometimes be four perianth-leaves present, hut generally they are
fewer, often two. and of irregular shape. The reduction has reached
farthest ill ser. Humiles, where there generally occurs one perianlhleaf only in each flower, viz. the outer transverse one of Ihe two sideflowers and the anlerio-mcdian of the terminal flower.
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The perianth of the female flower does not show any obvious lines
of development within the family, but its morphology is of great interest
in comparison with oilier families. According to earlier authors, a
perianth was lacking in the female flower. The occurrence of a reduced
perianth was however already pointed out by WOLPERT (1909), for
Alling viridis, and ABBE (1935) is of the opinion — no doubl correct —
that both in Mnus and Belaid liiere is a rudimentary perianth, usually
fused witli the ovary wall. Among the reasons assigned by Hie author
mentioned for this opinion is the fact that in some exceptional eases
more or less free perianth-leaves may occur in Betitla as well as in
Minis. Such Structures may also be very prettily observed in Betitla
Inten (Pig. 48 1. B), wliere they are not uncommon, and further in
some pistillate flowers of the androgynous catkins that in some cases
occur both in .Unas and Betala.
In Alnus glutinosa
and also in .4.. viridis - calkins may sometimes be found that are male below, female at the lop and lhat in a
transitional /one show dichasia with intermediate forms between
stamens and carpels, sometimes three to four in one flower (cf. ZIMMERMANN, 1922). Higher up in the catkin the terminal I lower becomes
more or less reduced and the number of carpels in Ihe side-flowers
limited to two, transverse. In the lower female flowers, however, there
is a perianth, which towards the top becomes smaller, the two lateral
perianth-leaves showing a tendency to become larger than Ihe median
ones. There is. Ilius, a certain similarity to the genus
Nothofagus,
where three of Ihe lobes in the pistillate flower are longer and form a
prolongation of Ihe edges of the ovary: especially this similarity is
e\ident in comparison with the terminal flowers in the dichasia of
Nothofagus, which are not triinerous. but dimerous.
Androgynous calkins are also found in an abnormal Betala-iorm,
var. urticifolia (SPACH) of Betala pendula^.pubescens,
which in reality
is a peridural chimaera (HJELMQVIST, 1944). In the same calkin there
may here be observed all possible transitions between female and male
flowers and dichasia. In Fig. 47.1 a dichasium is shown which is
almost norinalh female; yet the side-flowers have poorh developed
wings and in the central flower the wings run out into free perianthlike points (p). Fig. 47 B shows that at one side in the mid-flower
there occur a transition between carpel and stamen and a lobe, free in
its upper part (p); one of the side-flowers also has such a lobe, while
Ihe other is partly reduced. In another case (Fig. 47 (,|. at either side
of Ihe pislil of the mid-flower, which had two median styles but no
9
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Fig. 17. lirlulti pendula X pubescens, var. urllcifolia. Transitions between male and
female dichasia. p perianth segments, a stamens or stamen-like structures, b scales.
See further the text. About X 10.
wings, there was a stamen-like structure (a) thai at its edge was united
with a large lepal-like wing, forming a fold beside the stamen, and
one of the side-flowers had a very lepal-like lobe (/)), al Ihe base
passing into a wing. In Fig. 47 D—E » continued reduction of Ihe sideflowers is very conspicuous; in Ihem there appear stamen-like structures and free lobes, which in some cases are lo be regarded as pcrianlhleaves; in the terminal flower there are also such. In tin- diehasiuin
reproduced in Fig. 17 /'' the terminal flower consists of a carpel with
a slamen-like structure al either side, with a wing al Ihe edge, and Ihe
side-flowers have here almost disappeared, being reduced lo narrow
scales. From this il is no great step lo uniflorous dichasia, either with
Iwo stamens in Ihe flower and a rudimentary pistil, a rather common
condition (Fig. 17 (1), or with two stamens only (Fig. 47 H\, occasionally
with a pislil only (Fig. 47 7). (One or Iwo of Ihe bracteoles often also
disappear in these uniflorous dichasia.] In all the cases perianth-like
segments may be observed at the place of Ihe fruit-wings.
In some of Ihe above-mentioned inslances a distinction may be
seen between Ihe upper free poinl of Ihe fruit-wing and Ihe lower
adnate pari of il (Fig. 47 Å, p, lo the right in Ihe central flower); some-
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times the upper pari is also flattened in the opposite direction to the
fruit-wing (Fig. 47 (., /i). It appears as though similar conditions were
here met with as in the genus Nothofagus, where the fruit-wings pass
upwards into perianth-leaves, only forming erect points in their prolongation. The reduction is only slrongcr within Betulaceae. As the
perianth-leaves of Nothofagus may hear a gland on their lop, in several
Alnus- and ßeruJa-species there occur, as demonstrated by ABBK (1985,
1938), glands at the ovary in the same position as was to lie expected
of the perianth-leaves, according to this author representing the points
of the perianth-leaves, the rest of which are fused with I he ovary wall.
Willi respect lo the stamen-number there is a similar variation
and a similar line of development as in the perianth of the staminate
flower. The great majority of .W/im-species have regularly four stamens.
In exceptional cases, however, strong deviations occur: thus A. cremastogyne and .1. lannta of the section Cremastogyne have only four
stamens in the dichasiuni. two in the central flower and one in each
of the side-flowers IABBK. 1935, cf. Fig. 46 E. /•"). In Betitln Ii. Maximovicziana shows about the same conditions as those predominating in
Alnus; mos! Betuta species, however, have a reduced stamen-number,
generally two in each flower, and in ser. Humiles the number is often
only one. Willi regard to the shape of the slamens a development may
be followed from almost undivided stamens in Alnus lo deeply cleft
ones in Betula; B. Maximovicziana however has. as Alnus, an undivided
filament. Only the anther is more or less divided in Alnus, the filament
is entire, except in abnormal forms like that reproduced in Fig. 48
E—/•', where some of the slamens are more deeply cleft, indicating thai
the tendency is also present in Alnus. Within i; Humiles of Betula, for
instance li. glandulosa has undivided filaments, but Ihev are here very
short, almost uncxisting; in B. pumila, which has somewhat longer
filaments, liny are obviously cleft al the top. and the fact Ihal a
cleavage is nol observable in other cases is no doubt due lo the reduction characteristic of the series. In § Clethropsis of Alnus the stamens
are furnished with far-projecting filaments.
The pistil consists as a rule of two carpels, but. as demonstrated
by ABBE (1935, 1938), trimery not infrequently occurs, which makes
this author assume trimery to be the original slale and the diniery lo
have arisen through reduction. The opinion seems well-founded, bill
I cannot endorse ABBK'S assumption Ihal the oblique position of the
carpels in the side-flowers is due to the disappearance of the adaxial
(transverse) carpel. When Betula lutea gets a triinerous pistil, which
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Fig, 48. A female flowers of Betula lutea with perianth-segments i/ii; It (.' trimerous
female flowers of the same at a later stage, II side-flower seen from the almxial side,
C terminal flower seen from the axis (p perianth-leaves); O male flower of Alnus
gluiinosa in a uniflorous dichasium with two small hracleole-like structures («I at
one of the stamens; E !•' male flowers of a laciniate Minis inciuui with divided
stamens, one of them with a rudimentary pistil; a theoretical diagram showing the
original organization of the female dichasium; // change for reaching the Alnus
type; / change for reaching the Betula-type. I --(.' aboul X 20. I) /•' X 10.

not infrequently h a p p e n s , the side-flowers h a v e their third carpel on
the ahaxinl side (Fig. 48 B). T h i s m u s t , as l a r as I can u n d e r s t a n d , h e
interpreted to the effect that it is the m e d i a n of the three original
carpels which is usually absent, while the two r e m a i n i n g , originally
transverse ones have a s s u m e d a diagonal position (Fig. 4 8 / ) as a result
of torsion u n d e r the p r e s s u r e of the s u r r o u n d i n g leaves. If the terminal
flower in llctula lutea gets a t h i r d carpel, litis becomes - in the r a t h e r
n u m e r o u s cases 1 h a v e ohserved — adaxial (Fig. 48 ('.). ABBE (1938)
however slides that this additional carpel m a y he ahaxial in o t h e r
species. In Alnus a terminal flower sometimes occurs with two m e d i a n
carpels ( A B B E 1935). F o r these r e a s o n s it seems p r o b a b l e that the
original condition w a s that o c c u r r i n g in Nothofctgus,
with two m e d i a n
carpels in the terminal flower, w h i c h in Alnus have totally d i s a p p e a r e d ,
in lictula h a v e been t u r n e d by the strong p r e s s u r e into a transverse
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position icf. Figs. 48 G—/). When Hie third carpel, which also here
was once present, again appears, it may consequently be both adaxial
and abaxial.
We come, then, to the question of the origin of the flower in Betulaceae. The stamens arc here markedly superposed. Thus, for instance,
it is stated by W O L P E R T I 1909] that when in certain flowers the
number of stamens increases exceptionally to 5 or 6, a 5th and 6th
perianth-leaf also appear, supporting the additional stamens (WOLPERT,
1909, Taf. I). This strong connection between perianth-leaf and stamen
above it may of course suggest a pseudanthic nature of the flower, but
it is no proof of it. Such should especially be sought within the genus
Alnus, which as shown above, has proved to be the mosl original. It
appears as though there is at least a strong support for the pseudanthic
theory in a structural aberration that I observed in Alnus. In a flower
of /1. glutinosa (Fig. 48 Dl. and likewise in one of .4. incana, two
narrow leaves occurred above a perianth-leaf, one at either side of Ihe
stamen. They thus had exactly the same appearance as the bracleoles
of a flower and argue strongly in favour of the view that the present
flower corresponds to a whorl of simply built flowers, ils perianth to
a whorl of bracts. Possibly Ihe same thing may be substantiated by Ihe
fact that in the cases where the stamens are branched, which occurs
in laciniate forms, this ramification may take place in different planes,
so that a small bushy group is formed above a perianth-leaf (Fig.
48 E, F).
In Ihe development of the fruit there is the difference between
the I wo genera thai as a general rule Betula has a well-developed fruitwing and good fruit-dispersion by the wind, whereas Alnus generally
has a poorly developed wing and little effective wind-dispersion. Seel.
Atnobetula of Alnus also in Ihis respect is transitional l<> Betula, and
in Ihis genus the series Costatae in conformity with Alnus has a poorly
developed fruit-wing. It may thus be said that Betula has a fruit development thai biologically viewed is more appropriate, which is a further
reason for regarding this genus as more advanced. In its fruit-wing,
too. £ llumilcs gives proof of reduction.)
In an embrvological respect the family is primitive, with several
peculiarities that are reminiscent of the Gymnosperms or otherwise are
original. According to the investigations of W O L P E R T I 1909). the ovules
in Betulaceae were originally four in number, issuing from two parietal
placentas, two from each of them. Two of Ihese ovules, however, are as
a 7-ule suppressed, and of the two remaining only one is developed into
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.seed. The two placentas grow together inlo one, and the pendulous,
epitropous and unilegininous ovules then take up a position lhal should
iiol need to change very much for the arising of the common type
of Juylandales. The development of the embryo-sac (BENSON, 1894;
WOLi'EKT, 1909) proceeds without any great deviations; there is no
true sporogenous tissue, nor any caecum-structures, as in Fagaceae. In
contradistinction to this family however a typical chalazogainy occurs
here (NAWASCHIN, 1893: BENSON, 1894), and the pollen-tube also shows
compared with Fat/ales — the peculiarity that it forms blind ramifications (BENSON, 1894).
The relationships within the family will be quite clear from the
preceding account. Of the two genera AInus is the more original. Betala
more derived. Some conclusions may also be drawn with regard to the
sections of the genera, ij Alnobetula of AInus forms in several respects a
transition to Betula, whereas § Clethropsis is probably very original.
Within Bciula, § Costatae is the most original, $ Humiles the most
derived and reduced. A more uncertain position is occupied by § Cremastogyne of AInus; it is in some respects more reduced than Alnobetula,
but also exhibits some original features. Within lielulu £j Acuminata?.
also has a somewhat uncertain position compared with Albae owing to
the variation that is found within the series; on the whole, however,
it may doubtless be regarded as more original.
The relation of Betnlaceae to other families and orders may
appropriately by discussed first when the whole order has been treated.

Family 2. Corylaceae.
(Corylaceae A. DC. Prodr. XVI, 2. 1864, p. 124; Betnlaceae trib.
Coryleae WINKLER Das Pflanzenreich IV, 61, 1904. p. 18, 19, et al.
auctl.)
Important earlier literature: EIC.HI.KK, 1878; PRANTI., 1889; BENSON, 1894:
WINKLER, UMM; ABBE, 19:10 and 1938: BOBHOV. 1936; HAGEHUP, 1942.

With regard to the arrangement of the catkins the genera Carpinus
and Ostryopsis form a special type: the male catkins spring here from
the axils of last year's leaves and the female calkins are terminal on
leafy sidc-branchlels generally emanating higher up at the one-year old
branches (Pig. 49 a). Carpinus sometimes has
on small branches Ihe male calkins placed right up to the branch-points, but the uppermost, seemingly terminal, calkin also springs from a leaf-axil, and a
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l'ig. 49. The arrangement ot the calkins within C.orylaceae, schematically.
it Carpinus (about the samp in Ostrt/opsis', b Ostrya, c Corylui.

small lip may be observed on the opposite side, representing the point
of (he main axis; Ihe calkins are thus all lateral. In Ihis respect,
accordingly, there is a deviation from Betulu and Alnus, § Alnobetula, to
which groups the type otherwise shows great resemblance. In Ihe literature il is usually staled that the male catkins of Carpinus pass Ihe
winter enclosed in buds. This, however, is not quite correct. It is true
that in some individuals of Carpinus Betulus Ihese catkins are almost
entirely covered with hud-scales, only the outermost point being visible,
bill often a large pari of the catkin projects and Ihe basal part only is
surrrounded by bud-scales. And in < arpinus Tschonoskii Ihe male
catkins pass the winter without protection, as in Oslryupsis", there are
certainly sonic emply calkin-scales at the base of Ihe calkin, but this
is also the case in lor instance Ostrj/a and Coryliis.
The genus Ostryu I Fig. 49 5) has Ihe male calkins gathered in
dense clusters at Ihe branch-lips, where they pass the winter without
protection, whereas the female catkins are developed as in Carpinus.
Exceptionally there are lateral male calkins below the female calkins
of Ihe lasl year, generally only one. sometimes (Fig, 49/>) more. The
Ostrya type is very reminiscent of Betula, though there are certain
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differences which make it more closely attached to the Carpinus type.
lo which il certainly should he traced back. The male calkins are here
developed on short summer-shoots which appear al the branch-tips in
June July and besides these calkins only bear strongly reduced leaves.
The calkins spring from the axils of these leaves; as there is also such
a leaf close lo the uppermost catkin and as the main axis is zigzagcurved right up lo the tip. all calkins are certainly lateral. Such a
suininer-shool corresponds undoubtedly to a catkin-bearing y e a r s shoot
of CarpillüS, which has been reduced and contracted owing to a
proleptic development.
The catkin arrangement of Corytus, linally iFig. -tyr), belongs to
a third type. Here, the male catkins are clustered on side-branchlets
emanating from the axils of last year's leaves. These branchlets are
sometimes long, with a larger number of calkins ((.'. coluriia). sometimes shorter, with some few catkins (C. auellana), and hear strongly
reduced leaves: only exceptionally was it observed that in Corylus
avellana a leaf with assimilating lamina occurred al the lowest catkin
of a branchlel. The lower catkins emanate from the axils of the reduced
leaves: the uppermost is seemingly terminal. A difference from the
calkin-bearing shoots of Ostrya is that in Coryliis there often occurs a
branch with a female catkin (or two to three such branches) below on
these side-shoots; in addition, however, such branches with female
calkins
as in other genera leafy and with terminal catkins —
emanate from the one-year old branches. The branches with male
catkins appear in summer from buds surrounded by bud-scales: as in
Ost rya il is surely also here a case of proleptic development.
While in Betulaceae and even Juglandaceae a development may be
followed from catkins that pass the winter without protection to female,
possibly also male, catkins enclosed in buds, the development seems in
Corylaceae to proceed in the opposite direction: the family may be
traced back to a type where all calkins are
as in Fagaceae
enclosed
in buds during winter, and development advances towards unprotected
male calkins. These different conditions might be explained by the
fact thai two different tendencies assert themselves for biological
reasons, one working for winter protection of the calkins, especially
of the delicate female calkins, the other working towards a lull development of the catkins already in the autumn, so that anlbesis becomes
so early lh.it Ihe pollination (by wind agency) may take place before
leaf development and also Ihe longest possible lime is obtained for
t in i I development. The former tendency appears in Betulaceae and
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Juglantlaceae, the laller in Corylaceae, where Hie interests of protection
:uc already satisfied in the original types and a beautiful combination
of holh biologically advantageous factors is allained in Corylus, where
anlhesis may entirely take place before leaf development by the stigmas
of the female calkins projecting between the hud scales, while the
female calkins, thanks lo this arrangement, are nevertheless enclosed
in buds.
The organizalion of (he dichasia and flowers was recently investigated by ABBK I 1935, 1938), who as in the case ot Betulaceac has made
penelraling morphological and anatomical examinations. Through
elucidation of the course of the bundles in the staminate flowers he has
shown that these are in reality formed by three flowers, i.e. are reduced
dichasia of the same type as occurs elsewhere in the order. Thai this
is the fact is also confirmed by the cases in which additional hracteoles
ami perianth-leaves occur in the genus Corylus. ABBE I 1935. 1938)
reports instances of this for Corylus americana, maxima and Vilmorinii. In Corylus column similar conditions occur in the bisexual
flowers thai are sometimes found in the male catkins, with one or two
carpels, formed through transformation of one or two stamens (Fig. 52).
In these cases there are as a rule one or two or even I Fig. 5'2 c) three
extra scales in the flower, on the adaxial side. At least the middle of
these scales, which is higher inserted than the others, must he a
perianth-leaf; judging from their lower position the two other scales
are probably secondary hracteoles. In any case the number and position
of these leaves argue in favour of the view that we have here three
flowers that have I used with each other, a fact thai, as previously
mentioned, is confirmed by the anatomical examinations of ABBK. In
contradistinction lo the female dichasia the male dichasia are thus
furnished with a terminal flower, as in Minis.
The involucre formed by the hracteoles is developed in the family
as a separate covering round each fruit, undoubtedly a biologically more
advantageous and a more derived condition than when all bracts and
bracleoles of the dichasium, as in lictnlncene, fuse into one scale. In
the genus Carpinus the involucre in such a species as for instance
('.. Betulus is without doubt of an original organization, a three-lobed
scale with a larger mid-lobe formed by the bract and two smaller sidelobes formed by the hracteoles. Even within the same genus, however,
Ihere are differenl variations ol this organization: Carpinus japonica
has the one. adaxial. bracfeole split off as a tree leaf, while the other
is quite connate with the bract, and several species have a more marked
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Fij,'. ÖO. Ostryopsis Dauidlana. A female flower willi involucre II die li.i-.iun> with
two young fruits, br bract, b' primary bracleole, ad adaxial. ah al>a\ial secondary

bracleole. l about X 20, ll aboul X 8.
lobe at the side of t lie axis, often folded in round (he fruit, whereas
on the abaxial side there is no distinct lobe, only a serrate border,
which may sometimes (C. erosa) also be folded in round the fruit. In
some species no lobes are discernible.
Those types that occur in Ostryopsis and Ostrya may easily be
thought to have arisen out of this variation series. Ostryopsis has at
an early stage (Fig. 50.1) an involucre that is rather much reminiscent
of Carpinus Beliilns, though the adaxial lobe is somewhat more separated from the other involucre, but at a later stage iFig. 30 /?) it
becomes pronouncedly bipartite in a way somewhat reminiscent of
those Cur pi mis species which have a more distinctive adaxial lobe. The
bag-shaped involucre of Ostrya shows attachment to the type within
Carpinus where the involucral leaves unite into a single lobe, as also
to such a type as occurs in C. erosa, where the involucre surrounds
the nut.
In the genus ( orylus the involucre is stated by some authors,
e g . VAN TlEGHEM 11000) and ABBE (1935), to be composed of two
secondary bracteoies, while the primary bracleole is suppressed. VAN
TlEGHEM conns to this result mainly through a discussion of the
different orientation of the carpels in ' orylus and Carpinus: in the
latter genus he thinks the secondary bracteoies are lacking. From
observations of the involucre of a ( on/lus species as C. aixllanu, however, where the two U axes of the involucre are usually distinct, it
appears that the abaxial leaf is distinctly larger than the adaxial. and
further that at the outside of the dichasiuni it regularly surrounds the
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Fig. 51. Corylus aoellana. I two fruits, one of Ihem with two-leafed, the "HUT with
three-leafed, involucre; II '.' fruits with three-leafed involucre; /) E involucre, in
which one of the secondary bracleoles is somewhat connate witli the primary, from
the side \ü) and from above (E); !•' I diagrams showing the development, only
one flower of Ihc dichasium designated, the hract black, the primary bracteole
Streaked, See further the text. A—E nat. size.

latter, w h e r e a s the condition varies on t h e opposite side. T h i s gives
rise to the supposition that not only two s e c o n d a r y bracleoles a r e
participating. T h e m a t t e r is m o r e closely elucidated by the c o n d i t i o n s
in the 3-Ieaved involucres which not u n c o m m o n l y occur, especially
on certain individuals. T h e lliree leaves, t h e p r i m a r y bracteole a n d
t h e two s e c o n d a r y ones, m a y here have the position relative to the
carpels that is s h o w n in Fig- 51 ß . w h e r e t h e two c a r p e l s - which a r e
a r r a n g e d in the longitudinal direction of the i'ruit — are very nearly
m e d i a n to the p r i m a r y bracteole a n d the two s e c o n d a r y bracleoles s t a n d
o n e o n each side of the s o m e w h a t flattened fruit. In oilier cases (Fig.
51 A) the carpels are nearly Iransverse to the p r i m a r y bracteole, a n d
Ihe s e c o n d a r y bracleoles are both placed on the s a m e side of Ihe
greatest d i a m e t e r of the fruit. T h e most c o m m o n condition, h o w e v e r ,
is probably that Ihe c a r p e l s tire m o r e or less oblique in relation to Ihe
p r i m a r y bracteole (Fig. 5 1 C ) ; the s e c o n d a r y bracleoles are t h e n
a r r a n g e d as in the first case (in this Ihe c a r p e l s a r e , indeed, not exactlym e d i a n , but a little diagonal, as is s h o w n by the m a r g i n of Ihe p r i m a r y
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bracteole reaching somewhat further backwards on one sid«- of the fruit
than on the other). These different positions are. as is shown by the
diagrams Fig. 51 F—/, due to the varying position of the carpels, while
the hracleoles have ahout the same position in the different cases in
relation to bract and main axis. It may however now sometimes also
he observed that two of the three involucral leaves grow together, so
that they are slill free in their upper pari and a feeble suture below
denotes the line of coalescence iFig. 51 I)—F.). Such a coalescence may
take place either between the primary bracteole and one of the secondary
(Fig. 51 I) E, / ) , or between the two secondary i Pig. 51 (/), depending
on whether the secondary bracteolcs are placed on different sides or on
the same side of the greatest diameter of the fruit.
These actually occurring cases argue in favour of the two-leaved
involucre being formed by participation of the primary bracteole too,
which either together with a secondary bracteole forms the one leaf,
while the oilier is formed by the other secondary bracteole. or also
alone forms the one leaf, while the two secondary bracteolcs form the
other. In the former case we get a parallel to the conditions found in
Ostnjopsis, possibly also in some Crirjiinus species, hi the hitler case
there is a certain similarity with Ostrya and for instance Carpinus
Betulus. By the anatomical investigations undertaken by ABBK of the
C.orijhxs dichasium it is certainly shown (reproductions in ABBE, 1935,
p. 20, Figs. 110—117, of Corylus cornuta) that no bundles branch off
to a primary bracteole (secondary bract according to ABBE) below the
ramifications to the secondary; on the contrary, the branching takes
place later, higher up, at the point where the primary bracteole might
be expected. This, however, is also completely the case in Ostrya
(ABBE. I.e., Figs. 125—1341 and might be accounted in the same way
as ABBE explains it here, viz. by the primary bracteole being grown
together with the shoot emerging from its axil.
A perianth is lacking in the male flower of Corylaceae. Only in
abnormal cases has it been observed, and then only in the genus
Corylus, which is also deviating from the others by the regular occurrence of hracleoles in the staniinate flower. Some examples of a
perianth in the male flower of this genus are
as mentioned above
reported hy ABBE \ 1935, 1938), who observed up to five scale-like
perianth-leaves in a (part-)flower, and in Fig. 52 another instance is
shown, though il is not quite a comparable one owing to the flowers
not being pure male flowers but bisexual. Within the genus Carpinus
there may. as is shown by Fig. 53. also occur flowers that only contain
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Fig. 52. Corylus column. Transitions between mule and female [lowers, with structures intermediate between stamens and carpels la), one carpel (ft—c), or two free
carpels (d—/). One extra seal«1 In « and <•, two in ft, d, f, three in c. The stamens
t-iil off. About X 10.

stamens and yet have a perianth; also in this case however (he flowers
are transitional between staminate and pistillate; on a further development towards staminate flowers the perianth-leaves disappear more and
more: Ihey are transformed
in any case to a great extent — into
stamens.
In contradistinction to the staminate flower the pistillate flower
has a perianth, though weakly developed, present in all genera. In
sonic cases, for instance in Carpinus and Oslnja, il may he seen that
two transverse and Iwo median perianth-leaves arc favoured, though
greal irregularities occur. The original condition, at leasl in Carpinus,
is however certainly not a lelramerous perianth. This is evident for one
thing from the transitions between male and female flowers that sometimes occur, especially frequently in Carpinus Betulus var. incisa (Fig.
53). In these flowers the perianth-leaves are detached from the ovary
and form free, sometimes two- or three-parted lobes. It is evident from
Ihis thai they are of both indefinite number and indefinite position:
Ihey are reminiscent of the irregular scale circles surrounding the
flowers of many other Amentiferae.
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I IJ, ö.'t. Carptnus lietulus \ar. incisa, transitions between male .mil female
flowers. A flower with a carpel open below and a transition between carpel and
stamen (o); ß flower with a similar carpel and one stamen in): C flower with two
somewhat stamen-like structures [a and n'\. I) flower with two small stamens;
F flower with two large transitions between scales and stamens (b I three stamens
wilh .1 hall anllier each </' 2 stamens with complete anthers " and i small scale
[b] In I two perianth-leaves are adnate to the ovary, two free; in the other flowers
the perianth leaves are free. About X 20.
Some Carptnus species, as C. Tsehonoskii, have n stronglj reduced
perianth in the female flower, and in the genus Corylus it is also
much reduced \s is. shown by HAGBRUP (1942), in early stages the
perianth is inserted at the base of the ovary: first in the later development il is raised through intercalary growth to the top of it. A similar
change of position was earlier mentioned for Juglandaceae
[Oreomunnea).
The stamens are as a rule deeply cleft in the family, in the same
way as within Retulacetie in most Hetuln species. According to an old
record (PRANTL 1889), Ihe filaments in the genus Ostryopsis are undivided: olhei authors stale that they are divided, and this is also the
common condition, though occasionally undivided filaments may
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occur, which arc as a rule particularly short: probably it is a matter of
an occasionally occurring reduction icf. Betala § Humiles). An exception is constituted by Corylus ferox in the section Acanthochlamys of
Corylus, where the filaments are entire, only the anther being more or
less divided, i Probably the condition is the same in the other species
belonging to the section, C. tibetica.) In other species, as C. avellana,
however, they are very deeply split, down to the base. It must be
assumed that the tendency to this is also present in § Acanthoclamys,
which is regarded by HOBROV (1936) as the most original in the genus,
though it does not appear until in more derived forms icf. Alnus).
The number of the stamens in the genera Corylus and Ostryopsis
is considerably smaller than in Carpinus and even smaller than in
Ostrya. Frequently there are in the former genera only four stamens
in a - compound — flower, i.e. two stamens in the original terminal
flower and one in either side-flower icf. ABBE, 1935). This must be
interpreted as a proof of reduction of the male flowers in these two
genera.
The two carpels in the family have a somewhat varying position.
According to ABBE (1935), they are transverse in Ostrya and Carpinus,
diagonal in Ostryopsis and Corylus. The transverse position in Ostrya
is very clearly evident from the anatomical investigations of this author,
but it may be questioned whether the carpels do not have the same
oblique position in some species of Carpinus as in for instance Ostryopsis. In for instance Carpinus laxiflora the fruit at maturation is obviously
obliquely placed in relation to the primary bracteole, and for C. japonica it seems to be evident from the anatomy as well, as this is
represented by ABBK I 1935, Figs. 140—151), that the carpels stand in
a plane that is not quite parallel to the primary bracteole and directed
towards the secondary ones, but al the axis side is somewhat inclined
towards the primary bracteole. However, other species of Carpinus,
for instance C. Bctulus. have carpels that must be regarded as transverse; the position varies within this genus, and both the type occurring
in Ostrya and I hat in Ostryopsis may apparently be traced back to
different orientations occurring there. The genus Corylus, like Ostryojisis, has obliquely placed carpels, bid, as previously pointed out (cf.
Fig. 51), they do not only stand in the same plane as in Ostryopsis,
i.e. at the outside of the dichasium inclining towards the adaxial side
i Fig. 51/•', G), but it may also occur that at the outside it inclines
towards the side of the primary bract (Fig. 51 //, / ) .
ABBE

(1935, 1938) assumes that the diagonal position of the carpels
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in Ostryopsis and Corylus has arisen through the suppression of a third,
adaxial carpel, placed inside the adaxial secondary bracteole, when.is
in Ostryti and ' arpinus a median carpel has disappeared. As regards
Ostryopsis, however, the assumption is in conflict with the conditions
when a third carpel occurs, which is exemplified by ABBK himself
(1938). This third carpel is median to the primary bracteole, and the
carpels generally occurring must consequently he the two transverse
ones; the conditions cannot he altered by the fact that one of these
(the abaxiall becomes sterile in the Irimerous ovary. Thus, in the same
way as in Ostrya and Carpinus the median carpel seems also to he
suppressed in Ostryopsis, in direct correspondence to the conditions in
the side-flowers ol Unus and Betala, the carpel opposite the primary
bracteole disappearing as here and the two remaining carpels in Ostryopsis
in my opinion also in many Carpinus species — forming an
ovary that as a result of the strong pressure of surrounding organs gels
a diagonal position. In Corylus the conditions are probably the same.
Certainly there are here different positions, which might easily be
accounted by the suppression of in one case the median, in the other
case the adaxial carpel, but. of course, it is very improbable lhat Ihese
different cases could occur in the same species, as would then have had
to be the case. The different positions are therefore presumably only
due to a more or less strong torsion of the originally transverse carpels.
Owing to the close relationship with Betulaceae and Fayaccae it is
very probable lhat. as there, the flower has arisen from an original
inflorescence. There are however scarcely any sure proofs of this in the
family. Still, there are certain reasons arguing in favour of a parallel
being present to the conditions within other Amentiferae families. Thus,
it lias been mentioned that in Carpinus lictulus, in the transitional
flowers previously mentioned, there occur round the pistil an irregular
whorl of scales lhat are partly transformed into stamens (Fig. 531, this
being reminiscent of the pseudanthia described for various families.
Further, the easy coalescence of three male flowers into one that takes
place in the family is in good agreement with the assumption that the
flowers are pseudanthia; such flowers are easily fused with one another,
as is evident from earlier instances.
With regard to the development ol the fruit special emphasis should
perhaps be laid on the difference lhat exists belween Corylus on one
hand, with its large, rounded, comparatively thin-walled fruit, and on
the other hand the other genera, especially Carpinus, where the tnnl
is small, flattened, with a comparatively thick and very hard wall.
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Corylus is in ihis respect somewhat reminiscent of Queecus, perhaps
also of Comptonia in Myricaceae, whereas Carpinus is more reminiscent
of Betulaceae and Pterocarya in Juglandaceae. Corylus also differs from
the other genera hy ils hypogeal germination, another similarity to the
Qaercus group within Fayaceae.
The inner organization of the ovary resembles that of Betulaceae.
There are two ovules having the same position and structure as in that
family, one of which in normal cases develops further. In al least
Corylus it has been observed iWoi.PKRT, 1909; HAGERUP, l'.)i'2j that
four ovules are primarily laid down, as in Betulaceae. In the development of the embryo-sac there are some very peculiar features. According
to BENSON (1894), there is in Carpinus as well as in Corylus a true
sporogenous tissue, in which a number of cells gel more than one
nucleus and — especially in (Carpinus — several embryo-sacs may
develop. As in Fayaceae, the embryo-sacs send out tv<m»;jt-structurcs
downwards; in Corylus there is generally one such, but in Carpinus
there are more, and the pollen-tubes, which as in Betulaceae take their
course through the chalaza. grow by way of these into the embryo-sac.
These conditions differ rather much from those occurring in Betulaceae and are. like corresponding peculiarities in Fagales, lo some
extent reminiscent of Casuurina, as a matter of fact mor«" so than in
this order.
The relationships within the family arc quite clear as regards the
Ihree genera Carpinus, Oslrya, and Ostryopsis. Among these genera
Carpinus must be regarded as the one showing the most primitive
features, and likewise the greatest variation, and the two others
represent a further development of certain different types in Ihis genus
with respect lo inflorescence-arrangement, involucre, the position of the
carpels, etc. The development has also brought about a certain reduction, as. for instance, in the number of stamens. The genus l.orylus
shows some divergence from the other evolutionary line. In several
respects it agrees most with the more advanced forms of Ihis. bill il
also shows some deviating features that appear original, for instance
the occurrence of free bracleoles in the slaminale flower and also the
hypogeal cotyledons. These deviations, however, surely need not mean
that the genus has another origin and should be referred to a particular
family: there are also great agreements with the other genera and it
seems very probable thai Corylus may also be. traced back to a type
thai is close lo Carpinus and that the deviating features - - or the
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tendency to these — have been present in the original type common
for the family.
On a comparison between the families Cori/Iaceae and Betulaceae
il must be said that in its floral morphology the family Betulaceae
on the whole represents a more primitive type. Especially is this evident
as regards the male flowers, which in Coryluceae are strongly reduced
and coalesce in threes. The development of an involucre round each
fruit must certainly also be regarded as a more derivate feature, biologically advantageous, than the common catkin scale in for instance
Alnus, which is without significance for fruit dispersion. The two
families are witboiü doubt closely related, and have also often been
united into one. Tl seems however scarcely possible that the genera
belonging to Corylaceae have directly developed from the types of the
Betulaceae genera; the involucre has for instance quite too different
an organization, and in the embryology, considerably more primitive
features must be said to prevail in Corylaceae, indicating a more direct
connection with Fagales. The two families, thus, have probably rather
developed separately from a common origin and should consequenlly
be kept apart from one another.
The order Betulates is most closely related to Fagales, with which
it is generally united. Several morphological features may have arisen
through a further development of characters occurring in Fagales,
there being, as mentioned above, an especially close attachment to the
Fagus group. Yet there are also considerable differences. There is no
stem-cupule in Betulates, whereas bract and bracleoles develop in special
ways that are not found in Fagales. In the male flower there are
phenomena of coalescence that are reminiscent of Juglandales, the
female flower in for instance Carpinas has a perianth whose irregularity
is certainly not solely due to reduction, a typical chalazogainy occurs.
Some of these characters are reminiscent of Juglandales, others of
Casuarinales. To the latter group there is also a similarity as regards
the stamens, which here as in Betulates show a tendency to splitting,
and in the bracteoles, which here as in Alnus are lignified at fruit stage,
the inflorescence thus being cone-like. H o w the phylogenctic lines
are running that connect Betulates with other groups than Fagales, is
not easy to say: we must confine ourselves to the statement that there
must certainly exist some such connection, which justifies Betutaies
being regarded as an order of its own. This order should therefore be
considered as having arisen through some changes of the Fagales type
and some contributions from other sides.

Order 6. Salicales.
Family Salicaceae.
Important earlier literature: EICHLBB, 18T8: HRGELMAIER, 1880: VBLENOVSKY,
1904: NAKAI, 1020. 1930; GRAI-, 1921: GOMBOCZ, 1921—1925; RAIMO. 1926; FISHER.
1928: KlMURA. 1928. 1938.
The inflorescence is in Salicaceae a simple, unisexual catkin. In
Populus both male and female catkins, which in the family always
occur on separate individuals, are slack and pendulous, in Salix they
are generally stiff and ereel: some species, however, have more or less
overhanging catkins and in S. bracteosa, which is sometimes referred
to a genus of its own. the male catkins are pendulous and slack as in
Popullis, whereas the female ones are erect. The development of the
calkins is of course associated with the fact that wind-pollination lakes
place in Populus, whereas insect-pollination prevails in Salix: an exception is formed only by the S. bracteosa mentioned (NAKAI. 1930. p.
48—49), and possibly by some other species (FISHER. 1928. p. 388).
The organization of Ihe flower has - - in comparatively recent
times
been elucidated in a meritorious manner by FISHER (1928),
who made thorough-going anatomical and morphological examinations
of a large number of Salix and Populus species. Regarding the bract,
this author points out the great agreements between the thin, incised
bract of Populus and the generally coarser, undivided of Salix. This
must indicate thai they are homologous to each other, in contrast to
the supposition of NAKAI ! 1930). but FiSHER is ol the opinion that they
are not the true bracts of the flowers at which they are silualed, as
they not only spring from Ihe pedicels but also the- supporting vascular
bundles are not detached from the main axis but from the bundle thai
runs to the flower. That the bracts of Salix and Populus are homologous, may also be considered to be confirmed by the fact that in some
Salix species |S. <Hcti]oncura BOCK & ROSTH.. S. Humboldtiana
ANDERSSON.

WILED.,

1807. and others, cf. Fig. 54 f/\ there occurs a somewhat
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incised bract, while in Populus there m a y occur an almost entire one
(/'. (ilhti. Fig. 5 6 i ; in P. lasiocarpa the bract is shallow-lobed, hut of a
different s h a p e from Salix, b r o a d e r u p w a r d s ) . As r e g a r d s the position,
il is k n o w n that in m a n y o t h e r Anient iferae the bract m a y grow
together with the flower s u p p o r t e d by it. a n d il is p r o b a b l e that also
h e r e we h a v e such a coalescence, w h i c h in this instance h a s advanced
SO far thai the two vascular b u n d l e s h a v e also been p a r t l y united.
F r o m the investigations of A B B E (1935) on Betulaceae
it is evident
that here the b u n d l e of Ihe b r a c t very oflen issues from the v a s c u l a r
tissue r u n n i n g to the flower; only in exceptional cases, a s in the original Alnus nitida, does it a p p a r e n t l y occur (ABBE, I.e., Fig. 42) that
it a l r e a d y detaches itself at the c o m m o n point of d e p a r t u r e of the
v a s c u l a r tissue.
A m a i l e r that h a s been the object of great attention b y several
investigators of the flower is the so-called disc that is found in Populus
as a plate- o r cup-like s t r u c t u r e in b o t h m a l e a n d female flower, in
Salix generally a s one or a few glands, often of u n e q u a l development
in s t a m i n a l e a n d pistillate flower.
T h e r e has been s o m e u n c e r t a i n t y w h e t h e r this disc of
Populus
a n d these glands of Salix a r e in reality h o m o l o g o u s s t r u c t u r e s (cf.
H E G E L M A I E R , 1880). As pointed out by GOMBOCZ (1921—1925) a n d
o t h e r s , in Ihe section Turanaa of Populus (e.g. in P. pruinosa, cf. Fig.
54 a c) there is a deeply lobate disc (especially in t h e female flower),
w h i c h forms a t r a n s i t i o n to those Salix species lhal h a v e a c o m p l e t e
w h o r l of g l a n d s in Ihe flower w h i c h are united below (see for instance
Fig. 54 It). T h e s t r u c t u r e s are consequently r e g a r d e d a s h o m o l o g o u s .
Also within the section Leucoides of Populus
Ihe disc is lobale i Fig.
Fig. 54. K female flower of Populus pruinosa with lobate disc; /> ihe ili.se from above;
c male flower of Ihe same species, disc not so deeply lobate; </ the same species,
Iwo anthers; c /'. Wilxonii, disc of female flower, from in front; / two anthers of
/'. lasiocarpa; g female flower of Salix sp. related to S. Safsa/ from Senegal (PEROT
TET 1825 as .S'. coluteoides] with lobulate bract and slightly 5-lobale nectarium, open
towards Ihe bract; /i female flower of S. australis wild cup-like nectarium, a more
profound incision towards Ihe hract; i" Ihe same, male flower from Ihe side, with
the Stamens in a column; k S. oritrcpha, female flower (Hie pislil removed) with
three glands; / Ihe same, male flower will) four glands, Ihe stamens removed;
in ii S. rliijtintissima, two female flowers, the pistils removed, from the axis; o S.
Warburgii, nectary of a female flower with a thick wall towards Ihe axis and two
thin scales towards Ihe hract; p the same, male flower with four nectary-lobes, the
adaxial somewhat deviating; q S. senegalensis, male flower with Iwo lobale nectaries
and Ihe stamens in a flattened column; r proleplic male flower of S. caprea with
four glands, ii. c—/ about X 10. /). ij -r about X 15.
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54 c). though licit so deeply and in the female flower not so irregularly
lin /'. Wilsonii, Fig. 54 c, often regularly two lobes towards the axis
and three towards the bract): on Ibis account and because the disc is
not deciduous as in § Turanga, it does not appear to be quite so original as here. FlSHEH (1928), with the support also of her anatomical
observations, arrives at the conclusion that the nectary of Salix forms
a homology to the disc of Populus, or to its peripheral parts. She has
demonstrated that in some Salix species le.g. S. Safsaf FORSK.I the
small internode that bears the flower is upwards extended into a cuplike, oblique receptacle, on which the nectary (cup-like in S, Safsaf)
is located, and has pointed out the great similarity of this receptacle
to the disc of Populus. The alternative mentioned, v'u. that the nectary
of Salix possibly corresponds to the peripheral parts of the Populusdisc, doubtless means that the author thinks the central part of the
disc corresponds to the cup-like stem-part of Salix, which here passes
without demarcation into the nectary, a supposition that in any case
also appears very probable in view of the more vigorously developed
vascular bundles in the Populus disc. Bj NAKAI (1930), however, it
has been supposed that the bract of Salix on account ol its different
nature on the outer and inner side, is — as a rule
formed through
coalescence of a proper bract and a part of the nectary; consequently,
the nectary structures present in the two genera would then only partly
correspond, the disc of Populus being homologous to not only the
nectary of Salix but also to a part of its bract. As a mailer of fact.
however, even though there is of len no nectary above the bract in
Salix, such is also often present, sometimes even more vigorously
developed than at the adaxial side /e.g. .S. capensis THUMB., FISHER,
1928). In these cases the bract must surely be a b r a d and nothing
more, and it is then also highly probable that this is Hie condition in
other cases too and that the frequent absence of the nectary here is
only due to the narrow space at the side of the bract.
With the reservation that some central parts of the Populus disc
seem to be axial structures, the various nectaries may thus be
regarded as homologous.
Several suppositions have been made on the real nature of the
disc- or nectary-structures. FISHER (1928) gives a survej of these and
rejects with good reasons the theories that they are only nectarsecreting emergences or rudimentary stamens. Instead they must be
leaf-structures. This is evident among other things from the observations
made by thai author on the vascular bundles that also in Salix may
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sometimes run to the nectaries, in other cases are only found as reduced
vestiges of an earlier vascular tissue to them. VBLENOVSEY'S (1904)
observations on summer calkins (probably proleptic) of Salix aarita,
where instead of nectaries three free leaves may occur, also argue in
favour of their leaf-nature. On the other hand, it is a debatable point
whether they should be regarded as bracts or perianth-leaves. Both
GOMBOCZ (1924—1925) and FlSHER (1928) regard them as a reduced
perianth: VELEXOVSKV (I.e.!. on the other hand, is of the opinion that
the posterior gland of Salix (inrita, which in the summer-catkins is
divided into two leaf-like structures, corresponds to two fused hracleoles
and that the third leaf, which corresponds to an anterior gland, is to
be regarded as a perianth-leaf, lie compares the organization with that
of I he male flower of the Juglandaceae, where, besides the two hracteoles, there may sometimes he found a reduced perianth of few leaves.
There are reasons arguing both in favour of VELENOVSKVS assumption
and against it. On the one hand, in most Salix species there can hardly
he seen any difference in development between the glandular structures,
and nor any regularly deviating position of certain glands, which might
justify some of them being regarded as bracteoles. Also in the proleplic Salix catkins, observed by the present writer in Salix caprea, the
number of glands or leaf-structures does not only rise to three but
there may also be found four glands of rather irregular arrangement
(Fig. 51 r). On the other hand, there are sometimes two lateral glands
at the adaxial side, often ol an obliquely backwards-oriented position,
for instance in Salix oritrepha SCHNEID. (Fig. 54 k) and S. elegantissima
(Fig. 54 m), and, when a solitary adaxial gland occurs, it is often
emarginate or bifid. In Salix Warburgii SEEM the adaxial part of the
nectary is often thick and coarse, of other nature than the thin abaxial
lobes I Fig. 54 o—p). A special importance seems to attach to the
conditions in Salix bracteosa THAUTV., often referred to a genus of its
own. Chosenia. The glands have here as a rule disappeared by way of
reduction, but exceptionally the female flower contains two small
lateral glands (Fig. 58 a, cf. also KIMEKA. 19."<8), somewhat displaced
towards the axis, thus occupying the same position as the bracteoles
in e.g. Leitneria. These conditions
that lateral glands are sometimes
present and that they al reduction seem to disappear later than the
others
indicate that there really arc two lateral glands of a special
nature, corresponding to hracleoles. Irr their development, however, they
agree with other glands, at any rale in most cases. Perhaps they might
all be regarded as a perianth where the bracteoles — as in some other
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eases — lake pail in Hie perianth formation. For a decision on Ihis
question certain conditions in (he nature of the flower should he taken
into consideration. Sometimes it happens in Salix amygdaloides, according to FISHEK 11928,1, that the nectaries not only surround the flower
exteriorly, hid that some small structures are also found around the
hase of Ihe middle of the three stamens. This argues of course strongly
in favour of the flower heing a pseudanlliium in which each stamen
corresponds to an original flower. The same is confirmed, as far as
Populus is concerned, by certain circumstances that will he discussed
later. Those pseudanthia which are found in other Amentiferae are
surrounded by leaves of bract-nature, which sometimes develop into
cupular scales, sometimes into perianth, sometimes to both. To this
hracleal envelope» Ihe disc or nectary of Salicaceae probably forms
a correspondence, this also in respect of Ihe irregular arrangement, at
which small protuberances may be formed considerably further in than
Ihe larger outer structures, and lo the sometimes occurring emergences
also on these (in Salix amygdaloides, FISHER, 1928, Fig. 6, also by the
present writer observed in an abnormal flower of S. alba X babijloniea).
Without doubl Ihev form a correspondence lo the perianth in Ihe
staminatc flowers ol Juglandaceae, in agreement with Ihe assumption
of VELENOVSKV. and likewise to the »bracteoles» of Myrieaceae and the
perianth in the female flower of Leitneri«. They are however apparently
formed by reduction of such undifferentiated a hracleal envelope thai
it is perhaps not quite appropriate lo denote them as perianth. This
hracleal envelope has now developed in different ways: from the
original type with several leaves around Ihe flower a development has
laken place in Populus to a uniform plate-like structure and in Salix
a reduction of varying extent has occurred. Sometimes this reduction
hrings about Ihe total disappearance of Ihe glands: Ihis is as a rule
Ihe case in Salix bracteosa. In other cases there seems lo be a certain
tendency favouring two median and two Iransverse glands, for instance
in Ihe male flower of Salix Warburgii (Fig. 5 4 p ) , conditions that are
somewhat reminiscent of. for example, Ihe perianth of ( orglaceae.
Willi respect to the great irregularis thai generally marks the arrangement of the glands — when these are more numerous — I hese organs
seem originally to have been of varying position and number like the
members of the hracleal envelope in other Amentiferae and not to have
developed from a perianth with definile cycles, as is sometimes assumed
INAKAI, 1930. as well as the diagram of VELENOVSKY, 1904, suggests the
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same assumption, though this author does not apparently regard this
plan as the sole anceslral type).
The stamens in the genus Salix are either quile few, 1—2, this in
Ihe groups Diandrae and Sgnandrae of ANDERSSON (1867, 18f>8), or
of a larger number, the group Pleiandrae of ANDERSSON. The latter
group includes many forms with original characters, among others
also a more developed nectary, and on this account the smaller number
may certainly he regarded as having arisen through reduction. Sometimes the stamens are united below, either into a bushlike ramose
column (e.g. in .$'. australis HIES, et BOJ. ex F R . , Fig. 54 i), which is
very reminiscent of some Mgrica species, or there are (the group
Sgnandrae) only two stamens united below (e.g. S. incana), which also
has its correspondence in Mgrica. There may also occur a flattened,
transversely extended column (this in .V. senegalensis MERT. ex AND.,
Fig. 54 q), as there may at limes lie three stamens in a transverse row
(FISHER, 1928, Fig. 6). In Salix amygdalina
the middle-mosl of Ihe
three stamens is somewhat closer to Ihe main axis and generally
develops first at anthesis. Also in other cases it was observed ( H E G E L MAIER, 1880) that Ihe slamens developed subsequently. While the
slamens of most Salix species have a central position in the flower and
are free from Ihe bract, they are in some species, especially pronouncedly
in S. bracteosa, carried up on the surface of the bract in a way that
somewhat resembles Ihe conditions in e.g. Corijlaceae (Fig. 58 b—c,
e—/, cf. also XAKAI, 1930, Tab. Ill and V). In Populus they spring
from the central part of the obliquely developed disc, (Fig. 54 c, 57 A),
mainly from its larger, anlerior pari. As staled by HEGELMAIER (1880),
Ihe first stamen-primordia are developed in the centre and from there
the development proceeds to the anlerior part of the disc, to some
smaller exlent also to Ihe posterior. The stamen-number may rise in
Populus to about 00 or 70 (P. kiurifolia); these high numbers, as well
as the low numbers in Salix, must probably be due to secondary
changes. Within the seclions Turant/a and Leucoides of Populus Ihere
occur connective-appendages at the tips of the anthers (Figs. 54 r/and / ) ;
for inslance in /'. lusiocarpa (Fig. 54 /) they arc as a rule emarginate,
just as this also may be Ihe case within Juglandaceae.
The carpels as a rule are 2 in number, in Populus sometimes 3 or 4.
Their position, if they are two, has been somewhat differently interpreted. According lo RAINIO (1926), who has examined Scandinavian
Salix forms, even as regards their flower anatomy, the carpels in these
are median, with the median placentas on their surface: VELKNOVSKY
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i'i;;. 55, Cross section of ovary of various Sattx and PopullU species a Salix elegantissima: b S. bracteosa (iwo ovules at each placenta); c S. incana, higher up
(one ovule on each placenta); </ the same, lower down; <• I'opulus Wilsontt, 3-carpellarj ovary, the adaxial carpel somewhat smaller; / /'. candicam, more profound
incisions medianly than transversely, g P. canadensis, ovary with 4 carpels, the two
median somewhat smaller. The front side alwavs In-low a d about X 33, e—g
about X 22,
(1904), FISHER (1928), a n d most oilier a u t h o r s regard Ihem a s t r a n s verse both in Salix a n d Populus,
the p l a c e n t a s Huts being f o r m e d b y
llieir edges. F r o m a cross section t h r o u g h the ovary of a m o r e derived
species (diandric or s y n a n d r i c l it m a y u n d o u b t e d l y a p p e a r as t h o u g h
there were two m e d i a n carpels, the o v a r y in for instance Salix
incana
being p r o t r a c t e d in the m e d i a n direction a n d s h o w i n g deep t r a n s v e r s e
incisions (Fig. 55 c). A c o r r e s p o n d i n g section of other, m o r e original
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species (Tig. 5 5 a — b ) , or even lower down through the ovary of the
same species (Fig. 55 d),'shows oilier conditions, however: the transverse parts are here often thickened, with vigorous nerves, the ovary
is frequently protracted in a transverse direction. In I'opulus the cavities
are often deeper in the median direction or
if the carpels are more
than two
above the placentas (Fig. 55 c, / ) . FISHER (I.e.) slates thai
the median vascular bundles are sometimes split in Salicaceae into two,
indicating that we here have two meeting carpel-edges, a splitting that
also may he observed in for instance Populus Wilsonii (Fig. 55 e); in
this species it is very obvious Ihal the middle of the carpels is hallway
between the placentas. Judging from these circumstances, the common
interpretation that the carpels
if two — are transverse must be
correct. For Salix this is also confirmed by the fact that sometimes (in
S. glanduhsa SEEM., NAKAI, 1930) two rudimentary carpels occupying
a Iransverse position have been observed in the male flower.
When the Carpels are three in number, which in Salix is only found
in abnormal cases (observed in S. fragilis and S. nurila by v. SEEMEN,
1895) but in I'opulus is common in several species. Ihc third carpel is
generally median, adaxial, or also median, ahaxial. It is often distinctly
smaller than the other two (Fig. 55 e). As Irimery is found in species of
Populus Ihal appear very original, as P. pruinosa, this might be supposed
to be the primary and Ihe dimery lo have arisen by way of reduction.
The theory of a reduction, however, is in conflict with the fact Ilia I
Ihe carpels are sometimes not only three, but four (even in the same
specimen) and that this is found, for instance, in Ihe hybridogeneous
/'. canadensis, thus no original form. In the dimerous and tetramcrous
gynoecia we probably have on this account instead an augmentation
of the original dimerous number, in Ihe same way as the number of
the stamens increases in Populus.
As regards Ihe stigmas, a development may be followed within
Salix from carina! to commissural stigmas. In Ihe pleiandric species
they are transverse, thus carinal. Within Diandrae there are in for
instance .S'. silesiuca (Fig. 5(5 tl. tl j two transverse, rather horseshoeshaped stigmas, Ihe one well separated from the other. In S. caprea
(Fig. 56 e) they are somewhat closer lo each other, and in .S'. daphnoides
they meet (Fig. 5 6 / ) . The next slep is Ihal the segments of Ihe one
stigma grow together with corresponding segments of the other stigma;
this is sometimes Ihe case in S. viminalis and is very beautifully found
(Fig. HC) a) in the hybridous S. stipularis (concerning this see WlMMER,
1866, |). 184j; two median, commissural stigmas are thus obtained. In
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their development the stigmas show great variation, especially perhaps
in I lie* plciaudric Salix species. Sometimes they are here short and
broad, undivided, only with a fold at the middle (Fig. 5 6 a and c),
sometimes they are extended, tabulate in the margin and united below
(Fig. 5(5/)), reminiscent of Populus. Within the East-Asiatic series
Urbanianae and Chosenia, on the other hand, they are deeply divided
into narrow, round branches (Fig. 58 a and ef).
In Populus the stigmas are always earinal. /'. alba has deeply
bifid stigmas, with two rather narrow segments (Fig. 561), in /'. tremuloides, which belongs to the same section, the stigmas have a small
middle-lobe between the two larger segments (Fig. 56k), and in other
sections they are extended, lobate and plicate, and many times larger
(Fig. 56/, in), which is doubtless connected with the wind-pollination.
A style may both be present and be lacking in Salia Two free
styles occur on the one hand in S. bracteosn and likewise in S I'rba
niana SEEM., in which two species, however, they are slightly united
at the base (Fig. 58 a and <l\. and on the other hand in S. alauva
(Fig. 56 ft), belonging to quite a different group. Within Populus the
stigmas are generally sessile on the ovary: in § Lcucoides alone there
is a quile short, branching style (Fig. 56/). NAKAI (1930, with figures)
has drawn attention to a peculiarity in Salix bructeosa, vi/, that the
stigmas are deciduous, the styles breaking off below the stigmas after
anthesis; similar conditions are also found in ser. Urbanianae icf. Fig.
58 (I): and in Populus, loo. the stigmas are early deciduous.
The intersexual flowers, with transitions between stamens and
carpels, that are frequently found in Salix (for instance, regularly in
S. alba X babylonica) have been thoroughly examined by RAINIO | 1926).
lie shows among other things that there is not. as is often stated, a
direct transformation of micro- into macro-sporangia or vice versa;
pollen-sacs and ovules develop at different, definite parts of the sexual
leaves which have certain male and certain female parts. This is of
interest with respect to the possibility thereby indicated that the
sporophylls ot I he \ngiosperms have developed from some lower type
I in .')(). Stigmas or female Mowers of Salix and Populus iseen from in front or
from the axis except <l and A', which are seen from the side). a female flower of
SII/I.I H umbotdtiana; b stigmas of Salix sp, related to S Safsaf I rom Senegal;
r the sann of S elegantissima; d. a" of S. silesiaca, <• of .S. caprea, f of S. daphnoides,
<j of S. stipulahs. h of S. glauca; i female flower of Populus alba A. A' stigmas of
/' tremuloides I stigmas of bicarpellary pistil of P. Wlhonli; m Stigmas ol /'. Sargentii. a—A' and m about X 15. / about X 10.
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with microsporangia at a certain part, macrosporangia at another part
of the sporophyll.
In the genus Populus there sometimes occur similar intersexual
flowers, by Ihe writer observed in a male individual of /'. tremula var.
erectti Svi.v. (Fig. 57). They agree principally with corresponding
flowers of Salix, hut while the stamens here are always first united
before they are transformed into carpels, in Populus individual, free
Stamens may he Iransformed, and at a more advanced stage there may
he a union with some other stamen, with signs of a beginning transformation.
Regarding Ihe origin of the flower it has already heen pointed out
that the small glanddikc structures that sometimes occur around a
particular stamen in the male flower of Salix suggest Ihe correspondence
of such a stamen to an original flower - that Ihe present flower is
thus a pseudanthium. The same thing may possibly also he indicated
by the facts that Ihe flower of Salix is sometimes furnished with a
small joint at Ihe limit to the pedicel (FlSHER, l!>28i and that the
ovary is often raised on a slalk that may have similar small glandstructures lo those which may occur at Ihe stamens of the male flower
(FlSHER, I.e.. Fig. 9). Also, the organization of the occasional bisexual
flowers of Populus argues in favour of the pseudanlhic nature of the
flower. In the male flower of P. tremula one of Ihe comparatively few
(about 5 1.0) stamens is sometimes transformed into a carpel, vi/.
thai one which is placed in the pocket-like depression in the disc,
centrally in relation to the stamens emanating from the sides of the
disc, mainly the anterior side (Fig. 57.1). Occasionally il now happens
thai another stamen in the vicinity is transformed into a carpel and
then remains free from the first, so that two distinct pistils arise, with
some stamens hesides them (Fig. 57 (.). This may surely he regarded
as indicating thai the stamens here correspond lo small, dichasially
arranged flowers, the central ones of which may sometimes develop
into female (lowers, i.e. thai we have here a pseudanthium. The same
Ihing may he confirmed by the fact that in Salix, according to LUNDSTRÖM (1875). there may exceptionally occur three pistils in the same
female flower (observed in S. ylauca).
The fruit in Salicales is of quite a different type from that in
other Amentiferae: it is a capsule bursting al the middle of Ihe carpels.
It seems however possible to imagine» a development from for instance
Ihe Juglandaceae, with which the Salicales also show some other
resemblances. In Juglandaceae the fruit also opens — at germination —
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Pig :')7. Popalus tremula var. crecta. A D intersexual flowers from an otherwise
lor the most pari male specimen. 1 flower Willi a carpel in the pocket-like cavity
in the disc and Ö Stamens; li flower with one pistil and one somewhat transformed
stamen. C flower with two carpels, one larger and one smaller, and 5 stamens;
I) flower with coalescence between pistil and stamen: E—/ various transitions between Stamens and carpels. .1 /) about X 10. E I about X 15.

at the middle of the carpels. It may be thought that this family, in
view ol its pronounced opening fissures and its highly probable development from a fruit with two or more seeds, derives ils origin from a
type with capsular fruit, to which the Salicales may also he traced
hack, and it is also possible that a development has taken place from
the Juglandacean type in connection with an increase of the seed
number.
In the ovary there are parietal placentas at the coalescence lines
of the carpels, generally each with several erecl. analropous ovules. In
certain Salix species lhal also in other respects appear original, e.g.
.S. heterochroma, S. bracteosa, S. Urbaniana, there are only two ovules
on each placenta, and this is also the case in a Populus species, P. albq
(GRAF, 1921). In these cases the ovules are placed hasally in the ovary
and are apotropous, thus a position similar to that in Balanopsidales.
Regarding lhal in other Amentiferae
this number is that usually
occurring; il is here probably the original one. and the larger number
that is found especially in Populus is a secondary phenomenon. In
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Salix (here is exceptionally a reduction to two ovules in the ovary
(S. incana, cf. Fig. 55 c). According to GRAF (1921), Ihere is in Populus,
at least in certain species, an archesporium of several cells (though
lew-celled) and in this genus, in contrast to Salix, aporogamy, though
not chalazogamy occurs. In some Populus species, further, a small
inner integument was observed inside the outer one, whereas other
species like Salix only had one integument. The inner integument was
formed at the same lime as the outer through differentiation of a
swelling, at first unitary, and GRAF is not unfamiliar with the thought
that we here have the formation of a new structure. The general
opinion seems to be that the occurrence of two integuments is a more
original stale and thai the ovules with one integument have arisen
through coalescence of the integuments or reduction of one of them.
Without doubt this is also the case in the family Rosaceae, as is shown
by «FUEL (1918), perhaps also in Betulales, whose unitegminous ovule
may have arisen through reduction of the bitegminous one in Fagales,
bid the process need not for this reason have always followed the
same course. The unitegminous ovule in Juglandales develops possibly
in other groups into a bitegminous one, and such a development may
also occur within Salicrtles.
As regards the hair-tuft that is found on the seeds of Salicaceae
it. has previously been mentioned that by some authors it has been
considered lo be homologous to the appendages that in Juglandaceae
emanate from the placenta and surround the base of the ovule. This
assumption seems to be well-founded, and is further corroborated by
the fact thai TAKKHA 11936) and KlMURA (1938] have shown that the
seed-hairs in Salicaceae do not spring from the lunicle, as is generally
stated, but from the placenta, as the appendages in Jualandaceae.
Besides the two genera Salix ami Populus that from of old have
been referred to Salicaceae a third genus, C.liosenia, has in later limes
been proposed and iu general gained recognition. It includes only one
species, Ch. bracteosa, and was proposed by NAKAI in 1920 (very good
figures in NAKAI. 1930). It has been accepted by Ko.MAROV (1927,
obviously with hesitation: in 1929 be refers it back to Salix], by
WETTSTKIX (1935), REHDER (1940). and others, whereas by some
authors (HULTÉN, 1928: FLODERUS. 1933) il is united with Salix.
Without doubt it shows some very distinguishing features in its floral
morphology, arguing for its generic value. This is especially true of
the male flower, which deviates very much from the common conditions both in Salix and Populus. The Iwo almost entirely free styles
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Fig. 58. Salix bracleosa [a c) and .S'. Vrbaniana [d—f), a and </ female flowers
(the glands in n orrnr only exceptionally, in i/ the breaking-places on the styles are
indicated!; /> and r male flowers from above: c and / male flowers from Hie side.
About X 15.
11
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constitute another such feature, and their breaking below the stigmas
aller anlhe.si.s differs from most Salix species and shows some similarity
lo Populus, as well as the pendulous male calkin. A difference from
bath Salix and Populus is the fact thai as a rule nectaries are wauling
in the flowers. If there had not been any transitions between the Salixand the CAosenia-fype one might on this account have been inclined
to regard Chosenia as a genus of its own. There is. however, a whole
series of such transitions arguing for its inclusion in Salix. Firstly
there occasionally occur in Salix bracteosa, as mentioned above, two
lateral glands in the female flower, approaching a little to the axis.
Further Ihere are in ser. Urbanianae of Salix many resemblances lo
the Chosenia-type, especially in S. Urbaniana, which in several important characters shows a very strong approach lo Ihis type (Fig.
58 </—/): two lateral glands occur in the female flower, the styles are
of Hie same lype and break in a similar way, the ovary is of a similar
structure, the stamens are to some extent carried up on the bract. A
difference is that a small abaxial gland is present in the male flower:
however, only an inconsiderable continuation of the development
already begun in the flower is needed lo give rise lo the (.7io.se/jia-lype.
The other species within Urbanianae form to some extent a
transition between Salix Urbaniana and the rest of the Salix-genus.
The close relationship of S, bracteosa lo Ihe whole group is shown
by Ihe fact that hybrids are observed between Ibis species and both
S. Urbaniana and another species of the group, S. cardiophyIIa (KIMURA,
l!Ki(>. I'.t.'i?). The series Urbanianae might then also be referred to the
genus Chosenia', as a matter of fact. KIMURA (1928) has separated Ihe
series from Salix, though he referred it lo a genus of its own, Toisusu,
alongside Chosenia. As pointed out by NAKAI (1930), however, Ihe characteristics distinguishing Toisusu are scarcely of sufficient importance to
justify its being separated from Salix. The same must then also be
said of Chosenia, owing to the continuous series of transitions that by
way of Urbanianae unites it with other Salix groups. In agreement
with FLODEBUS (1933) I regard Chosenia only as a series of Salix,
which is of interest by showing certain features reminiscent of Populus,
although such features, as mentioned above, may also be found in
oilier series.
With respeel lo Ihe relationships between the two genera of
Salieaceae, both GOMBOCZ 11924—192,3) and FlSHER (1928) arrive at
Ihe conclusion that Populus is a more primitive genus than Salix.
Undoubtedly such a section as Turanga has also a primitive orga-
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nizalion of the disc, and in the embryology of Populus I here are some
features that appear more primitive than in Salix. On the whole,
however, it must he said that Salix has a more original floral organization. The variation is here considerably larger, this applying lo
the nectaries, the structure of the pistil (now carina], now commissural
stigmas of very different shape, with two styles, with one style, or
entirely without style), the arrangement of the stamens (sometimes
free, sometimes in columns) and their number, and also in the number
of ovules there occurs a type that seems to be the original in several
Salix species, whereas it appears to be very rare in Populus. In an
anatomical respect also there is according to FISHER (1928) great
variation in the Salix flower, whereas Populus shows very uniform
conditions. On the whole it appears as if Populus were a type originating
from the Setfix-type — in its more primitive form — which was more
uniform in the development of Ihe disc and in other characters, and
in which at Ihe same lime a certain increase in the number of stamens
as well as of carpels and ovules had taken place, though certain primitive
characters are also found. The wind-pollination occurring in Populus
is also met with in Salix bracteosa (NAKAI, 1930) and perhaps (FISHER,
1928) also in some olher Salix species, where the nectaries are petaloid.
In Populus the section Turanga, in its disc, shows some attachment to Salix: still stronger however do Ihose atlachments appear to
be which occur in § Leuce in P. alba, a species that in the qualities
of ils sligmas and bracts approaches Salix and in Ihe number of ovules
agrees with some original Salix species. Populus alba and its allies
should probably be regarded as the most primitive group of Populus,
even though all other groups cannot be traced direel back to Ibis, but
a common origin may be presumed, from now extinct forms.
The order Salicales has to some extent an isolated position within
Amentiferae. Without doubt it belongs to this group, but it is a somewhat divergent type, among olher respects in its fruit and seed
development. In these respects, however, it may, as previously mentioned, be a further development of the Juglandacean type, and its
nectary- or disc-structure may also be a correspondence to Ihe bracleoles occurring in Mgricaceae and the perianth of Juglandaceae,
Leiliwriales in some degree forming Ihe transition. The order is
apparently a rather transformed type, which, however, has emanated
from a primitive origin, probably most closely represented by Ihe
Juglandalen type, though relationships apparently exist also in other
directions within A me titiferae.

General conclusions on the Systematics of the
Amentiferae.
From the foregoing account i I is evident that there are great
variations in the floral morphology of the Amentiferae. In spile of
Ihis, however, liiere are many common features of importance,
indicating that the various orders are related to each oilier. This is
already suggested by the -parallel» phenomena appearing in various
orders, which without having any direct phylogenetic significance yet
indicate similar dispositions. Within Fagales there occurs for instance
in some forms a fruit-structure that shows striking resemblances to
that of Juglandctceae, and in Salicates there is in Salix, ser. Chose nia
a male flower of a type resembling thai of Corglaceae in Betulales,
while some Salix species in their male flower show great similarities
lo some Mt/rica species. Of greater importance than these parallel
phenomena are apparently those essential agreements which are
found in the structure and origin of the flower. As shown in the
preceding pages, in all orders there are lo he. found either positive
proofs or at leasl good probability reasons for the flower to he
regarded as a pseudanthium thai has arisen through union of a number
of simply built flowers. Within Jut/landales this development is very
conspicuous in the family Mgricaceae as regards both male and female
flower, in Balanopsidctles the same development may be observed as
regards the male flower, while the female flower has probably arisen
in the same way. and in Fagales the female flower has an organization
that in some cases comes close to thai of the most original Mgricaceae,
though the outer part-flowers in the pseudanthium only appear in
abnormal cases, while the male flowers are more reminiscent of the
male pseudanlhia of Balanopsidales. The most original Fagales [Lilhocarpus) and the most original Juglandales (Myrica) in Ihis way come
close lo each other in important flower-morphological characters and
apparently may be traced back to a common origin. Which of the
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two orders is the most original, is difficult to decide. The order
Juglandales has here been placed first, this on the strength of the
more original organization of the pseudanthium. On the other hand,
the one-seeded ovary of Jufflandales has undoubtedly, as mentioned
above, arisen from an ovary with two placentas and at least 2, probably
1 ovules, and hence in this respect the order is more derived than
Fagales. This, however, has probably not so great importance as the
otherwise on the whole more primitive organization; still, it is better
to confine oneself to the statement that both orders may obviously be
traced back to a common origin. The order Balanopsidales is - as
pointed out above - - original in some characters, more derived in
others, and is lo be regarded as most likely a side line parallel to
Juglandales; further data concerning this order, especially its embryology, are however highly desirable.
The three remaining orders, Betulales, Leitneriales, and Salicales,
scarcely show any prcsenl transition from inflorescence lo flower, but
there are obvious signs of the pseudanthic nature of the flower; the
reduction of the original inflorescence has here only advanced somewhat further. The order Betulales is most closely connected to Fagales,
though il is apparently somewhat more derived and shows some attachments in other directions as well. On the other hand, the order
Leitneriales is in a similar way connected with Juglandales. The order
Salicales deviates in different respects rather much from other Amentiferae and is probably to be regarded as the most derived group, on
one hand with strong reductions, on the other with different fruitstructure and increased number of ovules. Wilhoul doubl, however,
the group has separated from the olher Amentiferae at an early stage
of development; in I he first place il attaches to Juglandales and
Leitneriales.
The circumstance that the flower of the Amentiferae is a pseudanthium that is formed by union of simply built part flowers need not
in itself mean that the group has an original position. In for instance
Euphorbia there are also such pseudanthia, and there the simple part
flowers have undoubtedly developed by way of reduclion from more
highly organized flowers. In the Amentiferae, however, there are no
signs of such a development. And to this may be added as a
in the
writer's opinion — very important fact that in their embryology there.
is a series of peculiarities reminiscent of original types, of the; Gyninosperms or of Casuarina, an undoubtedly primitive genus. Some.of
Ihese peculiarities, as Ihe several-celled archesporium of the ovule,
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Ihe free integument of Ihc ovule. ;m<l the vascular bundles of the
integument, are characters that may be met with here and there in
the system of the Angiosperms and on this account have by some
authors (cf. above) been regarded as of minor importance. Their
common occurrence in one group seems however noteworthy, even
though they may occasionally appear more or less isolated in other
groups. And Ihe chalazogamy occurring in Amentiferae has apparently
no true correspondence within other angiospernious groups, except in
Casuarinales; Ihe so-called chalazogamy lhal occurs in other groups
seems, al least in some more closely examined cases, to be of a different
nature (cf. SCHNAKF, 1929, p. 295—297). The caecum-structures
occurring in Fagales and Betnlales are also a special phenomenon,
which is reminiscent of Gasuarinales, jusl as some morphological
flower-characters in Betnlales also recall this group. By some authors
the order Casuarinales is united to Ihe Amentiferae into a common
group: RENDLE 119251 places them in this way side by side, while BuRTT
DAVY (1937) includes Casuarinales in his subclass Amentiferae. In my
opinion, however, this order differs so much from Ihe Amentiferae that
it cannot be included in the group, although there must exist a certain
relationship t lint confirms the original position of the Amentiferae.
Among other groups that may attach to the Amentiferae in Ihe
first place mention may be made of Urticales. Here there is a perianth
of similar type, superposed stamens, some embryological agreements.
Thai Ihe flowers are often bisexual need not mean any contrast; we
have seen that to all appearances the flowers of Ihe Amentiferae have
developed from pscudanthia with female flowers in the centre. The
genus Rhoiptelea, discovered in recent limes (HANDEL-MAZZETTI, 1932),
may to some extent serve to form the transition from Amentiferae to
Urticales; in ils general flower-structure, the nature of its fruit, etc. it
agrees most with Urticales, but there are also some similarities to
Juglandales, among others in the anatomy of Ihe slem IWTTHNER,
1911). Another order that also seems to have some relationships lo the
Amentiferae is Protealex, though it is more distant from il. It agrees in
certain flower-morphological features and embryologically also shows
some similarity, in Ihe first place with Salieales ( W E T T S T E E V 19.35).
Under all circumslances there seem, judging from the present
study, to be very good reasons for placing the Amentiferae - in
accordance with KNGLER, WETTSTKIN. RENDLE, and other authors —
among Ihe most original Angiosperms, constituting a primitive type of
great morphological and systematical interest.
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